KIN-1527

KIN-1528

KIN-1529

KIN-1530

KIN-1531

KIN-1532

KIN-1533

KIN-1534

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN-1535

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN-1536

KIN-1537

KIN-1538

KIN 27

KIN-1539

KIN-1540

KIN-1541

KIN-1542

KIN-1543

KIN-1544

KIN-1545

KIN-1546

KIN-1547

KIN-1548

R5

R6

R5

R8

KIN-1549

R6

R5

R8

KIN-1550

KIN-1551

KIN-1552

KIN-1553

KIN-1554

KIN-1555

KIN-1556

KIN-1557

KIN-1558

KIN-1559

KIN-1560

KIN-1561

KIN-1562

KIN-1563

KIN-1564

Major C

KIN-1565

Staff Sergeant A

Major C

Major C

Corporal D

Corporal D

KIN-1566

UDR Captain N

KIN-1567

KIN-1568

KIN-1569

KIN-1570

KIN-1571

KIN-1572

KIN-1573

KIN 301
KIN 301

KIN 301

KIN-1574

KIN 301

KIN-1575

KIN-1576

KIN-1577

R 15

R 15

R 15

KIN-1578

KIN 301

KIN 301

KIN-1579

KIN-1580

KIN-1581

KIN-1582

KIN-1583

KIN-1584

B3/R1

KIN 179

KIN-1585
KIN 135

KIN 135

KIN 279

KIN 238

KIN 238

KIN-1586
KIN 238

KIN 83

KIN 83

KIN 238

KIN 238
KIN 238

KIN 135

KIN 135

KIN 135

KIN 135

KIN-1587

KIN 24

KIN 24

KIN 377

KIN 377

KIN 377

KIN 279

KIN 279

KIN 279

KIN 133

KIN 133
KIN 133

KIN 133

KIN-1588

KIN-1589

KIN-1590

KIN-1591

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN-1592

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN-1593

KIN-1594

KIN-1595

KIN-1596

KIN-1597

KIN 27

KIN-1598

KIN 27

KIN 27

KIN 301
KIN 301

KIN 27

KIN-1599

KIN 27

KIN-1600

KIN-1601

KIN-1602

KIN-1603

KIN-1604

KIN-1605

RESTRICTED

Kincora – Exhibit GC1
Strategic Analysis - Timeline of Key Events Linked to Kincora

MK and SM
Higher Police Analysts (Strategic Analysis)
May 2016
This report should be read in conjunction with the statement of D/C/Superintendent Clarke provided to the HIAI and should not be further disseminated.

KIN-1606
1.0 Introduction
This detailed timeline has been produced to accompany the strategic analytical review of Kincora related material held by the PSNI and should be read
in conjunction with a number of other analytical reports.
The first entry on the timeline dates back to 1955 and concludes in December 1981 with the trial of the three accused Kincora staff members. The
timeline reflects key events over this 26 year period, which link directly and indirectly to the Kincora case.
This report has been prepared using information contained in the Kincora related material held by the PSNI, notably the police prosecution files from
1980, 1982, 1983 and 1985.

KIN-1607
Date

Summary

c.1951

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

R 36 began lodging with
William McGRATH; they had started
a homosexual ‘relationship’ in 1948.

In 1958 R 36 suffered a nervous
breakdown as a result of the
relationship he had had with
McGRATH. He may have had a
further breakdown in the 1970s.
Valerie SHAW was aware in the late
1970s of the earlier ‘relationship’
between R 36 and McGRATH
through a friend
) who
managed a day care centre which
R 36 was then attending for
psychiatric issues, including suicide
attempts.

Statements of R 36 ,
24/06/1980,
02/06/1980 and
07/08/1980

December
1955

Roy GARLAND first met William
McGRATH at Faith House, Finaghy.
GARLAND alleges that he was
indecently assaulted by McGRATH at
this meeting.

GARLAND was 15 years old when he
alleges he was first abused by
McGRATH. GARLAND alleges the
abuse continued until 1962.

Statement of WR
GARLAND, 30/03/1982

01/01/1956

Joseph MAINS began employment at
Park Lodge Boys’ Home, 700 Antrim
Road, Belfast.

MAINS worked as an Assistant to the
Housemother for approximately 1
year. No complaints are known from
Park Lodge residents re: MAINS and
abuse.

Exhibit JOMcC1, part of
C64/2/80

February
1957

Joseph MAINS employed for a week
at Williamson House.

At least one complaint of abuse was
made against MAINS by a resident of
Williamson House.

Statement of Con W
GIRVAN 16/7/1980 re
interview of J MAINS
29/5/1980

KIN-1608
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

18/02/1957

Joseph MAINS commenced
employment at Abbeydene Old
People’s Home as an attendant.

January 1958

Kincora Boys’ Hostel was opened by
the Belfast Welfare Authority.

01/03/1958

Joseph MAINS took up the position
as Officer in Charge, Kincora Boys’
Home.

31/03/1958

D/Con James Price CULLEN joins the
RUC.

06/05/1958

Official opening of Kincora.

10/05/1958

First residents moved into Kincora –
and KIN 70 .

13/07/1958

Elizabeth McCULLOUGH starts
employment at Kincora as a
Domestic Assistant.

September
1958

Joseph MAINS resigned from the
Ulster Special Constabulary, ‘B’
Specials.

July 1961

Joseph MAINS and
first met.

BAR 1

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Exhibit JOMcC1, part of
C64/2/80

Exhibit JOMcC1, part of
C64/2/80

Report by Mr R BUNTING
contained in DPP File,
Preliminary Police Papers
MAINS resigned due to “existing
conditions of employment”.

BAR 1 and MAINS were working at
separate summer camps organised
by the Belfast Welfare Corporation
when they met.

Exhibit 21, Sussex Police
Enquiry

Information provided by

BAR 1 during Police

interview on the
23/6/2000. See File Ref
C64/19/04

KIN-1609
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

21/09/1961

Letter from Joseph MAINS to Social
Services recommending the
establishment of the post of Deputy
Warden at Kincora.

08/09/1964

Raymond SEMPLE started work at
Kincora as Deputy Warden.

Raymond SEMPLE had been
volunteering at the home from 1959.

c.1964

Roy GARLAND and William
McGRATH entered into a business
arrangement together.

Ultimately this business venture
failed as GARLAND accused
McGRATH of incurring debts in
GARLAND’s name and failing to repay
a loan.

c.1965

lodged with
KIN 388
McGRATH when on business in
Belfast. During his final stay with
McGRATH,UDR Captain N told KIN 388
that McGRATH was involved in
“homosexual activity”.

c.1965

Clifford SMYTH began boarding with
William McGRATH at the McGRATH
family home at 15 Wellington Park,
Belfast.

Clifford SMYTH continued to board
with McGRATH until April 1973 when
he left to get married.

Statement of AC SMYTH
05/04/1980.

28/02/1966

Raymond SEMPLE resigned as
Deputy Warden at Kincora.

SEMPLE told police he had resigned
because his mother was ill; however,
his resignation coincides with MAINS
uncovering SEMPLE’s abuse of a
Kincora resident,
R1

Statement of D/Con
McGLADDERY 06/07/1980
re interview of R SEMPLE
on 01/04/1980

JOMcC1, Phase 1 Exhibit

Statement of J MAINS,
01/04/1980.

Statement of D/S ELLIOTT,
30/07/1980 re: interview
with KIN 388 .

KIN-1610
Date

Summary

Spring 1966

replaced SEMPLE in
Kincora; his duties included ‘livingin’.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Sussex Police noted that
was
“not believed to have committed
offences against the boys at the
Hostel”; how they were able to make
this assessment is unclear but is
assumed to have been made based
on uncorroborated information
provided by MAINS.

Sussex Police Enquiry,
Exhibit 4- Interview notes
made by D/Supt HARRISON
and C/I FLENLEY of J
MAINS, 20/09/1982 in HMP
Maze

There is no evidence that the 1980
RUC investigation knew of
employment in Kincora.
was never traced by any
police investigation into Kincora.
Summer 1966

William McGRATH first came to the
notice of the RUC after he had
appeared on the platform at one of
Rev PAISLEY’s rallies in the Ulster
Hall.

Summer 1966

KIN 384 worked at Kincora as
an assistant to Joseph MAINS.

KIN 384 appointment was for

19/07/1966

KIN 167 , Kincora resident,
drowned whilst on a Kincora
summer camp at Downhill Beach.

Newspaper reports from the time
indicate that this was a tragic
accident.

19/07/1966

alleges he was
R4
assaulted by Joseph MAINS at the
Kincora Summer Camp.

R 4 claims he was comforted by
MAINS in his tent the night following
the drowning of KIN 167 , who
was LEGGE’s friend.

Intelligence Brief- William
McGRATH

approximately 5 months.

Statement of KIN 384 ,
24/09/1982.

Statement of
03/04/1980

R4

KIN-1611
Date

Summary

15/11/1966

Elizabeth SMYTH started
employment as a domestic assistant
at Kincora.

Exact dates
unknown
1966/67

BM 1

was on student
placement in Kincora from Rupert
STANLEY College.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Mrs SMYTH was employed at Kincora
until 1980.

Statement of E SMYTH
12/03/1980

She was traced by police and
provided a statement in which she
denied any knowledge of abuse
during her time in Kincora.
A former Kincora resident, KIN 179
, told police that a student in
Kincora had exposed himself and
masturbated himself in front of
KIN 179 , before asking KIN 179 to
masturbate him. KIN 179 was in
Kincora on three separate periods
over 1966, 1967 and 1968.
BM 1 was spoken to by RUC
officers on 09/06/1980 about
KIN 179 s allegations and refuted any
knowledge of same; he declined to
make a written statement.
Enquiries made by detectives in the
original Kincora investigation with
Rupert Stanley revealed that BM 1
was “the only student on placement
1967/68 in Kincora”.

RUC Phase 1, Actions 386
&392
Statement of KIN 179
19/04/1980

KIN-1612
Date

Summary

Exact dates
unknown
1967/68

worked in
KIN 66
Kincora c. June 1967

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

allegedly warned
KIN 66
a number of Kincora residents to be
wary of Joseph MAINS and was in
attendance at the summer camp in
1967 where the actions of MAINS led
to R 5 and R 6 submitting
a complaint to the Welfare
Department (part of the Mason File).

RUC Phase 1 Action 27
Statement of KIN 14
29/2/1980,
R5
23/2/1980 and R 6
1/9/1967 (part of the
Mason File).

KIN 66

was never traced
during any police investigation into
Kincora.
July 1967

Kincora Summer Camp to Portrush.

See
R5
complaint below.

and
R2
OV 4 stayed at the summer
camp as guests of MAINS.
MAINS’ behaviour at this summer
camp was the catalyst for some
Kincora residents to make complaints
to Social Services/Welfare
Department.

Statement of
27/02/1980.

OV 4

KIN-1613
Date

Summary

08/09/1967

Complaint made by a Kincora
resident to Social Services about
MAINS’ behaviour.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

R6

and R 5
complained to
Social Services about MAINS’
behaviour and made a
statement to Mr William
ROSS at College Street.

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

First known official complaint at
Kincora. R 6 alleged that
MAINS had indecently assaulted him
in Kincora and had asked him for a
kiss. R 6 also alleged that
MAINS regularly returned to the
Hostel drunk at weekends.

Exhibit GC21, part of GC3
see file C64/2/80
GC20A, part of GC3 see file
C64/2/80

R 5 statement to the Welfare
Department in 1967 made reference
to MAINS’ drinking on duty at the
Summer Camp in Portrush. R 5
also alleged that MAINS had
indecently assaulted him in Kincora
after the Summer Camp.
Both the R 5 and R 6
complaints were ‘investigated’ by
Henry MASON (City Welfare Officer)
and became part of the ‘Mason File’.
11/09/1967

Joseph MAINS was interviewed by
Henry MASON about the allegations
made by R 5 and R 6

City Welfare Officer, Henry MASON
interviewed MAINS made 3
recommendations; none of which
appear to have been followed up.

Exhibit GC3 (C64/2/80).

20/09/1967

MASON report passed to the Town
Clerk.

Following his interview with MAINS,
Henry MASON reported the matter
to the Town Clerk. No disciplinary
action was taken against MAINS; no
information is available to determine
if the RUC were made aware.

Statement of H MASON,
08/02/1980

KIN-1614
Date

Summary

14/03/1968

During an inspection visit to Kincora,
Mary WILSON, commented that “Mr
MAINS is feeling the strain of having
to be so long off without an assistant
but in spite of this is doing good
work with the boys.”

Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

01/05/1968

Colin WALLACE begins employment
as Assistant Information Officer
(unestablished) with MoD, at HQNI.

See Exhibit GC10 - 2016

th

th

9 – 17 July
1968

provided relief cover
for MAINS who was ill.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

A
was a Housefather in
Bawnmore (late 1960s/early 1970s)
and this may be the same person.

Reference Document

Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

was never traced by police
during any Kincora investigation.
10/06/1969

Raymond SEMPLE reappointed as
Deputy Warden at Kincora.

25/08/1969

James HEYBURN, PAISLEY’s financial
secretary (and close ally) acted as
‘guarantor’ in a Hire Purchase
agreement for William McGRATH.

SEMPLE told police that after an
advert for the job appeared in a
newspaper, MAINS called at his
home and asked him to apply for the
post. MAINS gave him a reference for
the job.

Statement of R SEMPLE
1/4/1980

GC64 (C64/2/80 (1982))

KIN-1615
Date

Summary

25/09/1969

Further Information

Reference Document

Disappearance of two teenage boys
from East Belfast (13
years) and
(15 years)

An investigation was carried out in
1982 and concluded “there is no
evidence to connect either of the boys
with the Kincora incident”.

RUC File Ref C2/1/82

October 1970

Robert MOORE, Children’s Officer,
appointed his assistant, Anthony
McCAFFREY, to carry out an enquiry
at Kincora re an allegation that
MAINS had physically assaulted a
Kincora resident.

McCAFFREY spoke to MAINS and
concluded that MAINS’ explanation
was plausible and took no further
action.

Report of the Hughes
Inquiry, paragraphs 3.1333.140

03/11/1970

Alan CAMPBELL jnr, charged with an
offence of gross indecency against
.
KIN 43

CAMPBELL was charged with gross
indecency on
in
KIN 43
December 1970 KIN 43 was a
resident of Bawnmore at the time of
offence, later a resident in Kincora).

Para 21-115 of D/Supt
CASKEY’s report dated
26/08/1982

CAMPBELL claims that McGRATH told
him, prior to his trial in May 1971,
that he would “be able to get the
case squashed”.

Para 21-115 of D/Supt
CASKEY’s report dated
26/08/1982

27/05/1971

Alan CAMPBELL jnr appears at
Belfast Magistrates Court charged
with gross indecency – case was
dismissed.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

CAMPBELL refused to discuss the
matter with McGRATH. CAMPBELL
also alleged that McGRATH claimed
to be able to cure homosexuality.

Statement of A CAMPBELL
19/05/1980

Statement of A CAMPBELL
19/05/1980

KIN-1616
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

C. June 1971

KIN 27 absconded from
Kincora and made allegations of
indecent assault against MAINS to
police and social workers.

KIN 27 complained
to two social workers re:
MAINS having indecently
assaulted him and made
inappropriate comments.

KIN 27 told
police who found him
about abuse by MAINS in
Kincora; referred to
MAINS as a “queer”.

No action was taken by RUC or social
workers re: KIN 27 complaint;
KIN 27 later returned to Kincora.

Statement of KIN 27 ,
17/04/1980

June 1971

Rev. PAISLEY conducted the
marriage of McGRATH’s son (Worth)
at Martyr’s Memorial Church.

Exhibit SEC2 (C64/2/80)

22/06/1971

William McGRATH began
employment as Housefather at
Kincora.

CASKEY covering report
C64/2/80 (para. 28)

August 1971

Roy GARLAND told George
McCOUBREY and Fraser AGNEW that
William McGRATH was a
homosexual and was working in a
Boys’ Home.

GARLAND claimed that he had
specifically mentioned that
McGRATH was working in Kincora to
George McCOUBREY; this is denied
by McCOUBREY. There is no
evidence to suggest that either
McCOUBREY or AGNEW did anything
with the information that had been
given by GARLAND.

Statement of WAF AGNEW
10/05/1982
Statement of G
McCOUBREY 22/05/1982

KIN-1617
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

12/08/1971

Complaint of homosexual behaviour
against Joseph MAINS, by Kincora
resident,
.
R8

wrote
R8
letters of complaint to his
Social Worker, Margaret
ROBINSON and Robert
MOORE, Head of Social
Services.
R8
highlighted that he’d been
offered money to rub MAINS’
back and that MAINS was
regularly sleeping with
.
R2

23/08/1971

25/08/1971

Mr MASON interviewed
R 8 and R 33
residents, re:
R8
allegations.

, Kincora

MASON submits his report to the
Town Solicitor,
;
referred to as the ‘Mason File’.

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Margaret ROBINSON was “horrified”
at its contents and showed the letter
to her superior, Eddis NICHOLL.
NICHOLL established that Mr MASON
was aware of the letter and its
contents and was to carry out the
necessary investigations.
complaints were
R8
considered as part of the ‘Mason
File’, together with the complaints
made by R 6 and R 5 in
1967.

Exhibit GC24, part of GC1.

R 33 was mentioned in
letter as having also
R8

Statement of H MASON
08/02/1980

been abused by MAINS.

The covering letter from Henry
MASON to
recommended
that there were sufficient grounds for
referring the matter to the police.
There is no evidence to suggest that
the RUC were made aware of the
contents of this file at this time.

Statements of Margaret
ROBINSON, 27/02/1980
and Eddis NICHOLL,
10/04/1980

KIN-1618
Date

Summary

28/09/1971

MASON met the Town Clerk, Mr
JAMESON to discuss the ‘Mason
File’.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Statement of William
JOHNSTON, 22/02/1980

, Town Solicitor, phoned
ACC MEHARG.

09/10/1971

MAINS wrote a report on R 8
at the request of Mr MASON.

12/10/1971

Mary WILSON conducted a
supervisory visit to Kincora during
which MAINS told her that he was
“not very satisfied with McGRATH’s
work but feels he may improve”.

10/02/1972

Stubbs Gazette listed William
McGRATH as having a debt of
£1280.40.

30/05/1972

Mary WILSON, Ass. Children’s
Officer, recorded that a number of
Kincora residents were members of
Tartan Gangs and giving trouble.

Reference Document

1971 Diary for Town
Solicitor- included amongst
Kincora original
documentation. No Exhibit
number.
The date of MAINS’ report on
R 8 postdates the submission
of the Mason File to the Town Clerk.

Exhibit GC20, part of GC3
(C64/2/80)

Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

This refers to a debt following the
collapse of a business arrangement
between William McGRATH and Roy
GARLAND.
Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

KIN-1619
Date

Summary

c.1972

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Roy GARLAND told Jim McCORMICK
that William McGRATH was a
homosexual and employed in
Kincora.

McCORMICK subsequently facilitated
GARLAND to report his allegations
about McGRATH to the RUC (D/Con
CULLEN), the British Army (Capt.
GEMMELL) and Valerie SHAW (Free
Presbyterian Church).

Statements of J
McCORMICK 30/04/1980 &
10/03/1982

20/09/1972

Kincora boys involved in the UDA.

A Social Worker, Mary WILSON, was
told by MAINS that he was having
difficulty with some of the boys
because of their involvement with
the UDA. It was acknowledged that
“all the boys in the area are involved
and the Kincora boys want to do
likewise”.

Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

23/05/1973

Robophone message 2024 to RUC
alleging McGRATH was a
homosexual working in Kincora and
who was part of a vice ring.

The RUC received an anonymous call
(believed to be from Roy GARLAND)
to the confidential telephone line.
The caller made a series of
allegations about William McGRATH,
Housefather at Kincora. It is believed
that this is the first notification of any
homosexual activity in Kincora. RUC
carried out enquires into the
allegations, including speaking to
Joseph MAINS. Police concluded that
the matter “did not merit any further
investigation”.

Exhibit SEC 18, part of
C64/2/80 (Phase 2).

Anonymous phone call to
the RUC re: allegations of
abuse by McGRATH and
his link with Kincora.

KIN-1620
Date

Summary

04/06/1973

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Con LONG prepared a report re: his
enquiries into the allegations made
in the confidential telephone call to
the RUC.

Con LONG spoke to MAINS re:
allegations. LONG concluded the
allegations were “totally malicious”
and did not “merit any further
investigation”. No action taken
against McGRATH. The findings of
Con LONG’s ‘investigations’ were
accepted by his superiors and no
further action was taken re the
contents of the anonymous phone
call.

Exhibit GC65

June 1973

Mr BUNTING, Deputy Director
EHSSB, claims he received the
Mason File for the first time, prior to
Mr MASON retiring.

Despite recommending in 1971 that
the contents of the Mason File
should be passed to the police; it
appears that Social Services/ Welfare
or Mr BUNTING, took no further
action.

Statement of Robert
BUNTING, 13/05/1980

Late
September
1973

Emma GREENWOOD approached
Valerie SHAW re: rumours of
McGRATH’s homosexuality which
she had heard from Jim
McCORMICK.

October 1973

Valerie SHAW met Jim McCORMICK
(Evangelist) to discuss William
McGRATH and his homosexuality.
SHAW subsequently met Roy
GARLAND, who confirmed these
allegations.

Statement of V SHAW,
29/03/1982

James McCORMICK was a central
figure in the knowledge of
McGRATH’s abuse and
homosexuality. He was also the
facilitator in GARLAND exposing
McGRATH to police, army and
religious figures.

See Exhibit GC7 - 2016

KIN-1621
Date

Summary

29/10/1973

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Valerie SHAW first raised her
‘concerns’ over McGRATH’s
homosexuality and exploitation of
young men to Rev. Ian PAISLEY.

PAISLEY offered to speak to Clifford
SMYTH (who had previously lodged
with the McGRATH family) about the
situation and meet with McGRATH.
Clifford SMYTH told police that
PAISLEY never spoke to him about
McGRATH

Statements of V SHAW
02/03/1980 and
29/03/1982; statement of A
C SMYTH 05/05/1980

30/10/1973

SHAW once again spoke to PAISLEY
re McGRATH.

On learning that McGRATH was to
take part in a Gunpowder Plot
Commemoration Service at the John
Knox Memorial Free Presbyterian
Church, SHAW contacted PAISLEY
who said he would “deal with it”

Statement of V SHAW
29/03/1982

01/11/1973

SHAW obtained from Roy GARLAND,
copies of letters sent to him from
McGRATH.

In anticipation of PAISLEY seeking
evidence re: McGRATH’s
homosexuality, SHAW had obtained
these letters.

Statement of V SHAW
29/03/1982

KIN-1622
Date

Summary

02/11/1973

05/11/1973

Further Information

Reference Document

Rev PAISLEY meets with William
McGRATH in his office in Martyrs
Memorial Church.

Prior to McGRATH’s arrival at
PAISLEY’s church, SHAW offered
PAISLEY copies of the letters
between McGRATH and GARLAND;
PAISLEY dismissed them and left to
meet McGRATH with James
HEYBURN. PAISLEY later told SHAW
that he hadn’t put the homosexual
accusations to McGRATH. PAISLEY
confirmed to police that he had met
William McGRATH in his Church
premises but did not put any of the
allegations being proffered by SHAW
re homosexuality to him, as “she had
no proof to offer”.

Statement of V SHAW
29/03/1982

PAISLEY asked SHAW for copies of
the letters from McGRATH to
GARLAND.

PAISLEY had first-hand knowledge of
McGRATH’s homosexuality through
these letters, admitting the contents
were “horrible”.

Statement of V SHAW
29/03/1982

Late
November
1973

D/Con James CULLEN met James
McCORMICK to discuss GARLAND’s
allegations.

04/12/1973

D/Con CULLEN attends a 6-week
Initial CID Course in London.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Statement of D/S ELLIOTT
07/06/1980 re interview of
Ian PAISLEY on 15/05/1980.

Statement of D/Supt
HARRISON 27/05/1982 re
interview of Ian PAISLEY
18/05/1982
Statement of D/Con J
CULLEN 30/04/1980

KIN-1623
Date

Summary

January 1974

Valerie SHAW arranged a meeting
between PAISLEY and Roy GARLAND.

23/01/1974

Anonymous call to Social Services
which claimed that McGRATH had
made improper suggestions to the
boys at Kincora had written to one
of the boys and had gone to live in
the hostel for this purpose.

29/01/1974

Mary WILSON spoke to MAINS
following the anonymous call
received by Social Services.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Statement of Valerie SHAW
02/03/1980
Anonymous phone call
received by Colin McKAY,
Senior Social Worker at
Holywood Arches office re:
McGRATH.

Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

MAINS was interviewed by WILSON
re the anonymous call to Social
Services.

Exhibit MJW1 (C64/2/80)

MAINS dismissed the allegations in
the anonymous phone call as being
politically motivated because of
McGRATH’s involvement with the
Orange Order.
No further action was taken by social
services; RUC unaware of the call.
04/02/1974

Mary WILSON and Colin McKAY met
with McGRATH at Kincora re: the
allegations made in the anonymous
call to Social Services and a letter
McGRATH had received containing
the same accusations.

No further action taken as both
WILSON and McKAY were “very
satisfied” that there was no truth to
the allegations.

Paragraph 282 of Report by
D/Supt HARRISON, Sussex
Police.

KIN-1624
Date

Summary

01/03/1974

D/Con CULLEN was introduced to
Roy GARLAND. GARLAND told
CULLEN he had been sexually
assaulted by McGRATH and that
McGRATH was working in Kincora.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

This was further information to the
RUC confirming that William
McGRATH was working in Kincora
(following on from the anonymous
phone call made to Strandtown in
May 1973).

Statements of D/Con
CULLEN, 30/04/1980 and
19/06/1980

This was the first meeting between
GARLAND and a member of the RUC
during which a number of allegations
were made by GARLAND against
McGRATH.
02/03/1974

D/Con CULLEN briefed ACC MEHARG
on what GARLAND had told him.

21/03/1974

D/Con CULLEN submitted a written
report to ACC MEHARG based on the
information provided by GARLAND.

17/05/1974

, Kincora resident,
R 15
made allegations to his mother that
McGRATH had tried to “interfere
with” him.

MEHARG instructed CULLEN to
further his enquiries and report back
to him.

Statement of D/Con
CULLEN, 30/04/1980

Exhibit DBE16 part of
C64/2/80; Exhibit 7 Sussex
Police
raised Clive’s
allegations with his Social
Worker, Sharon McCLEAN.

Sharon McCLEAN raised this with her
superior, NL 210 McCLEAN also
discussed the allegation with Joseph
MAINS; MAINS confirmed he knew of
the allegation but felt there was no
truth in it.

Exhibit PJM2 (C64/2/80)

KIN-1625
Date

Summary

June 1974

Valerie SHAW tells D/Supt John
GRAHAM of the allegations being
made by GARLAND against
McGRATH.

03/07/1974

July 1974

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Valerie SHAW told D/Supt
John GRAHAM (Head of
Belfast CID) of
McGRATH’s abuse and his
employment in Kincora.

D/Supt GRAHAM was close to
retirement but told SHAW a police
investigation would be carried out
and passed the information to CID at
Mountpottinger. When spoken to by
Sussex police, GRAHAM could not
remember who in Mountpottinger
CID he passed the information on to;
no CID officer in Mountpottinger
could recall being briefed by
GRAHAM.

Statement of J GRAHAM
07/04/1982

, Kincora
KIN 301
resident was arrested for theft.

Police search of KIN 301 locker
in Kincora located documents
relating to TARA, which were
believed to have been written by
William McGRATH.

RUC Report “Brief Outline
of the organisation known
as TARA and some of its
principle members, for the
information of C1(A)”,
dated 04/02/1980

John Colin WALLACE temporarily
promoted to Senior Information
Officer at HQNI.

This promotion coincided with the
creation of the PSYOPS Unit and
WALLACE’s prominent role therein.
WALLACE maintained his ‘official’
duties whilst being part of the Army’s
‘black’ propaganda unit.

Report from MoD Annex B
to D/DS6/7/44/18 dated
10/08/1982, Part 4 of
C64/5/83

KIN-1626
Date

Summary

16/09/1974

Second complaint by
family to Social Services re
McGRATH.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Mrs McCLEAN again spoke to MAINS
who confirmed that he was aware of
the allegation and had reported it to
Social Services and informed other
Kincora staff.

Statement of E SMYTH,
21/09/1982

MAINS spoke to McGRATH about this
allegation and instructed him to no
longer waken the boys in the
mornings.
17/09/1974

Meeting between
Social Services.

20/09/1974

Social Services released the
brothers from Kincora.

and

On learning of the
allegations from Sharon McCLEAN,
NL 210 dismissed them on the
grounds that “with the low level of
credence I attached to
report and my
expectation that the Officer in Charge
of Kincora could be relied on, I did not
require any further investigation once
assurances that no sexual
interference was occurring, had been
given.”

Statement of NL 210
28/02/1980

Despite dismissing the allegation,
returned the
brothers
to their parents within 3 days of the
second complaint and took no
further action against McGRATH.

Statement of R NL 210
28/02/1980

NL 210

KIN-1627
Date

Summary

October 1974

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Colin WALLACE claims he was
identified by certain journalists as
being involved in black propaganda
activities against paramilitary
organisations.

The decision was taken to transfer
WALLACE to HQ North West District.

Report from MoD Annex B
to D/DS6/7/44/18 dated
10/08/1982, Part 4 of
C64/5/83

08/11/1974

4 page document, ‘TARA- Reports
regarding criminal offences
associated with the homosexual
community in Belfast’

This document contains allegations
that both the RUC and Military had
knowledge of William McGRATH’s
homosexuality but failed to
investigate any allegations of
homosexual assaults on residents of
Kincora Hostel. This report further
claims that similar allegations had
been made concerning other
residential children’s homes in
Northern Ireland.

Exhibit GC80, part of
C64/22/85

December
1974

Captain Brian GEMMELL posted to
Northern Ireland as Officer
th
Commanding 123 Section, 39
Infantry Brigade.

Statement of B GEMMELL,
16/07/1982

04/02/1975

WALLACE delivered a RESTRICTED
document to the home of Robert
FISK, a journalist with the Times.

See RUC File- C298/4/75

05/02/1975

WALLACE was transferred from
HQNI to HQ North West District,
Preston as SIO.

KIN-1628
Date

Summary

26/02/1975

Military document, ‘William
McGRATH- TARA’, describing
McGRATH as “an intelligent though
devious man, who needs extremely
careful ‘handling’”.

25/06/1975

WALLACE was informed that he
would be dismissed from the Civil
Service for unauthorised passing of
information.

27/06/1975

Richard KERR transfers from
Williamson House to Kincora.

June 1975

Valerie SHAW resigned from the
Free Presbyterian Church.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

SWJS4, part of C64/5/83

WALLACE subsequently challenged
this decision.

Information obtained from
an NIO response to a
Parliamentary question
December 1989- enclosed
as part of correspondence
between the Permanent
Under Secretary at the NIO
and the Deputy Chief
Constable RUC.
Kincora Register of
Residents, Exhibit PJM3 ,
part of C64/2/80

Valerie SHAW claimed she had
resigned mainly over the McGRATH
matter.

Statement of V SHAW,
29/03/1982

KIN-1629
Date

Summary

Summer 1975

Roy GARLAND spoke to Captain
Brian GEMMELL and Corporal Q
th
(39 Infantry Brigade) and
told him of McGRATH’s
homosexuality and that he was in
charge of a boys’ home on the
Newtownards Rd, Belfast.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

GEMMELL alleges that CAMERON
ordered him to get rid of GARLAND
as a source and told him that
homosexuality was not of interest.

Statements of Brian
GEMMELL 16/7/82 and Sgt
Corporal Q 22/7/82
&23/12/82

After a second meeting between
GEMMELL and GARLAND, GEMMELL
allegedly verbally briefed Ian
CAMERON (MI5).

Statements of Brian
GEMMELL 16/7/82

Aug/Sept
1975

Valerie SHAW spoke to Rev Martin
SMYTH about her concerns over
McGRATH.

Rev. SMYTH told SHAW he would
discuss the matter with Rev PAISLEY
and did so at prior to a meeting at
Stormont.

Statements of V SHAW,
dated 29/03/82 and Rev M
SMYTH 16/04/80

1975 exact
date
unknown

Rumours were circulating in Social
Work circles that MAINS was a
homosexual and was interfering with
boys in Kincora.

KIN 384 (who had previously worked

Statement of KIN 384
24/09/1982

in Kincora for 5 months in 1966) told
Sussex police that he was aware of
“rumours circulating within social
work circles to the effect that MAINS
was a homosexual” in 1975.KIN 384
also told police that he was aware of
rumours that MAINS was sexually
abusing boys in Kincora. KIN 384 did
not pass on the details of the
rumours to his superiors.

KIN-1630
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

31/12/1975

WALLACE resigned from the MoD as
an alternative to dismissal.

Early January
1976

GARLAND again made contact with
D/Con CULLEN.

21/01/1976

D/Con CULLEN met with ACC
MEHARG re GARLAND’s allegations.

Sussex Police, Exhibit 8

22/01/1976

Rev PAISLEY conducted the marriage
ceremony of Elizabeth McGRATH
and Frank MILLAR jnr at Martyr’s
Memorial Church.

Exhibit SEC2, part of Phase
2 C64/2/80

24/01/1976

D/Con CULLEN met with ACC
MEHARG re GARLAND.

28/01/1976

Military Document, ‘Ref 13912/2Extremist Protestant Secret
Organisation TARA’, makes
reference to William McGRATH as a
Welfare Officer and running some
form of boys’ home.

Report from MoD Annex B
to D/DS6/7/44/18 dated
10/08/1982, Part 4 of
C64/5/83.
There was a gap of almost 2 years
from GARLAND’s first meeting with
CULLEN and again making contact.

MEHARG instructed CULLEN to
continue with his enquiries and to
contact the EHSSB to confirm if
McGRATH worked in Kincora.

Statement of J CULLEN,
30/04/1980

Sussex Police, Exhibit 8

Exhibit SWJS1, part of
C64/5/83

KIN-1631
Date

Summary

19/02/1976

February
1976

24/02/1976

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

D/Con CULLEN met with Deputy
Director EHSSB (BUNTING) to discuss
McGRATH and his employment at
Kincora.

It appears unusual for a D/Constable
(Dog Handler in Drugs Squad) to
meet a senior EHSSB official alone to
ask questions about this matter.
BUNTING says that CULLEN told him
at this meeting that “even the senior
staff in his division were not aware of
this”. On learning about the contents
of the MASON file, CULLEN became
aware for the first time that previous
complaints of a homosexual nature
against staff at Kincora had been
made to social services.

Report by R. BUNTING,
05/02/1980

Edward GILLILAND (Dir, EHSSB)
made aware by Robert BUNTING
that D/Con CULLEN was carrying out
a ‘special’ investigation into William
McGRATH.

GILLILAND instructed BUNTING to
brief SCOULAR and other appropriate
staff to make arrangements to
monitor Kincora more closely.

Statement of E GILLILAND,
15/05/1980

Kincora staff mentioned a
homosexual incident involving
resident,
to his
R9
Social Worker.

No further details on this “sort of
homosexual incident” are known.

BUNTING briefed SCOULAR, as
instructed, and gave him a copy of
the Mason File.
Exhibit MJR1, part of PJM 6
(c64/2/80)

KIN-1632
Date

Summary

Feb/Mar 1976

Marion REYNOLDS, Social Worker,
was contacted by Elizabeth FIDDIS,
Health Visitor and asked if she had
any knowledge of Joseph MAINS
being a homosexual.

15/03/1976

Copy of the Mason File handed to
RUC (D/Con CULLEN) by Social
Services.

21/03/1976

D/Con CULLEN reports sick for duty.

RUC Person File for D/Con
CULLEN

19/04/1976

D/Con CULLEN reports fit for duty.

RUC Person File for D/Con
CULLEN

October 1976

wife approached
R 36
Valerie SHAW and made her aware
of R 36 breakdown and
attempted suicide due to his
homosexual association s with
McGRATH.

December
1976

Captain Brian GEMMELL’S Tour of
Duty in Northern Ireland ended.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

RUC became aware of the
existence of the Mason
File.

Further Information

Reference Document

Mrs FIDDIS had picked this up from
conversation in the house of an
aunt/mother of an ex-Kincora
resident. Mrs REYNOLDS did not have
any knowledge but told Lorna
McGRATH (Principal Social Worker)
and TL 3 (Senior Social
Worker) of the conversation.

Statements of Marion
REYNOLDS, 23/02/1982,
TL 3 , 26/02/1982
and Elizabeth FIDDIS,
09/03/1982

Copy of Mason File given to D/Con
CULLEN who claims he passed it on
to ACC MEHARG; this is disputed by
MEHARG.

Report by D/Supt G
CASKEY, dated 23/02/1982,
para 47

See entry for 1951.

R 36 had lodged with the
McGRATH family in the 1950s and
had had a homosexual ‘relationship’
with William McGRATH during this
time.

Statement of R JOHNSTON
21/03/1980

KIN-1633
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

05/01/1977

RUC Intelligence Document, ‘MIONI
P74’, mentions McGRATH’s
employment in Kincora.

This is the first time Kincora is
mentioned by name in the
documents provided by the Military
to the 1983 CASKEY investigation;
that said it is an RUC SB report as
opposed to a military generated
intelligence report.

Exhibit SWJS10, part of
C64/5/83

June 1977

Captain Brian GEMMELL resigns his
Commission from the British Army.

16/08/1977

Kincora resident, R 18 , made
allegations against McGRATH to
Social Services.

17/08/1977

Social Services discussed the
allegation made by R 18 against
McGRATH.

HYLAND raised the allegations with
Joe MAINS but was dissatisfied with
his attitude to the matter and
informed her superior Alan CHARD.
A copy of HYLAND’s report was
forwarded to Gordon HIGHAM.

Report by D/Supt G
CASKEY, dated 23/02/1982,
para 27-30

September
1977

Joseph MAINS contacted Richard
KERR’s social worker, Helen
GOGARTY, as he was “mildly
concerned” about KERR and wanted
her to talk to him.

It is not clear what MAINS’ concerns
over KERR were. GOGARTY did not
discuss this with KERR as he was
arrested for burglary in early October
1977.

Exhibit GC14, part of GC10
(C64/2/80)

See Exhibit GC12 - 2016

R 18

alleged to his
Social Worker (Anna HYLAND)
that he had been indecently
assaulted by William
McGRATH.

KIN-1634
Date

Summary

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

September
1977

Clive SCOULAR was informed by
Gordon HIGHAM of
R 18
allegation against William McGRATH.

30/09/1977

Stolen jewellery recovered from
Stephen WARING’s locker in Kincora.

Following this discovery, WARING ran
away from Kincora to London. He
was returned on 2/10/1977.

R v WARING and KERR,
Court Prosecution
Summary 21/10/1977

04/10/1977

Richard KERR and Stephen WARING
were arrested by the RUC for
burglary offences.

Following the arrest of KERR and
KERR’S behaviour whilst in police
custody, D/Con SCULLY became
suspicious of the ‘relationship’
between MAINS and KERR.

Statement of D/Con SCULLY
28/01/1980

October 1977

Helen GOGARTY, Richard KERR’s
Social Worker raised concerns with
her senior David MORROW about
Kincora.

GOGARTY’s concerns had been
heightened following a conversation
she had had with D/Con SCULLY.
SCULLY’s highlighted an increase in
criminality by Kincora residents and
concerns over “some form of sexual
activity between … Joseph MAINS and
some of the boys”.

Statement of D
MORROW,13/02/1980

Statement of C SCOULAR,
30/04/80

KIN-1635
Date

Summary

11/10/1977

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Joseph MAINS submitted a report to
Social Services re R 18 s allegations
against McGRATH.

Joe MAINS submitted a report to his
authorities and it was considered by
Clive SCOULAR. The evidence,
MAINS concluded, was “very
inadequate” and what had happened
could be construed as “an
affectionate gesture”. Gordon
HIGHAM wrote to SCOULAR
suggesting MAINS speak to
McGRATH. HIGHAM also indicated
that the situation would be discussed
in a month’s time; during the interim
MAINS and HYLAND would “keep a
particular close eye on the whole
situation”.

Exhibit SGH3, part of GC1

12/10/1977

Case Conference held to discuss
R 18 . Differing reports from
Mrs HYLAND and Joseph MAINS
were considered.

No action was taken against
McGRATH and R 18
was to
remain in Kincora.

Exhibit GC38 part of GC2 (C
64/2/80)

14/10/1977

KERR appeared at Belfast Juvenile
Court charged with a series of
burglaries.

KERR was remanded in Custody to
Rathgael.

Exhibit GC12, part GC10
(C64/2/80)

20/10/1977

Clive SCOULAR wrote to Gordon
HIGHAM commenting on the two
differing reports in relation to R 18
allegations against
McGRATH, as prepared by Anna
HYLAND and Joseph MAINS.

HYLAND believed R 18 allegations;
MAINS did not. SCOULAR added that
“the situation is further complicated
by Mr MAINS’ reticence about freely
discussing what goes on in Kincora
with you [HIGHAM]”.

Exhibit SGH4, part of GC1

KIN-1636
Date

Summary

21/10/1977

KERR re-appeared at Belfast Juvenile
Court on burglary charges.

01/11/1977

Meeting between Clive SCOULAR,
Lorna McGRATH and Gordon
HIGHAM to discuss concerns about
Kincora.

Statement of Clive
SCOULAR, 30/04/80

Richard KERR accused of stealing £80
from Raymond SEMPLE’s locker in
Kincora.

Exhibit GC14, part of GC10
(C64/2/80)

02/11/1977

A handwritten noted from Gordon
HIGHAM to Clive SCOULAR outlining
concerns raised by the RUC in
Strandtown re: Kincora.

07/11/1977

Richard KERR transferred to Rathgael
following arrest for theft of £80 in
Kincora.

09/11/1977

Further meeting between Clive
SCOULAR, Lorna McGRATH and
Gordon HIGHAM to discuss Kincora.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

KERR was returned to Kincora Hostel

Exhibit GC12, part GC10
(C64/2/80)

Highlighted concerns particularly in
relation to Richard KERR and
homosexuality. Concerns also raised
by others including RUC and Social
Worker at Rathgael.

Exhibit SGH6, part of GC1
(C64/2/80)

Exhibit GC14, part of GC10
(C64/2/80)

As a result of this meeting it was
decided that SCOULAR would raise
the matter with Robert BUNTING,
Assistant Director of EHSSB.

Statement of C SCOULAR,
30/04/1980

KIN-1637
Date

Summary

14/11/1977

Meeting to discuss Kincora and KERR
held at SCOULAR’s office involving
Lorna McGRATH, Gordon HIGHAM,
David MORROW and RG 241

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Decision taken to introduce an
additional monitoring system for
Kincora in the manner of a weekly
return to highlight “untoward daily
events”.

Statement of C SCOULAR,
30/04/1980
Statement of RG 241 ,
15/02/1980

RG 241 recalled a rumour in social
work circles that someone had been
threatened about visiting Kincora by
paramilitaries.
14/11/1977

HIGHAM and SCOULAR went to
Strandtown to see Sgt SILLERY and
D/Con SCULLY to discuss Kincora.

SILLERY was to carry out research
into crimes committed by Kincora
residents ahead of a further meeting.

Statement of C SCOULAR,
30/04/1980

25/11/1977

David MORROW (Senior Social
Worker) rang Gordon HIGHAM to
inform him that, after speaking to
him in Rathgael, KERR had told him
McGRATH had made a sexual
approach on him. KERR told
MORROW that neither MAINS nor
SEMPLE had any “sexual dealings”
with him.

HIGHAM discussed this allegation
with David MORROW and concluded
that it was untrue “because
previously all Richard’s allegations
had been towards Mr Joseph
MAINS”.

Exhibit SGH7, part of GC1

27/11/1977

Stephen WARING jumped overboard
from the MV Ulster Prince travelling
from Liverpool to Belfast.

KIN-1638
Date

Summary

05/12/1977

Meeting between SCOULAR, SILLERY
and SCULLY re Kincora. SCULLY
outlined his suspicions over the
relationship between KERR and
MAINS.

07/12/1977

Richard KERR appeared at court on
theft charges.

21/12/1977

KERR sentenced to 3 years Borstal
training at Belfast Juvenile Court.

23/12/1977

KERR wrote to MAINS from Millisle
asking him to visit.

06/01/1978

R 18 alleged that MAINS
returned to the hostel drunk and
woke him. R 18 claimed that
MAINS had queried whether he liked
Kincora and asked if there was
anything wrong. R 18 alleged this
happened on several weekends.

09/01/1978

KERR wrote again to MAINS asking
him to visit.

02/02/1978

Richard KERR made a suicide
attempt following the failure of his
Appeal Hearing.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Statement of C SCOULAR,
30/04/1980

KERR was sent to Millisle Borstal.

R v KERR Prosecution
papers

R 18 reported the incident
to his Social Worker (Anna
HYLAND).

KERR wrote on at least two occasions
inviting MAINS to visit him; KERR
claims that MAINS did visit him.

Exhibit SGP2 (C64/2/80)

HYLAND passed this information on
to Gordon HIGHAM who agreed to
speak to MAINS about the matter by
“asking him [MAINS] about any
discussions he has had with R 18
about the Hostel”.

Exhibit GC35a, part of GC1
(C64/2/80)

Exhibit SGP2 (C64/2/80)

KERR was taken to the military

wing of Musgrave Park Hospital,
where he stayed until 31/03/78.

Exhibit GC14, part of GC10
(C64/2/80)

KIN-1639
Date

Summary

09/02/1978

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

An enquiry into WARING’s death was
held under the Merchant Shipping
Act 1970.

Enquiry concluded that “Stephen
WARING was lost at sea believed
killed or drowned following a fall
from the vessel”.

Exhibit GC3 (C64/2/80)

09/05/1978

Richard KERR transferred to Woburn
House, Millisle from Maze Prison
Psychiatric Unit.

During this stay in Millisle, KERR met
William EDMONDS (a Medical
Orderly), who alleged that he
indecently assaulted KERR at Millisle.
It is further alleged that KERR and
EDMONDS continued a homosexual
relationship on KERR’s release from
Millisle.

Statement of W EDMONDS,
10/04/1980

October 1978

Judith HERRIOTT began a placement
from QUB at Kincora- attended Case
Conferences re R 18

HERRIOTT read the Kincora File held
at Purdsyburn and became aware of
previous allegations of a homosexual
nature against McGRATH. Spoke to
HIGHAM who assured her that the
matter had been dealt with and the
persons involved “rigidly
interviewed”.

Statement of J HERRIOTT
06/02/1980

1978

suffered a nervous
R2
breakdown and was hospitalised in
Purdsyburn.

MAINS visited R 2 in Purdsyburn
as their relationship had continued
since R 2 left Kincora.

Statement of D/Sgt G
WILSON, 15/07/1980 re:
interview of
R2

09/02/1979

KERR discharged from Millisle
Borstal and transferred to
Williamson House.

KERR alleges that during this stay in
Williamson House, Eric WITCHELL
buggered him on several occasions.

Exhibit GC15, part of GC10
Statement of R KERR,
26/10/1982

KIN-1640
Date

Summary

14/03/1979

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Social Worker report on Richard
KERR re unsuitability of Kincora to
accommodate KERR on his release
from Millisle. The report notes that
Kincora was ruled out because it was
“under investigation because of the
Warden’s alleged involvement with a
homosexual circle”.

There are two copies of the report
prepared by Judy KENNEDY; one
contains the comments about the
Kincora Warden’s alleged
homosexuality and the other copy
has this section blacked out at the
request of KENNEDY’S supervisor Roy
BLAIR. BLAIR had asked for the
reference to homosexuality in
Kincora to be removed as it was an
“unsubstantiated comment”.

Report of JKENNEDY- GC15,
part of GC 10

c. May 1979

Richard KERR left Northern Ireland
and moved to Preston, Lancashire to
live with an aunt.

KERR confirmed that Judy KENNEDY,
Social Worker, had given him the
money for his fare to Preston.

Statement of R KERR,
25/02/1980

c.1979

Alan MORRIS, PSW, recalls being told
by HIGHAM and MORROW that
MAINS was a homosexual and was
having a homosexual relationship
with one of the Kincora residents.

July 1979

Michael HALL was on student
placement from QUB during summer
months.

August 1979

worked as
BM 1
Houseparent in Kincora.

Statement of R BLAIR
12/03/1980

Statement of W A MORRIS,
23/09/1982

HALL claims that during his time in
Kincora, R 18 talked to him
about his homosexuality.
Action 392, RUC
Investigation Phase 1

KIN-1641
Date

Summary

December
1979

Concerns re: Richard KERR led to
social workers (Judy KENNEDY and
Helen GOGARTY) contacting a
journalist to expose issues at
Kincora.

24/01/1980

Irish Independent publish article,
“Sex Racket at Children’s Home”.

04/03/1980

MAINS, SEMPLE and McGRATH
received precautionary suspension
notices; served on them by Clive
SCOULAR.

05/08/1980

Murder of Jonathan LEWIS (a
Brighton-based Antiques dealer) - his
body was found on the banks of the
River Arun.

18/09/1980

Sussex Police charged John Colin
WALLACE with the murder of
Jonathan LEWIS.

20/03/1981

WALLACE pleaded not guilty to
murder but was found guilty of
manslaughter and imprisoned for 10
years.

16/12/1981

Trial of MAINS, SEMPLE and
McGRATH.

Abuse Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social Services

Abuse Reported to RUC

Further Information

Reference Document

Statement of J KENNEDY
21/04/1982

Statement of Edward
GILLILAND, dated
15/05/1980

WALLACE was accused of murdering
LEWIS (WALLACE had allegedly been
having an affair with LEWIS’ wife,
Jane). The two men were due to
attend a dinner party together on the
night the murder took place.
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1. Introduction
This report should be considered in conjunction with other analytical products, which together provide
a strategic overview of the material held by the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI), in relation to
Kincora Boys’ Home.
This analysis provides the reader with a detailed overview and summary of the key dates in relation to
RUC, Military and Social Services’ knowledge of complaints of (sexual) abuse and mismanagement at
Kincora Boys’ Home.

2. Sources of Information
Documentation held by the PSNI has been reviewed and analysed to assist in the production of this
report. In particular, information contained in relevant statements from RUC and Sussex Police
investigations 1 into Kincora have been considered and are referenced throughout this report.

3. Key Findings
•

•

•
•

•
•

1

In 1967 the Belfast Welfare Department received their first complaint from Kincora residents
about the behaviour of Joseph MAINS; this was followed by a separate complaint in 1971.
Collectively these complaints were considered as part of the ‘Mason Investigation’.
An anonymous call was received by the RUC in May 1973, in which allegations of McGRATH’s
homosexuality, employment in Kincora and involvement in a vice-ring centred on the Home were
made. The RUC carried out an investigation into the phone call and concluded that the call was
probably ‘malicious’.
Military may have had knowledge of abuse in Kincora by 1974.
On a number of occasions between 1967 and 1980, the Belfast Welfare Corporation and later the
Eastern Health and Social Services Board (EHSSB) were made aware of serious allegations of abuse
and indecent behaviour by Kincora staff on residents. Some reports were followed up, others were
not, but at no time was any [disciplinary] action taken against Kincora staff.
By the late 1970s, rumours of homosexuality and improper relationships against Joseph MAINS
appear to have been circulating amongst social workers.
By 1973/74 the RUC (including at ACC rank and the Head of CID) knew that William McGRATH
worked in Kincora, was suspected of being a homosexual, leader of a loyalist paramilitary
organisation and involved in the abuse of young boys. Despite this knowledge, no serious
investigation was carried out by the RUC prior to 1980.

RUC Crime Files- C64/2/80, C64/5/83 and C64/22/85
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4. Overview of Knowledge of Abuse at Kincora pre 1980
Date
1967
Sept

Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social
Services

R6
R5

and

Military Knowledge

Reported to RUC

.

The City Welfare Officer (CWO), Henry
MASON, interviewed MAINS and
reported the matter to the Town Clerk.
No disciplinary action was taken
against MAINS; no information to
suggest that the RUC were made
aware of the complaints.

(Kincora residents)
made separate
complaints to Social
Services about the
indecent behaviour of
Joseph MAINS.
1971
Jun

Aug

KIN 27 , Kincora
resident, alleges that he
complained to his social
workers about the
indecent behaviour of
Joseph MAINS.

Dec

1974
Jan

Mar

KIN 27 claims
he told police about
abuse he had
suffered by MAINS in
Kincora, after
absconding from the
Home.

,
R8
Kincora resident, wrote
letters to Social Services
which contained
allegations of
homosexual behaviour
against MAINS.

1973
May

Action Taken

No action was taken by either the RUC
or social workers re: KIN 27
complaint; KIN 27 later returned to
Kincora.

complaints were
R8
investigated by MASON whose findings
were submitted to the Town Solicitor.
His file covered the allegations by
R 6 , R 5 and R 8
against MAINS. Mr MASON
recommended that the matter be
passed to the RUC. There is no
evidence to suggest that the RUC were
made aware of the contents of this file
at this time.
Anonymous phone
call to the RUC
claiming McGRATH
was a homosexual,
part of a vice ring and
employed at Kincora.

The RUC carried out investigations,
including speaking to Joseph MAINS;
they concluded that the call was
‘probably malicious’.

D/Con CULLEN was
made aware of Roy
GARLAND’s
accusations against
McGRATH, through
James McCORMICK.

CULLEN subsequently met with
GARLAND several months later (see
below).

MAINS and McGRATH were both
interviewed about the anonymous call
to Social Services. Senior Social
Workers were “very satisfied” that
there was no truth in the allegations.
No further action was taken by Social
Services; RUC unaware of the call.

Anonymous phone call
to Social Services re:
McGRATH.

D/Con CULLEN first
met Roy GARLAND.

CULLEN wrote a report to ACC
MEHARG which included information
that McGRATH worked in Kincora.
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Date
1974
May

Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social
Services

Military Knowledge

Reported to RUC

, Kincora
R 15
resident, complained to
his Social Worker that
he had been indecently
assaulted by William
McGRATH.

The
FAMILY Social Worker
raised the complaint with Joseph
MAINS and her supervisor, NL 210

Jun

D/Supt John
GRAHAM was told by
Valerie SHAW that
McGRATH worked in
Kincora. GRAHAM
was also made aware
of homosexual abuse
allegations against
McGRATH.

July

Following his arrest
for theft, TARA
documents were
found by the RUC in
the locker ofKIN 301
(Kincora
resident).

Sept

, Kincora
R 15
resident, made a
second complaint to his
Social Worker that he
had been indecently
assaulted by McGRATH.

Nov

1975
c.
Aug

Exact
date
u/k

James MAYBIN, Social
Worker, EHSSB became
aware of a rumour that
MAINS “was sexually
interfering with the
boys in his custody at
Kincora”.

Action Taken

D/Supt GRAHAM states that he told
CID officers in Mountpottinger about
SHAW’s allegations concerning
McGRATH. There is no record any
action being taken by GRAHAM, or any
other office in the RUC.

Following investigations by Social
Services, including speaking to MAINS,
both
and his brother
R 15
were released from Kincora and
returned home. RUC not informed.
4 page document
consisting of 10 bullet
points re: TARA. Makes
reference to
homosexuality and
abuse at boys’ hostels.
Specifically names
McGRATH and his
involvement in
homosexuality,
employment at and
abuse of boys at
Kincora.

There is no evidence to suggest that
this document was shared with the
RUC. See Exhibit GC11- GC80.

British Army Officer,
Brian GEMMELL, met
Roy GARLAND and was
told of McGRATH’s
homosexuality and
employment in Kincora.

GEMMELL brought GARLAND to HQNI
for a further debrief on William
McGRATH. See Exhibit GC12- Person
Profile Brian GEMMELL
MAYBIN did not pass on any
information to his superiors.
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Date
1976
Feb

Reported to Welfare
Department/ Social
Services

Nov

Richard KERR made
allegations of indecent
assault by McGRATH to
a social worker in
Rathgael.

1979
Mar

Copy of the Mason File given to D/Con
CULLEN who claims he passed it on to
ACC MEHARG; this is disputed by
MEHARG.
Social Services concluded that R 18
allegations were ‘questionable’.

Kincora Resident, R 18
, made allegations
to his social worker re:
McGRATH.
Social Services became
aware of RUC concerns
about “events” at
Kincora.

Action Taken

No further action appears to have
been taken by Social Services.

RUC became aware
of the existence of
the Mason File from
Social Services.

Oct

1978
Jan

Reported to RUC

Hilary NEILL, Social
Worker, was told by
Kincora staff of a
homosexual incident in
the Hostel involving
.
R9

Mar

1977
Aug

Military Knowledge

D/Con SCULLY raises
concerns to Social
Services re:
relationship between
Richard KERR and
Joseph MAINS.

A number of meetings were held
between RUC and Social Services to
discuss concerns. A weekly monitoring
system was introduced at Kincora to
highlight “untoward” daily events.
No further action taken following
KERR’s allegation.

Further allegation from
R 18 re: MAINS’
behaviour whilst on
duty.
KERR’S Social Worker,
Judy KENNEDY,
reported to her
superior, that Kincora
was ruled out as
suitable
accommodation for
KERR as it was
“apparently under
investigation because of
the warden’s alleged
involvement with a
homosexual circle”.

There are two copies of the report
prepared by Judy KENNEDY; one
contains the comments about the
Kincora Warden’s alleged
homosexuality and the other copy has
this section blacked out at the request
of KENNEDY’S supervisor Roy BLAIR.
BLAIR had asked for the reference to
homosexuality in Kincora to be
removed as it was an “unsubstantiated
comment”.

A senior Social Worker
in the EHSSB was told
by Gordon HIGHAM
that MAINS was
suspected of being a
homosexual and having
a relationship with a
Kincora resident.

No further action was taken by Social
Services, except ruling out Westwinds
as a potential alternative address for
Richard KERR, on his release from
Borstal.
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5. Key Dates of Knowledge of Abuse 1958-1980
Employment of Convicted Kincora Staff
•
•
•

January 1958 – Joseph MAINS took up the position of Warden at Kincora Boys’ Home.
8th September 1964 – Raymond SEMPLE took up the position as Deputy Warden at Kincora Boys’
Home (he had been volunteering at Kincora for a number of years previously).
28th February 1966 – Raymond SEMPLE resigned from his position as Deputy Warden.

Social Services - The Mason File 1967– 1971 2
Three Kincora residents made separate complaints to Social Services between 1967 and 1971 against
Joseph MAINS, Officer in Charge of Kincora. Following enquiries, a consolidated file was compiled by
Henry MASON, City Welfare Officer and presented to the Town Solicitor in August 1971, with a
recommendation that the matter be passed to the RUC.
•

September 1967 –
(Kincora resident) – made a number of allegations against
R6
Joseph MAINS in a letter he sent to Social Services. These included alcohol consumption by MAINS
and inappropriate (sexual) contact 4.
claims to have been involved in composing this
R7
letter together with KIN 10 , KIN 5 and
. Neither KIN 10 nor KIN 5
R6
mentions this letter reporting abuse;KIN 10 goes as far as to deny his involvement.

•

September 1967 –
(Kincora resident) –made a number of allegations against
R5
Joseph MAINS in a letter he sent to Social Services. R 5 claimed that MAINS tried to
indecently assault him in the bathroom in Kincora. The allegations continued that MAINS had
brought two men, not connected to Kincora,
and
to the
R2
OV 4
summer camp. R 5 made further allegations of MAINS drinking whiskey whilst on duty 5.

•

11th September 1967 – Henry MASON, City Welfare Officer, accompanied by Robert MOORE, a
senior official in the Belfast Welfare Corporation, interviewed Joseph MAINS regarding the
allegations made by R 5 and R 6

•

20th September 1967 – MASON reported the matter to the Town Clerk and submitted the relevant
papers 6. It is unclear what, if any, action took place thereafter. There is no evidence that the
matter was reported to police at this stage.

Employment of Convicted Kincora Staff
•
•

10th June 1969 – Raymond SEMPLE is reappointed as Deputy Warden.
22nd June 1971 – William McGRATH is appointed as Housefather at Kincora Boy’s Home.

RUC– KIN 27 , Kincora Resident 7
Kincora resident, KIN 27 , made a number of allegations against MAINS, which weren’t followed
up and not considered as part of the Mason File.

2

Exhibit GC3, part of RUC Crime File C64/2/80
Statements of R 7
31/03/1980 and KIN 10 25/06/80
4
Exhibit GC21, part of GC3 (C64/2/80)
5
Statement of
, 23/02/1980
KIN 5
6
Statement of Henry MASON, 08/02/1980
7
Statement of KIN 27 , 17/04/1980
3
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•

C. June 1971 – KIN 27
told two unnamed social workers that MAINS was a “queer” and that
MAINS had indecently assaulted him and made inappropriate comments 8. KIN 27 absconded from
Kincora, was picked up by police at Orangefield Park and told them of the abuse at Kincora 9. On
this occasion, police returned KIN 27 to his mother and not Kincora; KIN 27 felt neither police nor
social workers believed his allegations.

Social Services - The Mason File 1967– 1971
•

12th August 1971 –
(Kincora resident) – wrote two letters containing a number
R8
of allegations against Joseph MAINS, to his social worker (Margaret ROBINSON) and Head of Social
Services (Robert MOORE). “I now can say truly that I have never met such a filthy, dirty man
(sexually) as Mr MAINS”.
R 8 alleged he was offered money to rub MAINS’ back. R 8
further alleged that MAINS regularly slept with R 2
…“I think his open approach to
homosexuality is disgusting … and a mind like that is not fit to look after boys” 10.
R 8 told
the RUC in 1980 that he did not report the matter to the police in 1971 as he believed his social
worker would pass a copy of this letter to the police.
o

12th August 1971 – Margaret ROBINSON, social worker for
, received a
R8
copy of the letter from R 8
and was “horrified” at its content. ROBINSON showed
the letter to her superior, Eddis NICHOLL. NICHOLL established that Mr MASON had a
similar copy and he was to carry out the necessary investigations 11.

•

and
23rd August 1971 – MASON interviewed two Kincora residents,
R8
R 33 (who R 8 had mentioned in his letter as having witnessed Joseph MAINS and
in bed together), along with Mr JOHNSTON, Deputy Town Clerk and Charles
R2
McCAFFREY, Assistant Children’s Officer. McCAFFREY, however, denies seeing the letter,
interviewing R 8
or knowledge of the Mason File 12.

•

, in relation
25th August 1971 – Henry MASON submitted his file to the Town Solicitor,
to complaints from the three Kincora residents R 6 , R 5 and
R 8 ; this became
known as the Mason File. In his covering letter MASON recommended that there were sufficient
grounds for referring the matter to police 13. Handwritten on the top of this covering letter is,
“CWO to see TC on 20/9/71” 14.

•

1st September 1971 – There is an entry in Mr JAMESON, the Town Clerk’s diary for a meeting with
Superintendent William THOMPSON at 9.30am. The purpose of this meeting is not clear, although
Superintendent THOMPSON stated that he had never discussed Kincora with anyone 15.

8

Statement of KIN 27 , 17/04/1980
Statement of KIN 27 , 01/04/1982
10
Letter by
, (Exhibit GC 24, part of GC1) and statement of
R8
R8
11
Statements of Margaret ROBINSON, 27/02/80 and Eddis NICHOLL, 10/04/1980
12
Statements of Charles McCAFFREY, 17/03/1980 & 13/03/1982
13
Exhibit GC17, part of GC3 – (Letter from Mr MASON to Town Solicitor)
14
ibid.
15
Statement of William THOMPSON, 18/03/1982
9

,25/02/1980
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•

28th September 1971 – Henry MASON met with Mr JAMESON to discuss the content of the meeting
between JAMESON and Superintendent THOMPSON on the 1st September 1971. This meeting
between MASON and JAMESON would have been a “departure from the usual procedures” 16.

•

28th September 1971 – There is an entry, believed to have been marked as complete, in the Town
Solicitor’s Diary 17 (Mr YOUNG) re: ‘phoning Mr MEHARG on telephone number 650301’. Two
previous attempts to contact ACC MEHARG are also listed in the diary for earlier in that month.
MEHARG states he may have received a call from Mr YOUNG, but denies it was about Kincora.
MEHARG confirmed that he knew YOUNG both professionally and personally 18.There are no other
entries in the 1971 diary indicating further attempts to contact Mr MEHARG.

RUC– Anonymous Telephone Call
The RUC received an anonymous call to the confidential telephone line. The caller made a series of
allegations about William McGRATH, Housefather at Kincora. It is believed that this is the first
notification of any homosexual activity in Kincora.
•

23rd May 1973 - Anonymous call to police reporting the activities of William McGRATH. Amongst
the allegations made by the caller, was that there was a vice ring, centred around McGRATH, who
worked at Kincora. The caller also alleged that McGRATH practiced “various kinds of homosexual
perversion” and was involved in Unionist politics, suggesting that McGRATH knew certain local
homosexual MPs who had helped get him the job in Kincora. Further, the caller claimed that
McGRATH exploited boys sexually, politically and financially 19. GARLAND confirmed to Sussex
police that he had made an anonymous call in an effort to “provoke some Police action” 20but when
shown the transcript he pointed out a number of ‘irregularities’.

•

4th June 1973 – Report prepared by Constable Long re: enquiries into allegations received on the
confidential telephone line. After calling at Kincora to speak with Mr MAINS, these enquiries
concluded “that the subject, McGRATH, is a decent type of person and there is nothing to indicate
that he is engaged in the type of conduct alleged by the caller … the allegations are totally malicious
and would not … merit any further investigation.” McGRATH claimed that this was a “political
attack” on him, probably from the UVF 21. LONG’s assessment was accepted and no further police
action took place.

The Mason File
•

16

June 1973 – Mr BUNTING, Deputy Director EHSSB, claims he received the Mason File prior to Mr
MASON retiring 22.

Statement of William James JOHNSTON, 17/03/1982
1971 Diary believed to belong to Mr YOUNG, Town Solicitor
18
Statement of William MEHARG, 22/04/1982
19
Exhibit SEC18, (c64/2/80- 1982 file).
20
Statement of Roy GARLAND, 30/03/1982
21
Statement of D/S ELLIOTT, 28/07/1980
22
Statement of Robert BUNTING, 13/05/1980
17
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Valerie SHAW23
Valerie SHAW was a long-standing member and employee of the Free Presbyterian Church from 1952.
•

October 1973 - Jim McCORMICK told Valerie SHAW about William McGRATH and his involvement in
homosexual sexual practices, corruption of young boys and his association with the Free
Presbyterian Church. McCORMICK had been told this by Roy GARLAND. SHAW subsequently met
GARLAND who confirmed these allegations and told her that McGRATH was working in Kincora
Boy’s Home.

•

29th October 1973 – Valerie SHAW contacted Rev. Ian PAISLEY after learning of McGRATH’s
employment at Kincora and his homosexual corruption of Christian boys from their church.

•

30th October 1973 – SHAW again contacted PAISLEY on learning that “Brother McGRATH was to be
involved in a ... commemoration service in a Free Presbyterian Church.” PAISLEY said that he would
“deal with it”.

•

1st November 1973 – SHAW obtained the original letters for PAISLEY from GARLAND, written by
McGRATH to him, as proof of homosexual behaviour.

•

2nd November 1973 – SHAW copied the letters and offered them to PAISLEY ahead of his meeting
with McGRATH. PAISLEY did not look at the letters and “brushed them aside”. PAISLEY and James
HEYBURN (financial director of Martyr’s Memorial Church) met McGRATH but they did not put the
homosexual allegations to him and the meeting appeared to end cordially. HEYBURN had
previously acted as ‘guarantor’ in a hire purchase agreement for William McGRATH (HP Agreement
25/08/1969). 24

•

5th November 1973 – PAISLEY asked SHAW for the letters between GARLAND and McGRATH to
read. He later agreed they were “horrible”.

RUC - D/Con James CULLEN
D/Constable CULLEN was a Drug Squad, Dog Handler who knew Jim McCORMICK through Evangelical
circles.
•

C. November 1973 – D/Con James CULLEN first spoke with Jim McCORMICK about McGRATH and
sexual abuse based on Roy GARLAND’s version of events.

Valerie SHAW25
• January 1974 – SHAW “caused PAISLEY to meet Mr GARLAND” 26. There is no information available
to the authors to ascertain what was discussed at this meeting, or indeed if the meeting took place.

23

Statements of Valerie SHAW, 02/03/1980 and 29/03/1982
Exhibit GC64, C64/2/80 (1982 Investigation)
25
Statements of Valerie SHAW, 02/03/1980 and 29/03/1982
26
Statement of Valerie SHAW, 29/03/1982
24
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Social Services- Anonymous Telephone call 27
Social Services at Holywood Road received an anonymous call. The caller made a number of allegations
about William McGRATH, Housefather at Kincora. Despite being aware of the previous anonymous
phone to the RUC in May 1973 (which made similar allegations against McGRATH), Social Services
appear to have taken no further action. The contents of this phone call were not shared with police.
•

23rd January 1974 – Social Services staff (Colin McKAY) at the Holywood Road Office received an
anonymous call stating that McGRATH had made “improper suggestions to the boys” at Kincora and
had gone to live there for this purpose. He reported the contents of the call to a superior, Brian
TODD, who subsequently informed the Principal Social Worker, Mary WILSON, who was at home at
the time.

•

29th January 1974 – Mary WILSON, Senior Social Worker discussed these allegations with Joseph
MAINS who told her that he believed the allegations were false and that there was a political
reason behind them. MAINS also told Mrs WILSON that a similar anonymous phone call had
previously been made to the police. WILSON had previously been present when Henry MASON had
interviewed MAINS about a complaint of sexual abuse by MAINS on a Kincora resident 28.

•

4th February 1974 - Mary WILSON and Colin McKAY spoke with McGRATH at Kincora re the
allegations made in the anonymous phone call. At the conclusion of the meeting, both WILSON
and McKAY were “very satisfied” there was no truth in these allegations and no further action was
taken. WILSON had also informed Clive SCOULAR of the anonymous call and the results of her
enquiries 29.

RUC - D/Con James CULLEN
McCORMICK facilitated the initial meeting between D/Con CULLEN and Roy GARLAND; CULLEN became
aware that McGRATH was working in Kincora. CULLEN subsequently began briefing ACC MEHARG
directly on the information gleaned from GARLAND re: McGRATH.

27

•

1st March 1974- D/Con CULLEN was introduced to Roy GARLAND through Jim McCORMICK.
GARLAND told CULLEN he had been interfered with by McGRATH and that McGRATH was working
in Kincora 30. CULLEN was accompanied by D/Con DUFF at this meeting.

•

2nd March 1974- D/Con CULLEN personally briefed ACC MEHARG on what he had been told by
GARLAND re: McGRATH. MEHARG instructed CULLEN to further his enquiries and to report to
him 31.

•

21st March 1974- D/Con CULLEN submitted a written report to ACC MEHARG based on information
received from Roy GARLAND 32. CULLEN also claims that he gave D/Con SCULLY sight of this
report 33.

Exhibit MJW1
Statement of Mary Jane WILSON, 16/03/1982
29
Paragraph 282, report by D/Supt HARRISON, Sussex Police
30
Statements of D/Con CULLEN, 30/04/1980 and 19/06/1980
31
Statement of D/Con CULLEN, 30/04/1980
32
Exhibit DBE16
33
Sussex Police Enquiry, Exhibit 7
28
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Social Services –
, Kincora Resident
R 15
made
two
allegations
that William McGRATH had indecently assaulted him. On the first
R 15
occasion he told his parents and Joseph MAINS, who both subsequently informed Social Services. On
the second occasion he reported it to his parents who, again, contacted Social Services. Three days after
the second complaint was received, R 15 and his brother were removed from Kincora and returned to
their parents. There is no evidence that the RUC were made aware of either complaint and no
disciplinary action was taken against McGRATH.
•

17th May 1974 - Mrs
reported to her son’s social worker (Sharon McCLEAN) that
McGRATH had interfered with her sonR 15 in Kincora. McCLEAN34 raised this with her superior,
NL 210 Sharon McCLEAN also discussed the allegation with Joseph MAINS, by phone, who
confirmed that Mrs
had already complained to him directly. MAINS felt there was no
truth in the allegations which he had discussed with Mr McGRATH.

Valerie SHAW
•

C. June 1974- Valerie SHAW contacted D/Supt John GRAHAM, Head of Belfast CID. Made him aware
of McGRATH’s employment at Kincora. Although D/Supt GRAHAM was approaching retirement, he
suggested that a police investigation would be carried out. GRAHAM says that he made CID Officers
at Mountpottinger aware of SHAW’s allegations; no police enquiry to date has been able to identify
the Officer to whom GRAHAM passed SHAW’s information 35.

RUC – Arrest of
•

R 15

McGRATH confirmed that MAINS had spoken to him about this complaint. His rebuttal
against this complaint was that he’d received a phone call from police suggesting he should
wash the
children on their arrival in Kincora. McGRATH claimed he had washed
R 15 and this would have been the nearest he’d have been to touching R 15 7.

Statement of Sharon GREY, 27/02/1980
Statements of John GRAHAM, 16/04/1980
36
Statement of
, 30/03/1980
R 16
37
Statement of D/Sgt ELLIOTT, 28/07/1980
35

, Kincora Resident

16th September 1974 - Mrs
complained to Sharon McCLEAN for a second time, about
McGRATH indecently assaulting her son, R 15 McCLEAN undertook to contact MAINS about this.
Mr R 16 claims that a social worker in the Shankill Road office had asked him not to report the
matter to police as she would be reporting it to her superiors 36. There is no evidence to suggest
that this social worker did pass the complaint on to the police.
o

34

, Kincora Resident

3rd July 1974 –
was arrested for theft; this resulted in a follow-up search of his
KIN 301
locker at the hostel by the RUC. Documents were discovered in the locker relating to Tara (one of
which was written by McGRATH). KIN 301 refused to say where he had obtained the
documents.

Social Services –
•

KIN 301
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o

MAINS told police in 1980, that he had reported this allegation to Social Services and
informed the other staff at Kincora of the allegation. This is confirmed by the other
members of staff 38. As a result of the
complaints, both Social Services and other
Kincora staff members were aware of allegations of inappropriate behaviour by William
McGRATH towards residents.

o

On learning of the
allegations from Sharon McCLEAN, NL 210 dismissed
them on the grounds that “with the low level of credence I attached to Mrs
report and my expectation that the Officer in Charge of Kincora could be relied on, I did not
require any further investigation once assurances that no sexual interference was occurring,
had been given” 39.

•

17th September 1974 – a meeting was held between NL 210 , Sharon McCLEAN (nee GREY) and
Mrs
.

•

20th September 1974 – as a result of the above meetingR 15 and his brother, KIN 224 were
returned to their parents from Kincora.

Military Knowledge of Abuse in Kincora (Colin WALLACE)
John Colin WALLACE is a former member of the Ministry of Defence’s (MoD) Information Policy Unit
attached to HQNI between May 1968 and January 1975.
•

8th November 1974- A Senior Military Intelligence Officer, Colin WALLACE, based at HQNI, alleges
that he wrote a document “TARA- Reports regarding Criminal Offences associated with the
Homosexual Community in Belfast”. WALLACE commented in his report on McGRATH’s
homosexuality, employment in and his abuse of residents in Kincora. The report also refers to that
abuse in Kincora was known about by Social Services in 1967 and that there had been repeated,
unsuccessful, attempts to ‘expose’ Kincora by requesting the RUC investigate the abuse.
The validity of this document remains questionable.

Social Services
•

1975 – James MAYBIN, Assistant Principal Social Worker, EHSSB became aware of a rumour at this
time, circulating in social work circles, that MAINS was a homosexual. At the same time, MAYBIN
also became aware of a further rumour that MAINS “was sexually interfering with the boys in his
custody at Kincora41”. MAYBIN told Sussex police that he did not recall passing on this information
to any of his superiors or anyone else. MAYBIN had previously assisted MAINS in Kincora in 1966
for a period of five months.

Military Knowledge of Abuse in Kincora (Captain Brian GEMMELL)
Captain Brian GEMMELL was Officer Commanding in the 123 Section of 39th Infantry Brigade, based at
HQNI between December 1974 and December 1976. GEMMELL had, at least, two sources of
information reporting on TARA and William McGRATH, one of whom was Roy GARLAND.
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Statement of Elizabeth, SMYTH,21/09/1982
Statement of NL 210 , 28/02/1980
40
Exhibit PJM1, C64/2/80
41
Statement of James MAYBIN, 24/09/1982
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•

Summer 1975- Through James McCORMICK, GEMMELL was introduced to Roy GARLAND who
relayed to GEMMELL his allegations of homosexuality and abuse against McGRATH. GEMMELL was
also made aware of McGRATH’s employment in Kincora. There followed at least one other meeting
between GEMMELL and GARLAND, including one at HQNI. GEMMELL claims that he passed on the
information he had received from GARLAND to a senior MI5 official, as well as writing a four page
Military Intelligence Source Report (MISR). Neither the alleged meeting between GEMMELL and Ian
CAMERON (the MI5 officer) nor the report written by GEMMEL have been verified.

RUC - D/Con James CULLEN
•

January 1976 – GARLAND again met with CULLEN. GARLAND advised that a William MAGOWAN
had been instrumental in getting McGRATH the job at Kincora 42.

•

21st and 24th January 1976- CULLEN states that he had two meetings with ACC MEHARG, who
instructed him to continue with his enquiries. MEHARG was unable to recall these meetings but
later accepted that this was “probably accurate” 43.

Liaison between RUC and Social Services re Kincora
The Mason File was shared for the first time with the police in 1976 when handed to D/Con CULLEN.
•

19th February 1976- D/Con CULLEN met with Robert BUNTING (Assistant Director EHSSB) – CULLEN
became aware for the first time of complaints of a homosexual nature against (other) Kincora staff.
CULLEN informed BUNTING that he had information from an ex-student at QUB, that McGRATH
was involved in a paramilitary organisation and homosexual activity. CULLEN told BUNTING that he
thought that McGRATH’s activities were outside of Kincora. BUNTING alleges that CULLEN “implied
that prominent members of the community were involved in his enquiry” 44. At this meeting
BUNTING confirmed to CULLEN that McGRATH worked at Kincora.

Social Services

42

•

24th February 1976 –
social worker, Hilary NEILL, was informed by Kincora
R9
staff of a “homosexual incident” involving
in Kincora. Although aware of the alleged
R9
homosexual incidents, Hilary NEILL did not discuss the matter with
as it
R9
45
would “possibly unnecessarily upset and embarrass him”.

•

Feb/March 1976- Marion REYNOLDS (Social worker) was contacted by Elizabeth FIDDIS (Health
Visitor) and asked if she had any knowledge of Joseph MAINS being a homosexual. Mrs FIDDIS had
picked this up from conversation in the house of an aunt/mother of an ex-Kincora resident. Mrs
REYNOLDS did not have any knowledge but told Lorna McGRATH (Principal Social Worker) and
Hilary REID (Senior Social Worker) of the conversation 46.

Statement of D/Con CULLEN, 30/04/1980
Statement of William MEHARG, 22/04/1982
44
Statement of Robert BUNTING, 10/03/1982
45
Statement of Hilary NEILL 24/04/1980
46
Statements of Marion REYNOLDS, 23/02/1982, Hilary REID, 26/02/1982 and Elizabeth FIDDIS, 09/03/1982
43
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Liaison between RUC and Social Services re Kincora
• 15th March 1976- BUNTING gave CULLEN a copy of the Mason File at a meeting, also in attendance
was BUNTING’s superior, Edward GILLILAND. BUNTING states that he also made Clive SCOULAR,
District Social Services Officer, aware of CULLEN’s enquiries and asked him to pass on any
information which may assist the RUC. (GILLILAND claims that this is the first time he was aware of
the Mason File and the allegations contained within). MEHARG asked CULLEN to obtain a copy of
these papers but MEHARG denies ever receiving the Mason file and that he did not know the
content of it. 47 This is the first noted receipt by the RUC of what was known as the Mason File.
•

1976 – Rev Martin SMYTH, having been approached by Valerie SHAW spoke to a Mr JACKSON in
EHSSB to draw his attention to allegations against McGRATH; no trace has ever been made of Mr
JACKSON 48. Despite enquiries, Mr JACKSON was never traced by police. A Mr JACKSON, however,
is referred to in the prosecution file 49 re: Eric WITCHELL when WITCHELL was subject to a
disciplinary hearing in “Mr JACKSON’s office” on 31/05/1977.

Social Services – R 18 , Kincora Resident
R 18 reported to his Social Worker and MAINS that McGRATH had indecently assaulted him.
•

16th August 1977 - R 18
- Confided in his social worker, Anna HYLAND 50, that he had been
indecently assaulted by McGRATH. HYLAND raised the matter with Joseph MAINS and was
dissatisfied with his response. She reported this to her supervisor, Alan CHARD and a copy of her
report was forwarded to Gordon HIGHAM (District Social Services Officer). HYLAND was also
concerned that MAINS had failed to bring this to her attention as R 18 had told her he had
reported this to MAINS already.

Social Services – Richard KERR, Kincora Resident
•

September 1977- Richard KERR- MAINS contacted KERR’s Social Worker, Helen GOGARTY, as he
was “mildly concerned” 51about KERR and wanted GOGARTY to speak with him. This she agreed to
but was unable to meet with KERR prior to his arrest for burglary offences in October 1977 (see
below). It is unclear what had prompted MAINS to make contact with GOGARTY.

Liaison between RUC and Social Services re Kincora – Richard KERR
Richard KERR’s arrest in October 1977 and the subsequent involvement of D/Constable John SCULLY in
his case, led the officer to become suspicious about a number of irregularities concerning Kincora.
SCULLY shared these concerns with officials from Social Services.
•

47

C. October 1977 – David MORROW, Senior Social Worker was briefed by Helen GOGARTY, Social
Worker to Richard KERR, re: concerns she had about Kincora, following a conversation she’d had
with D/Con SCULLY. Subsequently MORROW met with SCULLY at Strandtown Police Station, where
SCULLY raised his concerns over Kincora. These included an increase in criminality by Kincora

Statement of William MEHARG, dated22/04/1982
Statement of Martin SMYTH, 16/04/1980
49
Police Papers re: Eric WITCHELL.
50
Statement of A HYLAND, 08/02/1980
51
Exhibit GC14, part of GC10
48
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residents and concerns over “some form of sexual activity between … Joseph MAINS and some of
the boys” 52.
•

C. October 1977 – Clive SCOULAR, District Social Services Officer, first became aware through
HIGHAM that police in Strandtown were concerned about “events” at Kincora. This is confirmed in
a handwritten note from HIGHAM to SCOULAR dated 02/10/77 53
o Known homosexual esp.
P’Burn
o Preference for R KERR
o Drinking sherry
o RK – friends two middle aged males
o Georgie WRAY / nights
o Other people in police feel same
o Social worker in Rathgael feels same
o Discipline

Social Services – Richard KERR and Stephen WARING, Kincora Resident
• c. October 1977(Social Worker for Stephen WARING) became aware that
RG 241
Richard KERR, while on remand for burglary offences in Rathgael, was giving strong hints that
“something irregular had been taking place at Kincora Hostel at the same time requesting visits
from Joe MAINS”. 54
Social Services –

R 18

, Kincora Resident

•

12th October 1977 – Case Conference held to discuss R 18 and the allegations he had
previously made, concerning McGRATH. In a follow-up report HIGHAM noted that what had
happened between R 18 and McGRATH was “questionable” and concluded that “nothing of a
sexual nature had happened at any time”. A decision was therefore taken that “nothing should be
said to Mr McGRATH” 55 .

•

20th October 1977 – SCOULAR wrote to HIGHAM commenting on the two differing reports in
relation to R 18 allegations against McGRATH, as prepared by HYLAND and MAINS. SCOULAR
added that “the situation is further complicated by Mr MAINS’ reticence about freely discussing
what goes on in Kincora with you [HIGHAM]” 56.

Social Services

52

•

1st November 1977 – SCOULAR organised a meeting with Lorna McGRATH and HIGHAM to discuss
his concerns about Kincora 57.

•

9th November 1977 – follow-on meeting from 1st November where it was decided that SCOULAR
would raise the matter with Robert BUNTING, Assistant Director of EHSSB 58.

Statement of David MORROW,13/02/1980
Exhibit SGH6, part of GC1
54
Statement of RG 241 , 15/02/1980
55
Exhibit SGH1, part of GC1
56
Exhibit SGH4, part of GC1
57
Statement of Clive SCOULAR, 30/04/1980
58
Statement of Clive SCOULAR, 30/04/1980
53
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•

14th November 1977
o Meeting between SCOULAR, Lorna McGRATH, HIGHAM,
(Rathgael Social
RG 241
Worker) and David MORROW. At this meeting the decision was taken to introduce a
weekly monitoring system at Kincora to highlight only “untoward daily events” 59.
o

HIGHAM and SCOULAR went to Strandtown Police Station to meet with Sgt SILLERY,
Juvenile Liaison Officer to discuss complaints re: Kincora.

Social Services – Richard KERR, Kincora Resident
•

25th November 1977 – After David MORROW had visited Richard KERR in Rathgael; he rang
HIGHAM to relate his discussions with KERR. KERR told MORROW he’d been approached sexually
by William McGRATH but had never had any sexual dealings with MAINS or SEMPLE 60.

•

5th December 1977 – meeting between D/Con SCULLY, D/Sgt SILLERY and Clive SCOULAR at
SCOULAR’s office. At this meeting SCULLY outlined his suspicion re: the relationship between
Richard KERR and MAINS 61.

Social Services –

R 18

, Kincora Resident

•

6th January 1978 – R 18
made an allegation to his social worker (Anna HYLAND) that MAINS
had returned to the hostel quite drunk (which was a common occurrence at weekends). He then
woke R 18 up to ask him if he liked Kincora and was there anything wrong. HYLAND passed this
information on to Gordon HIGHAM who agreed to speak to MAINS 62.

•

Late 1978 – Judith HERRIOTT (Student Social Worker at QUB) read the Kincora file held at
Purdysburn in which she noted that “there were allegations of a homosexual nature against Mr
McGRATH”. Having previously been involved in
case, HERRIOTT spoke to Gordon
R 18
HIGHAM re: this and was assured “the matter had been thoroughly investigated and persons
involved had been rigidly interviewed 63.”

Social Services – Richard KERR, Kincora Resident

59

•

14th March 1979- A report by Judith KENNEDY, Social Worker for Richard KERR re: finding KERR
suitable accommodation on his release from Millisle Borstal was prepared. It noted that Kincora
had been ruled out for KERR as it was “apparently under investigation because of the warden’s
alleged involvement with a homosexual circle”. KENNEDY went on to say that the investigation had
been going on for several years but that Kincora was still admitting boys 64.

•

c. 1979- A Principal Social Worker, with responsibility for the Westwinds Children’s Home in
Newtownards, Alan MORRIS, recalls being told by Gordon HIGHAM and David MORROW that
Joseph MAINS was a homosexual and was believed to be having a homosexual relationship with
one of the Kincora residents. Alan MORRIS ruled out Westwinds as a potential home for the
Kincora resident, as “the warden of Westwinds Hostel, Mr Trevor HILL, was regularly in touch by

Statement of Clive SCOULAR, 30/04/1980
Exhibit SGH7, part of GC1
61
Statement of Clive SCOULAR, 30/04/1980
62
Exhibit GC35a, part of GC1
63
Statement of Judith HERRIOTT, 06/02/1980
64
Exhibit GC15, part of GC10
60
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telephone with MAINS…I could not guarantee that the suspicions relating to MAINS would not be
passed on to him [MAINS] 65”.
•

December 1979- Judith KENNEDY and Helen GOGARTY met socially but discussed their mutual
interest in the Richard KERR case (both had been his social workers). Both were concerned about
the homosexual activity Kincora between MAINS and some of the boys and decided to find a
reliable journalist to investigate the matter.

Media Exposure
•

24th January 1980- Peter McKENNA publishes article in the Irish Independent which began the
public interest in Kincora 66.

Action by Social Services 67
•

65
66
67

4th March 1980 – MAINS, SEMPLE and McGRATH received precautionary suspension
notices; served on them by Clive SCOULAR.

Statement of William Alan MORRIS, 23/09/1982
Article entitled “Sex Racket at Children’s Home”, Irish Independent, 24/01/1980
Statement of Edward GILLILAND, dated 15/05/1980
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1.0 Introduction
This profile on Joseph MAINS is part of a wider strategic review of all Kincora-related material held
by the PSNI. Similar profiles on the two other convicted Kincora staff have also been prepared.
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2.0 Background
Joseph MAINS was the Warden of Kincora Boys’ Hostel from 1958 until he was suspended from duty
in March 1980. At his trial in December 1981, MAINS pleaded guilty to six charges of homosexual
abuse (buggery x2, gross indecency x3 and indecent assault x1) against four Kincora residents and
was sentenced to six years imprisonment. During sentencing, the Judge, Lord Chief Justice LOWRY,
justified the length of MAINS’ sentence by stating that he had had a “very responsible position where
the welfare including the moral welfare of these boys was entrusted to him 1”.
Joseph MAINS served half his sentence and was released from prison in December 1984.
3.0 Methodology and Information Sources
This profile has been prepared using a variety of sources of information, including the material
contained in the RUC investigations into Kincora (1980 & 1982), the Sussex Police Review and
associated police files 2. Open source research was also undertaken and is referenced accordingly.
This profile has been written with an assumed knowledge on the part of the reader in relation to
‘Kincora’ and some of the key individuals involved.
4.0 Key Findings
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Joseph MAINS abused boys for more than 20 years; the earliest known allegation against
MAINS dates back to the mid-1950s, prior to his employment in Kincora.
MAINS abused boys in his care both physically and sexually.
Joseph MAINS knew that both Raymond SEMPLE and William McGRATH were abusing
Kincora residents, but failed to take any action against either man.
MAINS referred to himself as bi-sexual; he had long term relationships with both men and
women during his adult life.
Allegations of abuse against MAINS were made by Kincora residents to Social Services from
1967; no disciplinary action was ever taken against MAINS.
There is no evidence, in the material viewed by the authors, to support the allegation that
MAINS had facilitated prominent figures in Northern Ireland by operating a vice ring centred
on Kincora.
Joseph MAINS continued long-term homosexual relationships with, at least, three former
Kincora residents.

5.0 Personal Details
Name: Joseph MAINS
Date of Birth: 31st July 1929

1
2

Sentence of the Lord Chief Justice (Lord Lowry), Belfast Crown Court, 16th December 1981
RUC Crime files C64/2/80 & C64/2/80 (1982)
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Date of Death: 19th January 2003
Last Known Address:
Employment history:
Ironturner (location and dates unknown)
Purdysburn Fever Hospital (dates unknown)

Custody Photo: Joseph MAINS

Park Lodge Boys’ Home, Assistant to Housemother (01/01/1956 – early 1957)
Williamson House, Antrim Road (Employed for one week in late 1950s)
Abbeydene Old People’s Home, Attendant (18/02/1957 – January 1958)
Kincora Boys’ Hostel, Officer in Charge (January 1958 – suspension on 04/03/1980)
Interests/ Hobbies:
Joseph MAINS was a member of the St John’s Ambulance for a number of years and knew Raymond
SEMPLE through their mutual association with this organisation. MAINS collected boys from
Williamson House [and possibly other children’s homes] to attend St John’s Ambulance Brigade
meetings 3.
Joseph MAINS was known to frequent a number of different bars and hotels, particularly in the
vicinity of Kincora, including the Harland and Wolff Social Club. He and Raymond SEMPLE were
honorary members of the H&W Social Club due to “their work with children” 4.
6.0

BAR 1
6.1

BAR 1

and Joseph MAINS

BAR 1

first met Joseph MAINS when she was 26 (c.1961) at a (Belfast Welfare) Summer
Camp in Portstewart. BAR 1 was at the camp to accompany Bawnmore residents 5.
BAR 1 described MAINS as her “steady boyfriend6”; the couple got engaged in the late 1970s.
BAR 1 suggested, to police, that their relationship amounted to no more than social outings at
weekends, however it appears that their relationship was more serious-BAR 1 and MAINS shared
a house together and had planned to marry.

BAR 1 and MAINS’ social circle appears to have been largely centred around MAINS’ family- his
siblings and their spouses. BAR 1 also mentions that she accompanied MAINS to functions with
Raymond SEMPLE and
.
R2

3

Statement of Sgt D ELLIOTT 19/08/82 re interview of MAINS 31/04/1982
Statement of
02/02/1983
5
Information provided by BAR 1 during interview 23/06/2000
6
Statement of BAR 1 01/04/1982
4
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Although MAINS had live-in accommodation in Kincora, he evidently spent a lot of time at
). There is a suggestion that MAINS
BAR 1 home address in
and BAR 1 may have bought this house to be their marital home 7.
When MAINS was first arrested in April 1980,BAR 1 is shown on his custody record as being
granted a visit to see him on the same day of his arrest. Thereafter, following his 1981 trial,
imprisonment and subsequent release, BAR 1 and MAINS maintained a relationship until his death
in January 2003, but they never married. On the 23rd June 2000 BAR 1 home in Bangor was
searched and indecent images of children were recovered; MAINS was listed as a keyholder for the
property. Following BAR 1 arrest on the same date, MAINS repeatedly rang the custody office at
Strandtown (where BAR 1 had been taken for questioning) 8 to enquire about her.
6.2 BAR 1 and Kincora
A number of former residents of Kincora knew
, having been introduced to her as
BAR 1
Joe MAINS’ girlfriend. A number of boys, in their statements to police, refer to having visited
), with MAINS 9.
BAR 1 home (

BAR 1

knew Raymond SEMPLE prior to his appointment at Kincora and appears to have
had suspicions about SEMPLE. When interviewed by police MAINS stated of SEMPLE “My girlfriend
BAR 1 had known Raymond at Williamson House, she told me to watch him”. 10

BAR 1

is also known to have visited Kincora on a number of occasions. There are two
entries in the Visitor’s Book for BAR 1 but she may have visited more often. The purpose of these
visits, like all visits to Kincora, was not recorded.
7.0 MAINS’ Employment in Kincora
7.1 Background and Role
MAINS’ references for employment with the Belfast Welfare Corporation came from his former
employer at Purdysburn Fever Hospital and a former School Principal Mr T HOLLAND 12. He took up
employment in Kincora, through the Welfare Corporation, in March 1958 but the Hostel was not
officially opened until May 1958. Despite requesting the establishment of a Deputy Warden position
in Kincora in 1961, MAINS ran the home on his own without a deputy for almost six years. During
this time he had limited assistance, with only domestic staff or volunteers for support 13.
In 1964 Raymond SEMPLE was approached by MAINS and invited to apply for the newly created
position of Deputy Warden in Kincora. On MAINS’ recommendation SEMPLE was appointed on 8th
September 1964.

7

Psychiatric report on Mr Joseph MAINS contained in DPP File papers, dated 26/11/1981
Exhibit GIBA1 part of C64/19/2001
Former residents include Richard MILLER,
,
,
R2
R4
R9
10
Statement of D/S MIDDLEMISS 13/05/1980 re interview of J MAINS 01/04/1980
11
Dated 11/1/1969 and 01/01/1978
12
DCI G CASKEY Covering Report, RUC Investigation 1980
13
Exhibit JOMcC1 Letters relating to Kincora
8
9

and

HIA 533 .
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Joseph MAINS was the only Kincora staff member to work there from its opening in 1958 until 1980
when the Kincora case broke in the media. All 309 boys who entered Kincora would have done so
when Joseph MAINS was the Warden in Charge.
7.2 ‘Father figure’
A number of Kincora residents, in their police statements, referred positively to MAINS, viewing him
as a ‘father figure’ to them, or someone they could confide in 14.
8.0 Abuse by MAINS in Kincora
8.1 Sexual Abuse
Research confirms that MAINS began his abuse of Kincora residents almost as soon as the Hostel
opened. His earliest known victims had been residents in Kincora in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
MAINS’ abuse of boys in his care continued until 1980.
At his 1981 trial, Joseph MAINS was convicted of six charges of indecent assault, gross indecency and
buggery against four Kincora residents,
, KIN 380 and
R7
R2
. MAINS was not convicted for offences against a further three former Kincora
R9
residents and
. A number of other former Kincora
R1 ,
KIN 1
R5
residents made complaints against Joseph MAINS, for which charges were never brought before
Court.
MAINS used a number of MOs in his sexual abuse of boys in his care, these included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indecently assaulting victims during trips in his own car
Ordering victims to massage his back
Bringing victims to his own home (in the pretext of getting them to do manual work for him)
Taking victims to bars/hotels and getting them drunk before returning to Kincora and
sexually assaulting them
Threatened victims with physical violence if they did not comply with MAINS’ sexual
demands
Consoling victims who were emotionally vulnerable before sexually abusing them.

8.2 Long term ‘relationships’ with Kincora Residents
•

R2

and Joseph MAINS had a 20 year homosexual relationship, which began when
R2
R 2 was a resident in Kincora and continued until just before MAINS’ arrest in 1980. It appears
14

Richard KERR,

R4

, KIN 20 and

KIN 59
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that the relationship between R 2 and MAINS was widely known amongst many Kincora
residents, some of whom recalled seeing R 2 visit MAINS in Kincora and remember him staying
overnight in MAINS’ accommodation in the hostel.
MAINS brought R 2
•

on social outings, at times, together with MAINS’ girlfriend and family.

Hugh QUINN

Hugh QUINN and Joseph MAINS had a 20 year relationship, which began when QUINN was a
resident in Kincora and lasted until just before MAINS’ arrest in 1980. Their relationship continued
after QUINN left Kincora, and Northern Ireland, to live in London. QUINN returned to stay in Kincora
on his visits to Belfast and MAINS travelled to London to stay with QUINN.
•

R4

and MAINS continued to have sex after R 4 left Kincora in 1966 until late 1979.
R4
R 4 made a number of return visits to Kincora to visit MAINS.
8.3 Corporal Punishment
The official guidelines regarding Children in Residential Care, was that corporal punishment was not
allowed as a form of punishment, discipline was to be achieved through “personal relationships, by
way of example, and when necessary, by withdrawing privileges”. 15
A number of former residents told police that MAINS had physically abused them during their time
in Kincora. MAINS admitted that he had used a cane as physical punishment, including on
R 5 after he had gone to complain about MAINS to the Welfare. 16
9.0 The Mason File
Three Kincora residents made separate complaints to Social Services between 1967 and 1971 against
Joseph MAINS. MAINS was interviewed on several occasions by staff from the Belfast Welfare
Authority and, following the completion of enquiries, a consolidated file was compiled by Henry
MASON, City Welfare Officer and presented to the Town Solicitor (John YOUNG) in August 1971.
Despite the file having a recommendation that the matter be passed to the RUC, there is no
evidence that police were made aware of the nature of the complaints against MAINS at this time.
Indeed, it is believed that the Mason File was not handed to the RUC until 1976.
10.0

Richard KERR

Richard KERR was a Kincora resident between 1975 and 1977. KERR features prominently in the
Kincora ‘story’ as there were concerns over KERR’s ‘relationship’ with MAINS that prompted his
social workers to contact Peter McKENNA of the Irish Independent in late 1979. McKENNA went on
to publish the article in his newspaper in January 1980 which exposed the Kincora scandal. A
number of other individuals, 17 who knew KERR through their professional involvement in his care,
15

Statement of Robert BUNTING, 13/05/1980
Statement of D/I McCLURE 20/08/1980 re interview of J MAINS 01/04/1980
17
See statements of D/Con J SCULLY, Sgt G SILLERY , H GOGARTY, R CONWAY, J SWANN, R MOORE, W MORRIS
16
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welfare and criminal apprehension, mention in their police statements concerns over what they
suspected to be an inappropriate relationship between KERR and Joe MAINS.
KERR had been arrested in October 1977 for a series of burglaries. Whilst in police custody his
demands to have MAINS come and visit him raised concerns amongst officers involved in the case.
KERR became “livid with rage” after MAINS refused to visit him and he threatened to “tell all” if
MAINS did not appear. Whilst in Rathgael, KERR continued to ask for MAINS to visit him [which he
did on two occasions] 18.
In his statement, William MORRIS, a former social worker 19 clearly spells out the suspicions
highlighted above, “… it was suspected that Joseph MAINS, the Warden of Kincora, was homosexual
and believed to be having a homosexual relationship with the boy [KERR] and for the latter’s
protection it was necessary that alternative accommodation be found”.
11.0

MAINS’ homosexuality

MAINS’ 1981 psychiatric assessment noted that he was a long-standing homosexual who had had “a
considerable number of homosexual partners 20”. MAINS’ medical examination 21, following his arrest
in April 1980, confirmed that he had been involved in homosexual activity.
As well as the homosexual relationships he had with former Kincora residents, MAINS had a
homosexual encounter with
, a Welfare Officer attached to Bawnmore. S 1 was
S1
the subject of a police investigation into alleged abuse at Bawnmore Children’s Home 22.
Although no other homosexual partners have been identified, it is possible that MAINS had others
during his adult life. According to Hugh QUINN23, MAINS often frequented known homosexual
establishments in Belfast.
12.0

MAINS’ Alcohol Abuse

Several 24 of the boys noted in their police statements that MAINS frequently smelt of alcohol and
commented that he was drunk on duty on numerous occasions. He was known to regularly frequent
pubs and bars, particularly in the Ballyhackamore area of East Belfast.
When interviewed by the RUC, MAINS claimed that his drinking was caused by the long hours, lack
of assistance and no holidays during the first few years he worked in Kincora. MAINS further
rationalised his homosexuality, claiming that “when I had drink taken I realised that I had a bi-sexual
problem” 25. During questioning by police 26, MAINS repeatedly legitimised his homosexual abuse,
claiming that sexual intercourse only occurred after he had consumed quantities of alcohol.

18

Two letters sent to Mr MAINS from R KERR dated 28/12/1977 and 09/01/1978
Statement of William MORRIS, 23/09/1982
20
Psychiatric Report on Mr Joseph MAINS, 45 Comber Road, Belfast on 26th November 1981
21
Statement of Dr IRWIN, 17/07/1980
22
See RUC Crime File C64/41/1982
23
Statement of H QUINN, 26/03/82,
, 27/03/1980
24
Statement of
,27/03/1980
25
Statement of J MAINS, 01/04/1980
26
Statement of D/S MIDDLEMISS, 13/05/1980
19
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13.0

Knowledge of abuse in Kincora by other staff

Contemporaneously to it occurring, MAINS knew that both Raymond SEMPLE and William McGRATH
were sexually abusing Kincora residents.
14.0

Relationship with Raymond SEMPLE

Raymond SEMPLE and Joseph MAINS appear to have had a long standing friendship for many years
prior to becoming work colleagues in Kincora, and are believed to have met through their voluntary
work with the St. John’s Ambulance.
Having previously volunteered in Kincora with MAINS, SEMPLE successfully applied for the post of
Deputy Warden in 1964; indeed MAINS’ influence ensured SEMPLE’s reappointment in 1969.
Outside of work, the two men often socialised together in various bars and hostelries in East Belfast
and beyond. They were both honorary members of the Harland &Wolff Social Club due to “their
work with children” 27. Raymond SEMPLE was also known to socialise with members of the wider
MAINS family, including
.
BAR 1
On two consecutive Easter holidays in the early 1960s, Raymond SEMPLE and Joseph MAINS went on
a tour of Ireland together, accompanied by [former] Kincora residents Hugh QUINN and
R 2 . It is unclear if R 2 and QUINN were residents or had left Kincora at the time of these
trips.
(friend of MAINS 28) also went on these trips.
OV 7
Both MAINS and SEMPLE were asked by police if they had had a homosexual relationship with each
other at any stage; both men denied this.
15.0

Relationship with William McGRATH

Joseph MAINS did not know William McGRATH prior to him starting work in Kincora in 1971. Their
relationship appears to have been formal and cold, “he [McGRATH] wasn’t the sort of man you could
mix with, he kept himself aloof from the staff 29”. MAINS also described McGRATH as being “a family
man devoted to his wife, a Christian man who attended Church every Sunday 30”. MAINS also knew of
McGRATH’s involvement in unionist politics, notably TARA and the Orange Order 31.
Shortly after McGRATH had started working in Kincora, MAINS raised concerns over McGRATH’s
work during an Inspection visit by the Welfare Department 32. Subsequently, MAINS knew of the two
anonymous calls to both the police and Social Services about McGRATH (in May 1973 and January
1974), and many of the complaints made against McGRATH by some Kincora residents.
Joseph MAINS appears to have had known of the bitter feud between Roy GARLAND and William
McGRATH, from the early 1970s.

27

Statement of
, 02/02/1983
Statement of H QUINN, 26/03/1982
29
Statement of D/S J MIDDLEMISS, 13/05/80 re interview with J MAINS 01/04/1980
30
Statement of D/I McCLURE, 20/05/80 re interview with J MAINS 01/04/1980
31
Statement of D/S J MIDDLEMISS, 13/05/80 re interview with J MAINS 01/04/1980
32
Exhibit MJW1, part of C64/2/80
28
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16.0

MAINS’ links to the RUC

Joseph MAINS served for 2 periods in the Ulster Special Constabulary (‘B Specials’):
•

12/1/1948-2/5/1949 stationed at Willowfield

•

2/10/1957- 14/9/1958 stationed at Glenravel Street.

MAINS resigned from the USC shortly after he took up the role of Warden in Kincora, citing
“existing conditions of employment 33” as preventing him from performing specified duties as
required.
17.0

MAINS’ mental state post arrest on 1st April 1980

Following MAINS’ arrest on 1st April 1980, his custody record stated that he had required constant
supervision as he had suicidal tendencies. MAINS’ medical record on arrest also showed that he was
on medication for ‘nerves’ and anxiety.
In the Psychiatric assessment of MAINS carried out in November 1981 34, he was noted as being
suicidal and in a depressive and very anxious state. MAINS had been receiving treatment for his
anxiety but therapy had not been successful.

33
34

Exhibit 21, Sussex Review 20/09/1958
Psychiatric Report on Joseph MAINS, 26/11/1981, prepared by E.C. O’GORMAN, Dept. of Mental Health, EHSSB
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1.0 Introduction
This profile on William McGRATH is part of a wider strategic review of all Kincora-related material
held by the PSNI. Similar profiles on the two other convicted Kincora staff have also been prepared.
This profile should be considered in conjunction with a number of other key analytical reports,
including the Person Profiles on Valerie SHAW and Roy GARLAND.
2.0 Background
William McGRATH was arrested on 1st April 1980 for alleged homosexual activities at Kincora Boys’
Hostel where he had been employed as a Housefather since June 1973. During his police interview,
McGRATH vehemently denied all accusations put to him by the RUC relating to his involvement in
homosexuality and abuse.
Prior to the trial of the three Kincora staff on the 16/12/1981, McGRATH changed his plea to guilty
and was convicted of 15 counts of buggery, gross indecency and indecent assault (on 11 Kincora
residents). He was sentenced to 4 years imprisonment but served only half of his sentence.
3.0 Methodology and Sources of Information
This profile has been prepared using a variety of sources of information, though most notably has
relied on the material contained in the RUC investigations into Kincora (1980 & 1982), the Sussex
Police Review and associated police files 1. Open source research was also undertaken and is
referenced where appropriate in this report.
This profile has been written with an assumed knowledge, on the part of the reader, in relation to
‘Kincora’ and some of the key individuals involved.
4.0 Key Points
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

1

William McGRATH was a long-standing homosexual.
Although a married man, McGRATH had extra- marital, exploitative, sexual ‘relationships’
with others (male and female); most of whom were usually significantly younger than
McGRATH.
McGRATH formed a number of organisations, including Faith House, TARA and Ireland’s
Heritage Lodge from which he selected young men who would become victims of his
political, sexual and financial exploitation. None of these victims have ever made a formal
complaint against McGRATH to police.
McGRATH first came to the notice of the RUC in 1966 through his involvement in rallies and
demonstrations organised by Rev. Ian PAISLEY.
McGRATH began abusing boys in Kincora soon after he began working there.
As it was happening, Kincora staff and social workers were told directly by some of the
victims of McGRATH’s sexual abuse in Kincora.
The RUC were aware of McGRATH’s homosexuality and employment in May 1973.

RUC Crime files C64/2/80, C64/2/80 (1982), C64/5/83 and C64/22/85
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5.0 Personal Details
Name: William ‘Billy’ Worthington McGRATH
Date of Birth: 11th December 1916
Date of Death: 12th December 1991
Last Address:
Previous Addresses:

Employment history: Kincora Boys’ Hostel, Housefather
(22/6/1971-March 1980)

Custody Photo: William McGRATH

Clerk, Estate Agents (1970/1971)
Carpet importer, ‘Carpets Beautiful’
Additional Information: Founder of TARA, Lay Preacher, Young Peoples Christian Fellowship,
Christian Fellowship Centre and Irish Emancipation Crusade (Gen. Secretary); close connections with
British Israelites. 2
6.0 The McGRATH Family
6.1 William McGRATH
William McGRATH was born in 1916 and was brought up in the York Road area of Belfast, although
his family originally came from Bleary, Co. Armagh. McGRATH was a married man with three
children.
William McGRATH had no known formal educational qualifications; he had previously trained as a
hairdresser/masseur pre Second World War.
Following McGRATH’s medical examination in April 1980, the Doctor concluded that “this man
[McGRATH] had engaged in homosexual activity probably for some considerable time...The particular
tremor observed in the right leg and the apparent sexual stimulation when handling his penis would
indicate a high degree of homosexual activity… ”. 3

2

The British Israelite Movement believe they are descended from the original Israelites and see themselves as the chosen people of Christ.
William McGRATH was believed to be the Irish representative of the British Israelites.
3
Report by Dr. R.B. IRWIN following his medical examination of William McGRATH, on the 02/04/1980
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7.0 Exploitation and Sexual Abuse by McGrath of Individuals pre Kincora
7.1 Faith House
The McGRATH home in Finaghy was a large mansion, named ‘Faith House’. The McGRATH’s provided
accommodation for individuals to stay with them and their family, often for prolonged periods of
time. There are suggestions that William McGRATH may have sexually and/or psychologically abused
some of those who lodged with the McGRATH family. The Rev. Martin SMYTH told police 4 that he
had heard rumours of McGRATH’s homosexuality dating back to the 1950s when he lived in Faith
House, Finaghy.
William McGRATH was never charged with any offences outside Kincora and no known complaints
were ever made to police by McGRATH’S lodgers, however research for this profile suggests that
McGRATH may have abused other individuals at Faith House.
8.0 Ireland’s Heritage Lodge LOL 1303
McGRATH was a longstanding member of the Orange Order, holding prominent roles, including
acting as chaplain in the private member’s lodge, the Fernhill Orange Lodge. Following a split in the
Orange Order in the late 1960s, William McGRATH, along with others (including his son,
Worthington) formed a new private lodge, ‘Oidhreacht Eireann’ (Ireland’s Heritage) LOL 1303 who
argued that the Irish language and Gaelic culture were not the exclusive property of Catholics or
republicans. Apart from the McGRATHs, notable members included Clifford SMYTH, Roy GARLAND,
Frank MILLAR and John McKEAGUE.
During the RUC investigations into Kincora, William McGRATH remained an important figure in his
Orange Lodge and in October 1981 was re-elected as Secretary.
From his prison cell in January 1982, McGrath wrote to the Secretary of Ireland's Heritage Lodge
(LOL 1303) tendering his resignation; this was rejected and instead a motion of expulsion was
passed. Worthington McGrath was present at this meeting. The Lodge was disbanded the following
month, with the membership deciding that its name was too tainted by its association with McGrath
to continue. Following his release from prison in December 1983, McGRATH attempted to regain his
membership of the Orange Order but was vetoed consistently in his attempts.h was one of three
former
9.0 Christian Fellowship Centre and Irish Emancipation Crusade (CFCIEC)
William McGRATH founded the above in 1941, which operated out of Faith House. It was described
as a pro-Loyalist organisation which warned of the onslaught threatening Ulster Protestantism. It
appears that when McGRATH first became of interest to the RUC in 1966, he was listed as the
Secretary of the Christian Fellowship and Irish Emancipation Crusade.
McGRATH’s Christian Fellowship later transformed into the quasi -paramilitary organisation TARA.

4

Statement of Rev. M SMYTH, 03/06/1982
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10.0

TARA

TARA (named after the ancient seat of the high kings of Ireland) was formed in the late 1960s by a
breakaway group of Young Unionists and senior Orangemen, led by William McGRATH. McGRATH
chose the name ‘TARA’ to reflect his belief in Irish heritage; the movement was virulently antiCatholic and supported the ethos of the British Israelites. Members considered themselves to the
elite of all Protestant organisations. TARA’s strapline was ‘The Hard Core of Protestant ResistanceResistance with Responsibility’.
Potential members were carefully selected and underwent a vetting process before being allowed to
join. There is also information to suggest that McGRATH and other TARA members may have
travelled to Amsterdam to secure financial support and gain access to weapons.
When the Troubles began, TARA became much more militant in its outlook and began discussing the
possibility of procuring arms, developed a more formal approach, in terms of leadership, structure
and financial income. There was also a short-lived alliance with the UVF.
TARA appeared to diminish in terms of its presence and number s by the mid to late 1970s, although
they continued to maintain a profile in parts of Northern Ireland by the time McGRATH was released
from prison in 1983.
Information gleaned from several of the police statements from previous Kincora investigations 5
suggests that William McGRATH may have tried to involve, or worse, recruit, some of the Kincora
residents under his care, into TARA . In 1974, a Kincora resident,
, was arrested
KIN 301
and a subsequent search of his locker in the Home uncovered documents relating to TARA.
KIN 301 refused to say where he had obtained these documents, although one was noted as
having been written by William McGRATH 6. Joseph MAINS told police 7 that McGRATH used to hand
out TARA leaflets in Kincora.
11.0

Employment in Kincora

On the 22nd June 1971, aged 54, William McGRATH began working in Kincora as Housefather. Joseph
MAINS was the Warden and Raymond SEMPLE Assistant Warden. William McGRATH had had no
previous experience working in a children’s home and had no formal relevant qualifications to lend
himself to the post. In his application for the post, McGRATH referred to a “lifetime involvement in
Church/Social work 8.”
11.1

McGRATH’s Relationship with other Kincora Staff

Prior to William McGRATH starting work in Kincora in 1971, neither Joseph MAINS nor Raymond
SEMPLE appear to have known him; SEMPLE described McGRATH as being “a complete stranger”. 9

5

Statements from KIN 176 ,
and
KIN 301
RUC Report “Brief Outline of the organisation known as TARA and some of its principle members, for the information of C1(A)”, dated
04/02/1980.
7
Statement of D/S J MIDDLEMISS, 13/05/1980 re interview with J MAINS 01/04/1980
8
Paragraph 3.19, Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children’s Homes and Hostels
9
Statement of D/Sgt WA GRAHAM, 20/05/1980 re interview with R SEMPLE on 01/04/1980
6
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The relationship between the Kincora Warden, MAINS and McGRATH seems to have been formal
and cold, “he [McGRATH] wasn’t the sort of man you could mix with, he kept himself aloof from the
staff 10”. MAINS also described McGRATH as being “a family man devoted to his wife, a Christian man
who attended Church every Sunday 11”.
Shortly after McGRATH had started working in Kincora, MAINS raised concerns over McGRATH’s
work during an Inspection visit by the Welfare Department 12.
Both MAINS and SEMPLE had suspicions about McGRATH and when questioned by police on their
arrest in April 1980, both men admitted to having direct knowledge of McGRATH’s abuse of some
Kincora residents. However, both MAINS and SEMPLE confirmed that neither confronted McGRATH
in person about the abuse allegations (see below).
12.0

Reports of Abuse against William McGRATH whilst working in Kincora

An anonymous call to the RUC in May 1973 (later claimed by Roy GARLAND) was the first report to
Authorities that McGRATH was a homosexual and an abuser of young boys. The contents of the call
were investigated by the RUC and written off as a malicious call.
On the 24th January 1974 Social Services staff in the Holywood Road office received an anonymous
phonecall (again later claimed by GARLAND) during which it was claimed, amongst other things, that
McGRATH had made ‘improper suggestions’ to Kincora boys and that he had gone to work there for
that purpose. Senior Social Workers investigated the contents of the call, including speaking to
McGRATH and MAINS, and concluded that there was no truth in the allegations.
In March 1974, D/Con James CULLEN, RUC, met Roy GARLAND who told him that William McGRATH
was a homosexual who exploited young men (including GARLAND) and was working in Kincora.
CULLEN immediately reported what he had been told to ACC MEHARG.
In May 1974, a Kincora resident,
, complained to his social worker that he had been
R 15
indecently assaulted by William McGRATH. The social worker discussed the compliant with MAINS
and her superior; no action was taken against McGRATH.
In June 1974 D/Supt. John GRAHAM (then Head of RUC CID in Belfast) was told by Valerie SHAW that
William McGRATH was a homosexual, who had previously tried to sexually exploit young boys and
that he was working in Kincora.
A second complaint by
, against William McGRATH, was made to his social worker in
R 15
September 1974. Following investigations by Social Services, including speaking to MAINS, both
R 15 and his brother were released from Kincora and returned home.
In August 1977, a Kincora resident, R 18 , complained to his social worker, that he had been
indecently assaulted by William McGRATH. Social Services concluded that R 18 allegations were
‘questionable’; McGRATH was not spoken to and no action taken.

10

Statement of D/S J MIDDLEMISS, 13/05/1980 re interview with J MAINS 01/04/1980
Statement of D/I McCLURE, 20/05/1980 re interview with J MAINS 01/04/1980
12
Exhibit MJW1, part of C64/2/80
11
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Whilst on remand in Rathgael in November 1977, Kincora resident Richard KERR told a social worker
that he had been indecently assaulted by William McGRATH during his time in Kincora. No further
action was taken following KERR’s allegation.
13.0

McGRATH’s MO in abuse of Kincora residents

At his trial in 1981, McGRATH was found guilty of 15 counts of buggery, gross indecency and
indecent assault against 11 former Kincora residents.
The most common MO used by McGRATH was to indecently assault Kincora residents by touching
them under their bedclothes as he woke them in the morning.
McGRATH also ‘operated’ by instilling a sense of fear amongst his victims, some of whom described
being “scared stiff” 13 of him. McGRATH was disliked by most of the Kincora residents who spoke to
police.
In many instances of abuse, McGRATH isolated his victim from other residents, usually waiting until
the Hostel was empty before committing the sexual abuse.
McGRATH was also accused of abusing two of the Kincora residents together 14.
14.0

William McGRATH and Roy GARLAND

Aged 15, Roy GARLAND first met William McGRATH in 1955 when McGRATH was addressing a
religious meeting in north Belfast. GARLAND was subsequently invited to attend a meeting in Faith
House, Finaghy (McGRATH’S home) in December 1955. There followed a ‘relationship’ between the
two men which lasted almost 20 years. GARLAND was one of a small number of young men who
were intrinsically linked to most aspects of McGRATH’s life (in GARLAND’s case from 1955 until the
early 1970s). Unlike some of the other young men, GARLAND did not lodge with the McGRATH
family but he was a regular visitor to the McGRATH home, holidayed with them on more than one
occasion, was a senior officer in TARA and had a number of sexual encounters with William
McGRATH.
GARLAND told Jim McCORMICK 15 (an Evangelical missionary known to both GARLAND and
McGRATH) that he had introduced at least 20 other boys to McGRATH during the 1960s and who
may have also been ‘exploited’ by him [McGRATH].
From 1971, Roy GARLAND began a concerted ‘campaign’ to expose William McGRATH as a
homosexual who had exploited and manipulated GARLAND and a number of individuals (mostly
young men) sexually, politically and financially 16.

13

Statement of R GRAHAM, 05/03/1980
Statement of
R 17 , 05/03/1980
15
Statement of WJMcK McCORMICK, 10/03/1982
16
In May 1973, GARLAND made a phonecall to the RUC in which he made a number of allegations against William McGRATH, including the
fact that he exploited boys sexually, politically and financially.
14
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15.0

McGRATH and Revd Dr Ian PAISLEY

William McGRATH and Ian PAISLEY had [largely political] connections dating back to the mid 1960s;
McGRATH appeared on the platform at one of PAISLEY’s Ulster Hall rallies in 1966.
Although William McGRATH was not a member of PAISLEY’s DUP or a member of his Martyr’s
Memorial Congregation, some of those most closely linked to McGRATH during the 1960s and 70s
were also strongly aligned to PAISLEY; these individuals included Clifford SMYTH, James HEYBURN
and David BROWNE. Two of William McGRATH’s children, were married by PAISLEY in Martyr’s
Memorial Church. William McGRATH used the halls attached to Martyr’s Memorial for meetings of
his Orange Lodge.
UDR Captain N

A former associate of McGRATH,
, told police that he had gone to PAISLEY in the late
1960s with his concerns over McGRATH’s homosexuality and the appropriateness of his relationship
with two of PAISLEY’s close allies, Clifford SMYTH and David BROWNE. PAISLEY did not confirm
UDR Captain N
account.
Valerie SHAW, a former employee of the Martyr’s Memorial Church, claims that she approached
PAISLEY in October 1973 to tell him of the allegations being levelled against William McGRATH by
Roy GARLAND. PAISLEY met GARLAND in person in January 1974 and was again told of McGRATH’s
homosexuality and attempts to corrupt GARLAND. PAISLEY is alleged to have asked GARLAND to
confront McGRATH about his accusations; GARLAND refused to do so.
SHAW claims that between October 1973 and the summer of 1974 she made repeated efforts to
raise McGRATH with PAISLEY but became exacerbated with his inaction and resigned from the
Church in June 1975.
Valerie SHAW asked Rev. Martin SMYTH to speak to PAISLEY and for both men to “discipline” 18
William McGRATH. SMYTH claims he spoke with PAISLEY on the matter but that no further action
took place against McGRATH. PAISLEY denies this.
Rev. PAISLEY told police that Valerie SHAW had approached him about McGRATH and that he did
meet with him but that he could not put SHAW’s allegations to him as “she had no proof to offer” 19.
Despite being made aware of McGRATH’s homosexuality and exploitation of young men from a
number of sources, from the late 1960s, PAISLEY did not act on the corroborated information he
had.
16.0

McGRATH post-conviction

William McGRATH served half of his four-year sentence and was released from prison in December
1983 to an address in Ballyhalbert. He lived there with his wife
and
until his
th
death on the 12 January 1991 from liver and pancreatic cancer.
There is information to suggest that post-conviction he continued to be involved in TARA.
17

Statements of UDR Captain N , 30/07/1980, 06/04/1982 and 19/05/1982
Statement of Rev Martin SMYTH, 16/04/1980
19
Statement of Rev. PAISLEY, 07/06/1980
18
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Appendix A – William McGRATH Chart
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1. Introduction
This Person Profile is part of the ongoing strategic analysis of the Kincora related material, held by
the PSNI.

2. Sources of Information/Methodology
A number of documents (statements and exhibits) contained within the Kincora-related material
held by police were used to prepare this report and are referenced accordingly. Open source
research was also undertaken and the results are also referenced within this report.
There is assumed knowledge, on the part of the reader, as to other individuals and key events which
are referred to in this Profile relating to both Roy GARLAND and Kincora, in more general terms.

3. Background
William Robert ‘Roy’ GARLAND was born in the Shankill Road area of Belfast in 1940. He was raised
in a working-class family who had strongly-held evangelical values and close ties to unionist politics
and the Orange Order.
From an early age, GARLAND’s life was centred on his Christian beliefs and associations with various
religious groups. He met his future wife,
, through a Christian fellowship organisation.
Roy GARLAND attended Bible College in Maidenhead in the early 1960s and went on to graduate as
a Mature Student from Queen’s University, Belfast in the 1970s. He became a teacher and lecturer.
In 2016, Roy GARLAND is a journalist, author, political commentator and businessman 1.

4. Roy GARLAND and Kincora
Roy GARLAND is a key individual into the protracted history of abuse in Kincora. GARLAND was
never a resident in Kincora and there are no records to suggest he ever visited the Hostel.
In the 1970s, prior to the ‘scandal’ being exposed publically (via the article in the Irish Independent
in January 1980), GARLAND made repeated attempts to reveal McGRATH as a homosexual abuser of
young boys to, amongst others, the RUC, British Army, Social Services, church ministers and
politicians. GARLAND did not make any allegations of homosexuality or abuse against the other
Kincora staff (MAINS and SEMPLE); his knowledge of McGRATH pre dated his employment in
Kincora. In the mid 1970s, many of the accusations and rumours circulating about McGRATH and
Kincora originated from the account of Roy GARLAND. See Section 6 below.

5. Roy GARLAND and William McGRATH
Aged 15, Roy GARLAND first met William McGRATH in 1955 when McGRATH was addressing a
religious meeting in north Belfast. GARLAND was subsequently invited to attend a meeting in Faith
House, Finaghy (McGRATH’S home) in December 1955. There followed a ‘relationship’ between the
two men which lasted almost 20 years.
GARLAND was one of a small number of young men who were intrinsically linked to most aspects of
McGRATH’s life (in GARLAND’s case from 1955 until the early 1970s). Unlike some of the other
1

Information obtained from open source research
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young men, GARLAND did not lodge with the McGRATH family but he was a regular visitor to the
McGRATH home, holidayed with them on more than one occasion, was a senior officer in TARA and
had a number of sexual encounters with William McGRATH.
GARLAND told Jim McCORMICK 2 (an Evangelical missionary known to both GARLAND and McGRATH)
that he had introduced at least 20 other boys to McGRATH during the 1960s and who may have also
been ‘exploited’ by him [McGRATH].
From 1971, Roy GARLAND began a concerted ‘campaign’ to expose McGRATH as a homosexual, who
had exploited and manipulated GARLAND and others (mostly young men) sexually, politically and
financially 3.
Sexual Exploitation
GARLAND makes a number of allegations against William McGRATH of a sexual nature; however, he
has never made a formal criminal complaint. There exists a number of letters from McGRATH to
GARLAND which have clear homosexual overtones. These were shared by GARLAND with a number
of people, including Revd Dr Ian PAISLEY (see Exhibit GC7 – 2016).
Political Exploitation
•

McGRATH invited a number of young men (including GARLAND) to meetings to discuss the
leadership and direction of the Orange Order and for McGRATH to put forward his
alternative.
As a result, McGRATH formed TARA which, according to GARLAND, could be classed as “a
paramilitary organisation.”

•

GARLAND told Jim McCORMICK that McGRATH “used young people to infiltrate such
organisations as PAISLEY’s Church and the Young Unionists. GARLAND was also concerned at
the way in which McGRATH could influence important events within political organisations 4”.

•

GARLAND claimed that McGRATH invited young males (including GARLAND) from TARA to
his home to talk of the need for strong Loyalist leadership; McGRATH would “proceed to
indoctrinate the vulnerable, impressionable and idealistic young persons with the idea that
they were potential leaders 5”.

•

GARLAND further alleged that McGRATH claimed that he was reporting on GARLAND’s
‘progress’ to superiors 6.

Financial Exploitation
•

2

GARLAND and McGRATH purchased a small business together in 1964 after McGRATH had
“by very subtle pressures managed to go into partnership on an equal basis stating that he

Statement of WJMcK McCORMICK, 10/03/1982
As contained in the 1973 robophone call to the RUC.
4
Statement of WJMcK McCORMICK, 10/03/82
5
Exhibit JC1, part of C64/2/80
6
See exhibit JC6, part of C64/2/80
3
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would pay half the purchase price[to GARLAND] which he never did 7”. GARLAND later took
McGRATH to Court in February 1972 to recoup the £1280.40 8.

6 Analysis of GARLAND’s accusations against William McGRATH 9
The table below shows that from the early 1970s and following an acrimonious dispute over a £1200
loan, Roy GARLAND made a number of allegations against William McGRATH to numerous
individuals/ organisations. These include individuals within the RUC, British Army, Social Services,
Orange Order and a number of religious bodies. In the five year period between 1971 and 1976,
GARLAND made repeated attempts to expose McGRATH’s homosexuality and his exploitation of
others. GARLAND’s ‘campaign’ against McGRATH appears to have ceased in 1976.
The most detailed accounts of GARLAND’s accusations against McGRATH were made to James
McCORMICK and D/Con James CULLEN. There are indications that Roy GARLAND told close family
members, including his father and wife, of his accusations against McGRATH. The main allegations
levelled against McGRATH by GARLAND were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

McGRATH was a homosexual
He had indecently assaulted GARLAND
He was involved in a homosexual/ vice ring
He had abused other boys he had met through religious or political circles, as well as lodgers
to the McGRATH family home
He was employed in a Boys’ Home [Kincora]
GARLAND also alleged that McGRATH may have sexually abused women.

Whilst many individuals confirm that GARLAND had told them of McGRATH’s employment at
Kincora, there is only one reference to him abusing Kincora boys in the table below (see anonymous
call to Social Services, January 1974). GARLAND told a number of people of his allegations against
McGRATH; the key individuals are listed in the table below.
Individual

Date

Jim McCORMICK 10

c. 1972

7

Details of GARLAND’s accusations re:
McGRATH
• McGRATH had made a homosexual
approach to GARLAND in the 1960s
• McGRATH was employed in Kincora
• McGRATH used him [GARLAND] as a
‘facilitator’ in arranging for boys to be
brought to McGRATH for treatment for
emotional blocks
• McGRATH’s method of treating the boys
involved inducing them into homosexual
acts [with McGRATH]
• GARLAND claimed he had brought 20 boys
to McGRATH in the 1960s
• McGRATH used similar techniques to abuse
women 11

GARLAND’s motivation
for exposing McGRATH
GARLAND had sued
McGRATH for over
£2000.

See Exhibit DBE16, part of C64/2/80
The Gazette 21/2/72 published a record showing McGRATH was required to pay off a debt of £1280.40 to GARLAND
9
Statements of D/S ELLIOTT, 29/07/1980; WR GARLAND, 30/03/1982 and D/Supt CASKEY, 23/04/1982
10
Statements of J McCORMICK, 30/04/1980 and 10/03/1982
8
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Individual

Date

RUC 12 anonymous call

May
1973

D/Con James
CULLEN 13 14

1973 1976

Details of GARLAND’s accusations re:
McGRATH
• There was a vice ring centred around
McGRATH
• McGRATH worked in Kincora
• McGRATH was a practising homosexual
• McGRATH exploited boys sexually,
politically and financially.

GARLAND’s motivation
for exposing McGRATH
GARLAND claims he
made an anonymous call
to the RUC in order to
provoke some police
action.

•
•

McGRATH was employed at Kincora
GARLAND was convinced that McGRATH
was a homosexual and unsuitable for this
type of employment
McGRATH had sexually interfered with
GARLAND [touched his privates in an
attempt to overcome an emotional block]
when he was a teenager, after developing a
relationship through religious and political
associations
Various forms of sexual abuse by McGRATH
took place.
McGRATH used nude or porn photographs
to ‘excite’ his subjects
McGRATH had made similar approaches to
other men, including UDR Captain N .

GARLAND claims his
motivation in telling
CULLEN about McGRATH
was to “try to get
something done about
Kincora and McGRATH’s
employment there”.
CULLEN stated that
GARLAND had also made
him aware of the
financial dispute
between GARLAND and
McGRATH.

There was “a homosexual ring and
McGRATH was the King pin”
Clifford SMYTH was a transvestite.
McGRATH had helped SMYTH to overcome
this through homosexuality
McGRATH was employed at Kincora
GARLAND also told SHAW that MAINS was a
homosexual.

SHAW claims GARLAND
went to her in order to
use her influence with
Rev PAISLEY to get
Clifford SMYTH to expose
McGRATH’s activities.
“The whole purpose was
to get McGRATH
removed from Kincora
where he was
employed 16”.
UDR Major H
claims that
GARLAND did not
specifically mention
Kincora or that McGRATH
had previously
committed any offences.

•

•
•
•
Valerie SHAW 15

1973

•
•

•
•

UDR Major H

1973

•
•

William McGRATH was a homosexual
McGRATH was employed in a Boys’ Home.

Jan 1974

•

GARLAND accused McGRATH of being a
homosexual

17

Rev Ian PAISLEY
MP 18

11

Letter from Miss J CAMPBELL to Roy &
GARLAND, Thurs 13th ‘72
See Exhibit SEC18, RUC Kincora Investigation Phase II
13
Statements of D/Con J CULLEN, 30/04/1980, 19/06/80 and 17/08/1982; C/Insp FLENLEY, 12/03/1982
14
Exhibit JC8, part of C64/2/80
15
Statements of Valerie SHAW, 02/03/1980 and 29/03/1982
16
Statements of Valerie SHAW, 02/03/1980
17
Statement of UDR Major H , 28/09/1972
18
Statements of DS ELLIOTT, 07/06/1980 and D/Supt HARRISON, 27/05/1982
12
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Individual

Date

Social Services –
anonymous call

Jan 1974

Brian GEMMELL 19

c. 1975/
1976

Corporal Q

UDR Captain N

Rev Martin
SMYTH 22

21

Summer
1975

Not clear

Not clear

Details of GARLAND’s accusations re:
McGRATH
• McGRATH had “improper” suggestions to
some Kincora boys
• McGRATH had also written a note to one of
the boys [in Kincora] making “improper
suggestions”.
• GARLAND was afraid of McGRATH
• McGRATH had recruited young boys into his
“circle of influence … masturbation being
the main theme”.
• McGRATH made homosexual advances
towards GARLAND, before and after he was
married.
• McGRATH was in charge of a boys’ home on
the Newtownards Road.
• GARLAND claimed McGRATH once tried to
get him “to go with a dog”
• McGRATH was a housefather at a boys’
home.
UDR Captain N
• GARLAND and
discussed their
similar experiences of homosexual
approaches made by McGRATH.
• GARLAND claims he went to see SMYTH
about McGRATH. SMYTH does not mention
this visit in his statements to police.

GARLAND’s motivation
for exposing McGRATH

GARLAND was outraged
that McGRATH was in
charge of a boys’ home.

It would appear that GARLAND is the source for much of the information about Kincora given the
range of people to whom he had made allegations.

7.0 Individuals who were made aware of GARLAND’s accusations against McGRATH
7.1 Overview
Appendix A shows the extent to which the allegations being made by GARLAND against McGRATH
were circulated between 1971 and 1980. GARLAND made his allegations about McGRATH known to
a number of individuals; some of whom went on to relay GARLAND’s account to others. Most of the
individuals on the chart in Appendix A were connected either directly or indirectly to William
McGRATH personally and professionally and was known to them. They reflect different aspects of
McGRATH’s life including the Orange Order, Unionist politics and evangelical/ religious affiliations.

19

Statement of B GEMMELL, 16/07/1982
Statement of Corporal Q , 22/07/1982 and 23/12/1982
21
Statements ofUDR Captain N , 30/07/1980, 06/04/1982 and 19/05/1982
22
Statements of Rev WM SMYTH, 16/04/1980 and 03/06/1982
20
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7.2 Key Individuals
•

James McCORMICK

Little is known about James McCORMICK. His profession was a veterinary surgeon, though he
described himself as an Evangelist. He was in a position to introduce GARLAND to individuals in the
RUC, British Army and Martyr’s Memorial Church through his contacts in Evangelical circles.
GARLAND first approached McCORMICK in the early 1970s “seeking counsel” 23 on learning that
McGRATH was working at Kincora Boys’ Hostel. GARLAND told McCORMICK that McGRATH was a
homosexual who had made advances to him in the 1960s. GARLAND also confessed to McCORMICK
that he had facilitated McGRATH in his abuse of, up to 20, boys. This admission led to McCORMICK
introducing GARLAND to D/Con James CULLEN in early 1974 (who McCORMICK had known
previously).
McCORMICK also facilitated GARLAND meeting Valerie SHAW, who had learned about McGRATH
through a fellow member of Martyr’s Memorial Church – Emma GREENWOOD (who was being
‘counselled’ by McCORMICK). GARLAND subsequently relayed his accusations against McGRATH to
Valerie SHAW (see below re: SHAW). Again, through Evangelical circles, McCORMICK was able to put
GARLAND in touch with an Intelligence Officer within the British Army – Brian GEMMELL.
•

D/Con James CULLEN

Roy GARLAND first met D/Con CULLEN in March 1974, though he had known of GARLAND’s
accusations from McCORMICK in late 1973. GARLAND told CULLEN that William McGRATH had
sexually interfered with him as a teenager i.e. touched his privates, after their relationship had
developed through religious and political affiliations. He also told CULLEN that McGRATH worked in
Kincora Boys’ Hostel but made no suggestion, at any time, that McGRATH was interfering with the
boys in his care. GARLAND and CULLEN continued to meet on a number of occasions between 1974
and 1976 to discuss GARLAND’s allegations.
UDR Captain N

met with D/Con CULLEN in the early 1970s, at GARLAND’s request, and told him what he
knew about McGRATH; although CULLEN does not refer to this meeting in his statements to police.
GARLAND also claims that he introduced a 20 year old unnamed male friend of his to CULLEN, who
recounted how McGRATH had tried to sexually interfere with him. Again CULLEN makes no
reference to this.
Following his initial conversation with GARLAND, CULLEN immediately reported what he had been
told to ACC MEHARG, bypassing all his intermediary line management. There is no evidence that any
extensive investigation was conducted by the RUC on receipt of the information obtained from Roy
GARLAND between 1974 and 1980.

23

Statement of James McCORMICK, 10/03/1982
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•

Valerie SHAW

In October 1973 Valerie SHAW first met Roy GARLAND through Jim McCORMICK after learning about
William McGRATH’s homosexuality and exploitation of young men including members of the Free
Presbyterian Church. GARLAND agreed to speak with SHAW as she was closely associated with the
Rev Ian PAISLEY and employed by Martyr’s Memorial Church.
On meeting GARLAND, SHAW was told that McGRATH was a homosexual who was employed in
Kincora. GARLAND also provided evidence of McGRATH’s homosexuality by sharing intimate letters
he had been sent by McGRATH with SHAW. Shortly after their meeting, SHAW approached PAISLEY
and told him of her concerns about McGRATH. She also provided him with copies of the letters from
McGRATH to GARLAND. PAISLEY subsequently met with McGRATH but failed to address SHAW’s
concerns with him i.e. homosexuality.
SHAW claims that between October 1973 and the summer of 1974 she made repeated efforts to
raise McGRATH with PAISLEY but became exacerbated with his inaction and resigned from the
church in June 1975.
Having failed in her efforts to get PAISLEY to confront McGRATH, SHAW began to ‘campaign’ to
expose McGRATH’s homosexuality and abuse to others, including the RUC (Supt John GRAHAM,
Head of Belfast CID) and the Rev Martin SMYTH.
In 1980 SHAW had a conversation with Gerry FITT, MP and reiterated what she knew about
McGRATH. FITT said this assisted him in publically corroborating Peter McKENNA’s article which
appeared in the Irish Independent on 24/01/80.
•

Rev Ian PAISLEY

In the early 1970s UDR Captain N went to PAISLEY with his concerns over McGRATH’s homosexuality
and the appropriateness of his relationships with Clifford SMYTH, David BROWNE and Roy GARLAND
(SMYTH and BROWNE being closely associated with PAISLEY politically). There is no evidence to
UDR Captain N
suggest that PAISLEY did anything with the information given to him by
at this time or
subsequently. Indeed there is nothing to suggest that when SHAW raised McGRATH as an issue to
UDR Captain N
him in 1973, PAISLEY recalled his earlier conversations with
to her.
PAISLEY met GARLAND in January 1974 and was again told of McGRATH’s homosexuality and
attempts to corrupt GARLAND. PAISLEY is alleged to have asked GARLAND to confront McGRATH
about his accusations; GARLAND refused to do so. Rev Martin SMYTH claims he also spoke to
PAISLEY about McGRATH; PAISLEY denied this.
•

Rev Martin SMYTH

In the late 1960s, UDR Captain N told SMYTH about a homosexual approach towards him by McGRATH.
SMYTH had previously heard similar rumours about McGRATH, dating back to the 1950s 24. SMYTH
claims that his response was to “keep alert within the Orange Order” 25.

24

Statement of Rev Martin SMYTH, 03/06/1982
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SMYTH spoke to Frank MILLAR jnr in the early 1970s about MILLAR’s association with the McGRATH
family and in particular, McGRATH’s homosexuality and the accusations by GARLAND. MILLAR
reiterated what SMYTH had told him to McGRATH, who dismissed it; MILLAR and SMYTH
subsequently terminated their friendship 26.
In August/ September 1975, Valerie SHAW also approached SMYTH about the activities of McGRATH
and mentioned that she had raised the issue with PAISLEY. SHAW asked SMYTH to speak to PAISLEY
and for both men to “discipline” 27 him. SMYTH claims he spoke with PAISLEY on the matter but that
no further action took place against McGRATH.
SMYTH claims that in 1976 on learning that McGRATH was employed at a boys’ hostel, he contacted
a Mr JACKSON of the EHSSB to draw his attention to the allegations about McGRATH and suggested
that JACKSON should contact police. Despite efforts 28, the RUC were unable to positively identify Mr
JACKSON. Four ‘Mr JACKSONS’ 29 were interviewed by police but all denied having had a conversation
with Rev. SMYTH re Kincora.
•

Brian GEMMELL

Introduced to GARLAND through McCORMICK and was told of McGRATH’s involvement in TARA,
homosexuality, abuse of boys and employment in a boys’ home. This led GEMMELL to look for the
home on the Newtownards Road. GARLAND, however, told police that GEMMELL was not
interested in the homosexual aspect of McGRATH, solely TARA, which “annoyed” 30 GARLAND.
On receipt of GARLAND’s information, and following their second meeting, GEMMELL claims he
wrote a 4 page MISOR detailing information on McGRATH; no copy of this MISOR has yet been
located. GEMMELL was subsequently debriefed by Ian CAMERON who told him to ‘drop’ GARLAND
as a source because homosexuality was not within the Army’s remit. From the information available
this appears to have been GEMMELL’s last involvement with GARLAND.

25

ibid.
Statement of F MILLAR, 27/07/1982
27
Statement of Rev Martin SMYTH, 16/04/1980
28
See action 361&362 , C64/2/80 (1980 RUC Investigation)
29
Statements of DD JACKSON, 07/07/1980, FIJ JACKSON, 11/06/1980, J JACKSON, 14/05/1980 and WF JACKSON, 02/06/1980
30
Statement of D/Supt G CASKEY, 23/04/1982
26
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APPENDIX A – Knowledge of GARLAND’s allegations against William McGRATH 1971-1980

KIN 358

UDR Captain N

KIN 388

KIN 373

UDR Captain H

Corporal Q
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1.0 Introduction and Background
This profile on James McCORMICK is part of a wider strategic review of all Kincora-related material
held by the PSNI. It should be read in conjunction with other Kincora related analytical reports,
including the profiles on Roy GARLAND, Valerie SHAW and Brian GEMMELL.
Little is known about James McCORMICK. His was a veterinary surgeon, though described himself as
an Evangelist. He first met William McGRATH in the mid-1960s when he had been invited to speak
to a youth group at McGRATH’s home at Wellington Park, Belfast. By the early 1970s, McCORMICK
had been made aware of Roy GARLAND’s accusations about McGRATH’s involvement in
homosexuality and abuse of young boys.
Jim McCORMICK subsequently facilitated Roy GARLAND’s introduction to a number of key
individuals linked to the Kincora story – D/Con James CULLEN, Valerie SHAW and Brian GEMMELL.
2.0 Methodology and Information Sources
Various information sources, both internal police files and open source research material have been
used to inform the findings used in this profile. These include relevant statements, reports, exhibits
and documents contained in the RUC Crime Files 1 prepared in 1980 and 1983 and the Sussex Police
Investigation.
3.0 Personal Details
Name: William James ‘Jim’ McKendrick McCORMICK
Last Known Address:
Occupation: Veterinary Surgeon
Other Interests: 1963 – 1966 – Superintendent of Emmanuel Mission, Wellwood Street, Belfast
McCORMICK was also involved in Home Missionary Work, telling police that he “provided counselling
for a number of people of all ages who have come to me for advice on a wide variety of matters 2”.
4.0 McCORMICK’s Timeline of Knowledge of McGRATH’s Homosexual Abuse
•

1

1972 - Roy GARLAND first met Jim McCORMICK, having gone to him “seeking counsel 3”.
GARLAND told McCORMICK that:
 McGRATH had made a homosexual approach towards GARLAND in the 1960s.
 McGRATH was a homosexual who would ‘treat’ young boys for emotional blocks by
sexually exploiting them.
 McGRATH used GARLAND as a ‘facilitator’ in arranging for boys to be brought to
McGRATH for treatment for emotional blocks; having arranged for 20 boys to be
brought to McGRATH in the 1960s.
 McGRATH was involved in TARA and used young people to infiltrate organisations
including the Young Unionists and Martyr’s Memorial Church.

C64/2/80 and C64/5/83
Statement of WJ McK McCORMICK, 10/03/1982
3
ibid.
2
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•

Late September 1973 - Jim McCORMICK was ‘counselling’ Emma GREENWOOD (a friend of
Valerie SHAW) and told GREENWOOD about a man “in the Orange Order in Christian circles and
in political circles, who was a homosexual and had used his position to corrupt or attempt to
corrupt young men and boys into homosexual practices”. 4 GREENWOOD relayed this
information to SHAW, who subsequently contacted McCORMICK to find out who he was
referring to and what could be done about it.

•

October 1973 - Jim McCORMICK told Valerie SHAW about William McGRATH and his
involvement in homosexual practices, corruption of young boys and his association with the Free
Presbyterian Church. McCORMICK had been told this by Roy GARLAND. SHAW subsequently
met GARLAND who confirmed these allegations and also told her that McGRATH was working in
Kincora Boy’s Home.

•

Early 1974 – McCORMICK introduced GARLAND to D/Con James CULLEN. McCORMICK had first
met CULLEN through CULLEN’s work with Drug Squad 5. CULLEN asked McCORMICK if it would
be possible to meet with the man who was making accusations against McGRATH, McCORMICK
therefore facilitated the meeting between CULLEN and GARLAND.

•

1975 – Captain Brian GEMMELL (British Army Intelligence Corps) met James McCORMICK
through their mutual interest in evangelism. At one meeting the two men discussed the subject
of TARA; McCORMICK told GEMMELL that its leader was William McGRATH and described
McGRATH as a “homosexual pervert 6”. McCORMICK suggested that GEMMELL should speak
with Roy GARLAND as he was “ex TARA and GARLAND was trying to expose TARA and
McGRATH. 7” The first meeting between GEMMELL and GARLAND took place at McCORMICK’s
home.

4

Statement of Valerie SHAW 29/03/1982
Exhibit No 7, Sussex Police Review
6
Statement of Brian GEMMELL, 16/07/1982
7
ibid.
5
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1. Background
Valerie SHAW was both a long-standing member (1952-75) and an employee of the Free
Presbyterian Church (Martyr’s Memorial Church). She also considered herself to be a friend of the
PAISLEY family. When she resigned from his Church in 1975, she claims she did so, largely because,
Revd Dr Ian PAISLEY had not dealt with her concerns over William McGRATH’s homosexuality and
abuse.
Describing her occupation as a missionary, for three years between 1973 and 1976 Valerie SHAW
claims that she made repeated attempts to expose McGRATH’s homosexual abuse and employment
at Kincora to [leading] individuals connected to the Free Presbyterian Church, DUP, Orange Order,
Social Services and RUC.
Valerie SHAW gave statements to the RUC in 1980 and 1982; she also provided a statement for the
Sussex police in 1982.

2. Timeline of Valerie SHAW receiving and sharing knowledge on McGRATH’s abuse
The following timeline, based on her statements to police provides an overview of when and to
whom, Valerie SHAW spoke, in order to “get McGRATH removed from Kincora Boys’ Hostel… ”. 1
•

Late September 1973- An acquaintance of Valerie SHAW, Emma GREENWOOD, approached her
to say that she had heard from Jim McCORMICK of a man “in the Orange Order, in Christian
circles and in political circles, who was a homosexual and had used his position to corrupt or
attempt to corrupt young men and boys into homosexual practices”. 2

•

October 1973 - Jim McCORMICK told Valerie SHAW about McGRATH and his involvement in
homosexual sexual practices, corruption of young boys and his association with the Free
Presbyterian Church. McCORMICK had been told this by Roy GARLAND. SHAW subsequently
met GARLAND who confirmed these allegations and also told her that McGRATH was working in
Kincora Boy’s Home.

•

29th October 1973 – Valerie SHAW contacted Revd Dr Ian PAISLEY on learning of McGRATH’s
employment in Kincora and his homosexual corruption of Christian boys from their church.
GARLAND told her of intimate letters he had received from McGRATH, which were still in his
possession.

•

30th October 1973 – SHAW again contacted PAISLEY on learning that “Brother McGRATH” was to
be involved in a commemoration service in a Free Presbyterian Church. PAISLEY said that he
would “deal with it”.

•

1st November 1973 – SHAW obtained the original letters from GARLAND, written by McGRATH
to him, as proof of homosexual behaviour.

1
2

Statement of Valerie SHAW 02/03/1980
Statement of Valerie SHAW 29/3/1982
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•

2nd November 1973 – SHAW copied the letters and offered them to PAISLEY prior to his meeting
with McGRATH. PAISLEY did not look at the letters. PAISLEY and James HEYBURN (financial
director of Martyr’s Memorial Church) met McGRATH but they did not put the homosexual
allegations to him and the meeting appeared to end cordially.

•

5th November 1973 – PAISLEY asked SHAW for the letters between GARLAND and McGRATH to
read. He later agreed they were “horrible” 3.

•

January 1974 – SHAW “caused PAISLEY to meet Mr GARLAND” 4.

•

June 1974- Having been unable to persuade PAISLEY to take any action, SHAW began to disclose
the allegations re McGRATH to a number of other contacts.

•

C. June 1974- SHAW contacted two Free Presbyterian Ministers - Rev. Ivan FOSTER and Rev. Alan
CAIRNS. Despite initially agreeing to support SHAW, after having spoken to PAISLEY, they both
later retracted offers to assist.

•

June 1974- Valerie SHAW contacted D/Supt John GRAHAM, Head of Belfast CID. She made him
aware of McGRATH’s employment at Kincora. As D/Supt GRAHAM was approaching retirement
(he retired 30/06/74), he suggested that he would pass on the information to allow a police
investigation to be carried out.

•

June 1975- SHAW left the Free Presbyterian Church, “mainly over this matter” 5.

•

August/September 1975- Valerie SHAW spoke to the Rev Martin SMYTH re the homosexual
activities of McGRATH. SMYTH subsequently spoke to Rev PAISLEY on the matter. In 1976
SMYTH says that he contacted a ‘Mr JACKSON’ at EHSSB on learning that McGRATH was
employed in a Boys’ hostel.

•

Mid 1976- SHAW told Pastor MULLAN of Lurgan Baptist Church.

•

October 1976- R 36 ’s wife R 36 had had a homosexual relationship with McGRATH in
the 1950s) approached Valerie SHAW and made her aware of R 36 ‘breakdown’ and
attempted suicide due to his homosexual associations with a number of males, including “one in
charge of a boys’ home 6”.

3. Analysis
To be read in conjunction with Appendix A - Valerie SHAW association chart.
Valerie SHAW claims that she was first made aware of McGRATH’s homosexual abuse and
employment in Kincora in October 1973. SHAW claims that she was told of the allegations, so that

3

Statement of Valerie SHAW, 29/03/1982
ibid.
5
Statement of Valerie SHAW 29/03/1982
6
Statement of Rita JOHNSTON 21/03/1980
4
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she could use “her influence over PAISLEY to get Clifford SMYTH to expose the activities of
McGRATH”. 7
From October 1973 until June 1974, Valerie SHAW states that she repeatedly tried to get Revd
PAISLEY to act on her information on McGRATH. At PAISLEY’s reluctance to take action, in June 1974
Valerie SHAW began to raise her concerns about McGRATH with others. These included other
ministers in the Free Presbyterian Church, an RUC Superintendent and the Head of the Orange
Order.
Between 1973 and 1976, SHAW told individuals in the Free Presbyterian Church, the Orange Order,
Social Services and the RUC about McGRATH’s homosexual abuse of young men and of his
employment in Kincora.

Appendix A
Valerie SHAW Association Chart based on information contained within statements provided to the
RUC or Sussex Police.

R 36

R 36

7

Statement of Valerie SHAW 02/03/1980
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1.0 Background
This profile on Richard KERR is part of a wider strategic review of all Kincora-related material held by
the PSNI. This profile has been prepared using a variety of sources of information, though most
notably has relied on the material contained in the RUC investigation into Kincora, the Sussex Police
Review and associated police files 1. Whilst it is acknowledged that during the last two years Richard
KERR has made numerous additional allegations to the media, only those made to police have been
included in this report.
This profile has been written with an assumed knowledge, on the part of the reader, in relation to
Kincora and some of the key individuals involved.
2.0 Overview
Richard KERR is a key individual with regards to allegations of child abuse at Kincora. It was his social
workers (Helen GOGARTY and Judith KENNEDY) who first highlighted the ‘goings-on’ at Kincora to a
journalist, Peter McKENNA of the Irish Independent. The subsequent article which appeared in that
newspaper in January 1980, largely focussing on the KERR case, started the public exposure of what
became known as the ‘Kincora abuse scandal’.
When first interviewed by the RUC in April 1980, KERR made no complaints of [sexual] abuse against
any members of staff at Kincora or any of the care institutions he had been resident in. KERR stated
“…during the time I was in homes and other institutions, I did not make any complaints about
indecent behaviour, about anyone to any members of the welfare. There were no complaints to
make” 2.
By 1982, KERR’s account 3 had altered. He admitted to Sussex police that his initial statements in
1980 were “true up to [the] point”; however, he made a number of further disclosures to the Sussex
police team, including admitting to having had consensual sex with William EDMONDS and being in a
consensual homosexual relationship with
(with whom he was living with in
Preston). KERR also alleged for the first time, that he had been abused whilst in care, in Williamson
House [c.1979] by Eric WITCHELL, the person in charge.
At the time of his statement in 1982 KERR confirmed that he had had a number of casual
homosexual relationships in London and considered himself to be bi-sexual.
3.0 Personal Details
Name: Richard KERR
Date of Birth:
Previous Family Addresses:
Residential care:
1966 – Williamson House
June 1975 – Kincora Boys’ Hostel

1
2
3

RUC Crime files C64/2/80 & C64/2/80 (1982)
Statement of Richard KERR, 25/02/1980
Statement of Richard KERR,26/10/1982
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4.0 Overview of Richard KERR’s allegations to police
KERR was admitted to Kincora on the 27th June 1975 and remained a resident there until his arrest,
following his involvement in a series of burglaries, in October 1977; KERR was subsequently
remanded in custody to Rathgael. It was following this arrest that D/Constable SCULLY 4 became
concerned about KERR’s behaviour, when he [KERR] became “livid with rage” after MAINS refused to
visit him in police custody. KERR threatened to “tell all” if MAINS did not appear. Amongst the issues
D/Constable SCULLY had about Richard KERR and Kincora, was the apparent “lack of discipline 5” in
the Home. SCULLY believed there was more substance to KERR’s ‘veiled threats’ and discussed this
with a number of social workers, though he had no evidence to substantiate his concerns. David
MORROW, Senior Social Worker, appears to have agreed with SCULLY’S assessment, noting that
KERR had an “abnormal attachment” to MAINS 6.
During his time in Kincora, KERR told police he looked on Joe MAINS as “a father” and would sit in
MAINS’ flat within Kincora, discussing his future; at times this involved alcohol consumption. KERR
stated that MAINS never touched him or said anything to him of a homosexual manner 7.
KERR told police, however that William McGRATH was known as a homosexual in Kincora, as KERR
had been told by other residents that McGRATH had ‘tried it on’ with them. KERR told police in 1980
that McGRATH “used to play around” with him and McGRATH enjoyed it “in a homosexual way”.
Whilst in Rathgael, KERR continued to ask for MAINS to visit him 8. Given that hostel staff had no
responsibility to former residents once they move into new accommodation, it has been said this
was an ‘unusual’ rather than regular occurrence.
KERR has never made a complaint to police of abuse by Joseph MAINS.
At his trial in December 1977, KERR was sentenced to Borstal training and transferred to Millisle.
During his time in Millisle, KERR met William ‘Billy’ EDMONDS (a Medical Orderly). Initially in 1980,
KERR told police that when in Woburn House [Millisle] he became friendly with EDMONDS who
“treated him differently and gave him things”. In 1982 KERR admitted to Sussex police that
EDMONDS “didn’t do anything” to him whilst at Millisle, but after he left there, EDMONDS
committed buggery with KERR at EDMONDS’ house. KERR also alleged that EDMONDS gave KERR a
radio as a gift, following sexual relations. KERR alleged that on two further occasions, EDMONDS
attempted to have sex with him, but KERR says he refused. KERR said he didn’t tell the RUC in 1980
about EDMONDS buggering him because he was “embarrassed” and thought they [RUC] were “only
interested in Kincora”. EDMONDS provided a statement to the RUC in 1980 admitting to having had
sexual contact with Richard KERR whilst he was in Millisle Borstal, placing the abuse in Millisle 9.
There was difficulty in finding suitable accommodation for KERR on his release from Millisle Borstal
in February 1979. Kincora had allegedly been ruled out by social workers over concerns about
possible homosexual activity there 10. In his statement, William MORRIS, a former social worker 11
highlighted that, “… it was suspected that Joseph MAINS, the Warden of Kincora, was homosexual
4

Statement of D/CON SCULLY, 28/01/1980
Statement of Clive SCOULAR, 30/04/1980
6
Statement of David Patrick MORROW, 13/02/1980
7
Statement of Richard KERR, 25/02/1980
8
Two letters sent to Mr MAINS from R KERR dated 28/12/1977 and 09/01/1978
9
Statement of William EDMONDS, 10/04/1980
10
Statement of J KENNEDY, 21/04/1982
11
Statement of William MORRIS, 23/09/1982
5
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and believed to be having a homosexual relationship with the boy [KERR] and for the latter’s
protection it was necessary that alternative accommodation be found”.
In 1979, on release from borstal, KERR was placed in Williamson House for a period of 6 weeks.
KERR told Sussex police in 1982, it was during this stay in Williamson House when he was abused by
Eric WITCHELL. KERR told police that he had sex with Brother Eric WITCHELL. KERR had left Millisle
and been placed in Williamson House for a period of 6 weeks [c. February/ March 1979], during that
time WITCHELL buggered KERR about 3 or 4 times and that alcohol was involved. KERR stated “he
was the first man to start me off on homosexuality”.
5.0 Statements provided to police by Richard KERR
Richard KERR provided two statements to the initial RUC investigation in February 1980 and a
further statement to the Sussex police team in October 1982. The following sections are a résumé of
the most pertinent points made in each of his three statements to police.
5.1 Key Points from Statement of 25th February 1980
KERR stated that whilst a resident in Williamson House he met KIN 340 . They formed a
friendship which continued when KERR moved to Kincora.KIN 340 together with another male,
, collected KERR from Kincora and frequented a number of hostelries in the
KIN 341
Belfast and Larne areas. KERR stated that he only went with these men as friends and had visited
KIN 341 home where they would have drinks.
In his statement, KERR admitted that he had gone to the Highways Hotel, Larne on 14th October
1977 with KIN 341 andKIN 340 KERR was arrested for theft from the hotel on this date.
During his time in Kincora, KERR looked on Joe MAINS as “a father”; MAINS knew about [some of]
KERR’s criminality (i.e. break-ins). He would sit in MAINS’ flat in Kincora, discussing his future; at
times this involved alcohol consumption. KERR stated that MAINS never touched him or said
anything to him of a homosexual manner.
KERR stated that he was told by a number of other Kincora residents that McGRATH was a known
homosexual and that MAINS knew of William McGRATH touching boys who were resident in
Kincora. KERR told police that McGRATH had “played around with me by pulling my jumper and
wrestling with me. He would pull me close to him, his front to my back, and press his belly up against
me … I knew he was enjoying it in a homosexual way”.
KERR clarified to police that what he had meant by his threat to “tell all” after MAINS failed to turn
up for his court case in October 1977. This threat related to their drinking together and that MAINS
knew about KERR’s criminality and had knowledge of McGRATH’s “behaviour”.
Whilst in Kincora, KERR met Stephen WARING (Kincora resident) and they became involved in
criminality with
(Kincora resident) who KERR claimed orchestrated these crimes.
KIN 274
KERR stated that he and WARING had a suicide pact, should they be caught for their crimes. KERR
said that since hearing the news of WARING’s death [November 1977] he had tried to commit
suicide by slashing his wrists on several occasions.
KERR told police that when in Woburn House [Millisle] he became friendly with William EDMONDS.
When he was released from Millisle, KERR said that EDMONDS visited him in the Park Avenue Hotel
and Bishops Court Hotel where he [KERR] was residing and they had drinks together.
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Also whilst in Millisle borstal, KERR mentioned that he was visited by Eric MITCHAM [WITCHELL] who
was dressed as a church minister but that he [KERR] hadn’t asked for this visit.
When KERR moved to live with his aunt in Preston in 1979, he met a
, who KERR
later shared a house with.
received rent from KERR of £15 per week. KERR stated that
he had received the gift of a watch from
for Christmas 1979. KERR told police “there is
nothing going on between him and I”.
KERR stated that he “did not make any complaints about indecent behaviour by anyone to any
members of the welfare. There were no complaints to make”.
5.2 Key Points from Statement of 26th February 1980
KERR also told police that two residents,
and
, moved in
R9
KIN 46
with a retired social worker KIN 342 ) when they left Kincora in July 1977. KERR claimed that
there were rumours that KIN 342 was homosexual.
KERR stated that MAINS had asked him to give him a massage one night, whilst in Kincora; this was
witnessed by Stephen WARING. KERR refused. KERR was asked by MAINS if
KIN 46
ever masturbated and KERR wondered why MAINS had asked this.
5.3 Key Points from Statement of 26th October 1982
KERR told the Sussex team that his first statement in 1980 was true up to the point he talked about
his friendship with Billy EDMONDS (see Section 4 above).
In his statement in 1982 KERR also told police that he had sex with Eric WITCHELL in Williamson
House.
6.0 Conclusion
It is known to the author that Richard KERR has made numerous allegations to the media; however
the details of these have not been included in this report. Only allegations contained within
statements provided to the RUC and Sussex Review team have been considered.
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1.0 Introduction
This profile on Raymond SEMPLE is part of a wider strategic review of all Kincora-related material
held by the PSNI. Similar profiles on the two other convicted Kincora staff have also been prepared.

2.0 Background
Raymond SEMPLE was arrested on 1st April 1980 for alleged homosexual activities at Kincora Boys’
Hostel. At his trial in 1981, SEMPLE pleaded guilty to 4 counts of homosexual abuse against 2
Kincora residents (buggery x2 and gross indecency x2) and was sentenced to 5 years imprisonment.
SEMPLE’s sentence was longer than that of McGRATH’s (4 years imprisonment following conviction
for 15 charges) as it was felt that his sentence should be reflective of the position of responsibility
that SEMPLE held at the hostel. SEMPLE was released from HMP Maze on 08/06/1984.

3.0 Methodology and Information Sources
This profile has been prepared using a variety of sources of information, though most notably has
relied on the material contained in the RUC investigations into Kincora (1980 & 1982), the Sussex
Police Review and associated police files 1. Open source research was also undertaken and is
referenced where appropriate in this report.
This profile has been written with an assumed knowledge, on the part of the reader, in relation to
‘Kincora’ and some of the key individuals involved.

4.0 Key Findings
•
•
•
•

•

•

1

Little is known about Raymond SEMPLE, particularly in relation to his life outside Kincora.
Unlike his fellow convicted Kincora staff members, Raymond SEMPLE, openly admitted to
police that he was a homosexual. This was confirmed in a medical examination.
His ‘friendship’ with MAINS facilitated his employment at Kincora, on 2 separate occasions.
Unlike his fellow Kincora convicted staff members, prior to the RUC investigation in 1980,
there were no complaints or allegations to police or social services, made against SEMPLE by
Kincora residents.
Raymond SEMPLE’s sentence of 5 years imprisonment was reflective of his position as
second-in-charge within the Hostel, as opposed to the number of charges and victims,
particularly when compared with William McGRATH’s case.
There is no evidence that SEMPLE committed sexual abuse on any other Kincora resident,
other than the two he was convicted of abusing.

RUC Crime files C64/2/80 & C64/2/80 (1982)
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5.0 Personal Details
Name: Raymond SEMPLE
Date of Birth: 6th January 1922
Date of Death: 7th December 2010
Last Known Address:

Belfast

Employment history:
Shorts- Fitter’s Helper (1938 – c. 1945)
Harland and Wolff- Fitter’s Helper (c. 1947 – 1964)

Custody Photo: Raymond SEMPLE

Kincora Boys’ Hostel-Deputy Officer in Charge (08/09/1964 – 28/02/1966) and (10/06/1969 –
suspension on 04/03/1980)
6.0 SEMPLE’s Private Life
Prior to his employment at Kincora, Raymond SEMPLE is known to have worked as a Fitter’s Helper
from the age of 16. He had volunteered with the St John’s Ambulance Service for 25 years and was
an Officer in the 13th Belfast Brigade of the Boys’ Brigade. He also appears to have had an interest
in football; he was a Steward for Glentoran FC.
When SEMPLE was interviewed by the RUC in 1980, he freely admitted to be a long practising
homosexual. His admission was later confirmed in a medical examination carried out on SEMPLE in
April 1980 2. During his interview, SEMPLE admitted to police that he would regularly frequent
Botanic Gardens in Belfast to meet strangers for homosexual sex.
No further details are known about Raymond SEMPLE’s private life. He did not have a known long
term partner and police do not appear to have identified or spoken to any men with whom SEMPLE
had a homosexual relationship outside of Kincora.
7.0 SEMPLE’s Employment in Kincora
Raymond SEMPLE had two periods of employment as Deputy Warden in Charge of Kincora Boys
Hostel, which included ‘living-in’. His first period of employment began in September 1964 when he
was aged 42. He had applied for the post at the suggestion of Joseph MAINS, whom SEMPLE knew
from their time together with the St John’s Ambulance Service. SEMPLE had no formal qualifications
relevant to this post, but did, however, work on a voluntary basis in Kincora for a number of years
prior to his employment 3. Joseph MAINS also provided SEMPLE with a favourable reference which
assisted him in successfully obtaining the position.

2
3

Statement of Robert B IRWIN, 17/07/1980
Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children’s Homes and Hostels, 1985, para 3.15 & Kincora Visitors Book
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In February 1966, SEMPLE resigned from his position in Kincora Hostel, claiming that he left due to
his mother’s ill health. It is believed that SEMPLE resigned at the suggestion of MAINS following his
discovery of SEMPLE’s homosexual relationship with
R 1 , a Kincora resident. After he left
Kincora, Raymond SEMPLE worked in Harland and Wolff and Cyril Lord’s Carpets, before returning to
the Hostel three years later 4.
In 1969 Raymond SEMPLE was again appointed as Deputy Warden in Kincora, having again applied
for the post with the backing of MAINS. He remained in post until he was suspended on 4th March
1980, following the exposure of the Kincora ‘scandal’ by the media in January 1980.
8.0 Abusive ‘Relationships’ with Kincora Residents
Raymond SEMPLE admitted to sexually abusing two Kincora residents in the early 1960s –
. R 1 and R 7 were both also sexually abused by Joseph MAINS as
R 1 and
R7
well as Raymond SEMPLE when they were resident in Kincora. It is also of note that the
‘relationship’ between SEMPLE and
continued for some time after R 1 had left
R1
Kincora.
8.1

R1

R 1 told police that after he left Kincora, he remained friendly with SEMPLE and continued to
have sex with him 5. SEMPLE and R 1 were both stewards at the Oval. According to R 1 , the
two men travelled to football matches together and had sex in the toilets of the train. SEMPLE
would also visit R 1 in his flat where they would have sex. R 1 claims their relationship
continued until c. 1974.
8.2

R7

When interviewed by the RUC in 1980, SEMPLE admitted to police that he had sexually assaulted
when he was resident in Kincora. R 7 confirmed the abuse.
R7
8.3 Further Allegations
No further allegations of abuse were made to police against SEMPLE by Kincora residents to either
the 1980 RUC investigation or 1982 Sussex Review. It is of note that
(exKIN 26
resident) in his statement to police claimed that he knew that KIN 14 was a favourite of
SEMPLE’s with whom he regularly stayed at weekends [at SEMPLE’s home] 6.
Although no allegations of sexual abuse were made,
, former Kincora resident,
KIN 46
told police in 1980 that he had gone drinking with SEMPLE on a number of occasions to the
Glentoran and Crusaders Clubs 7.

4

Statement of D/Con William McGLADDERY, 06/07/1980
Statement of
R 1 , 12/05/1980
6
Statement of
/04/1980
KIN 26
7
Statement of
12/07/1982
KIN 46
5
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9.0 Knowledge of SEMPLE’s Abuse of Kincora Residents
Unlike Joseph MAINS and William McGRATH, prior to the 1980 RUC investigation, Raymond SEMPLE
had not been the subject of any previous police or social services ‘investigations’ into sexual abuse
allegations.
Joseph MAINS was aware that Raymond SEMPLE had sexually abused
in Kincora and,
R1
allegedly, had told him to stop. MAINS also sexually abused R 1 SEMPLE claims that he left
R 1 alone for approximately a week after being reprimanded by MAINS, before recommencing
the abuse. Again, MAINS spoke to SEMPLE, this time “MAINS was serious about it” 8. In February
1966 at MAINS’ suggestion 9, SEMPLE resigned from his position.

10.0

SEMPLE’s Knowledge of Abuse in Kincora
10.1

Abuse by Joseph MAINS

SEMPLE told police that some of the boys in Kincora had complained to him that “MAINS was having
intercourse with them 10” but claims he didn’t remember the complainants’ names.
10.2

Abuse by William McGRATH

Raymond SEMPLE claimed that he discussed the residents’ complaints of abuse against William
McGRATH with Joseph MAINS and that they both “tried to watch McGRATH 11” to prevent further
abuse. SEMPLE alleged that he “felt embarrassed about the complaints because MAINS had to tell
him off about unlawful sexual intercourse with the boys during his first period of employment in
Kincora 12”.
10.3

Co-resident Abuse

Raymond SEMPLE was made aware of some homosexual activity between residents in Kincora.
There is no evidence that SEMPLE did anything about these complaints.
11.0

SEMPLE’s Association with William McGRATH

Prior to William McGRATH starting work in Kincora in 1971, Raymond SEMPLE did not know him,
describing him as “a complete stranger”. 13 There is no evidence that the two men were ever
anything more than work colleagues.

8

Statement of D/Con W McGLADDERY, 06/07/1980
Statement of D/S J MIDDLEMISS, 13/5/1980
10
Statement of D/Con William McGLADDERY, 06/07/1980
11
Statement of D/Con J SHORT, 14/04/1980
12
ibid.
13
Statement of D/Sgt WA GRAHAM, 20/05/1980 re interview with R SEMPLE on 01/04/1980
9
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12.0

SEMPLE’s Association with Joseph MAINS

Raymond SEMPLE and Joseph MAINS appear to have had a long standing ‘friendship’ for many years
prior to becoming work colleagues in Kincora, having met through their voluntary work with the St.
John’s Ambulance. MAINS told police that he’d also known Raymond SEMPLE through
BAR 1 (MAINS’ fiancée) 14.
Having previously volunteered in Kincora with MAINS, SEMPLE successfully applied for the post of
Deputy Warden in 1964; indeed MAINS’ influence ensured SEMPLE’s reappointment in 1969.
Outside of work, the two men often socialised together in various bars and hostelries in East Belfast
and beyond. They were both honorary members of the Harland & Wolff Social Club due to “their
work with children” 15. Raymond SEMPLE was also known to frequently socialise with members of
the wider MAINS family, including
.
BAR 1
On two consecutive Easter holidays, Raymond SEMPLE and Joseph MAINS went on a tour of Ireland
together in the early 1960s, accompanied by Kincora residents Hugh QUINN and
.
R2
also
went
on
these
trips.
OV 7
Both MAINS and SEMPLE were asked by police if they had had a homosexual relationship at any
stage; both men denied this.

14
15

Statement of D/Sgt J MIDDLEMISS, 13/05/1980 re: interview with Joseph MAINS
Statement of
, 02/02/1983
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1. Overview

John Colin WALLACE is a former member of the Ministry of Defence’s (MoD) Information Policy Unit
attached to HQNI between May 1968 and January 1975. He resigned from the MoD in December
1975, as an alternative to dismissal, following his admission of passing a restricted document to a
journalist.
WALLACE was convicted of the manslaughter of Jonathan LEWIS in March 1981 and sentenced to 10
years imprisonment. His conviction was later quashed in 1996.
This analytical report has been produced as part of the ongoing strategic analytical overview of
Kincora-related material held by the Police Service of Northern Ireland. It should be read in
conjunction with other Kincora related analysis.

2. Reference Material
Various information sources, both internal police files and open source research material have been
used to inform the findings used in this profile. These include relevant statements, reports, exhibits
and documents contained in RUC Crime Files.
Open source research on Colin WALLACE was also undertaken and the results are referenced
accordingly throughout the profile.

3. Personal Details
Full name: John Colin WALLACE
Address:
DOB:
Spouse:
Education: Ballymena Academy and Belfast Tech.
Employment (pre MoD):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nov 1959 – Apprentice Chemist with JA Woodside & Co, Ballymena
July 1962 – Sales Rep. Kuros Ltd, Ballymena
(October 1962 – joined Royal Ulster Rifles (TA) as Lieutenant)
July 1964 – Company Director, Photopress, Press Agency, Antrim
(1966 – 1968 – member of ‘B’ Specials)
01/05/68 – commenced employment with MoD at HQNI
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4. WALLACE and Kincora
On the 11th September 1984, Frederick HOLROYD handed over three Scrapbooks to Essex Police
Special Branch; HOLROYD refused to tell police where had got the Scrapbooks from. These
scrapbooks contained copies of correspondence between Colin WALLACE (who was then in prison)
and a number of individuals including HOLROYD, legal representatives and MoD officials. Copies of
press cuttings and a number of documents purportedly written by WALLACE whilst in prison are also
included.
Within Scrapbook 6 (Exhibit GC85) there is 17 page report entitled “Political and Security
Implications regarding the Disclosure of Security Classified Information to assist in the Investigation
of the Allegations relating to the Kincora Boys’ Hostel, Belfast”, dated March 1982. This document is
believed to have been written by Colin WALLACE but has not been verified. Seven pages of this
report are exhibited as GC94 1.
Colin WALLACE claims that he was first made aware of ‘the situation in Kincora’ 2 in 1972, when an
unnamed female social worker contacted him alleging that a boy in Kincora had told her that he was
being sexually abused by the staff in the Home. WALLACE asserts that this social worker told him
that similar accusations had been made by other Kincora residents and the matter had been
reported to the RUC, although no action had been taken. The social worker, according to WALLACE,
also voiced her concerns that William McGRATH was a homosexual.
Writing in March 1982, WALLACE alleges that he immediately reported the key points from his
conversation with the female social worker to a member of the ‘Intelligence staff 3’ at Lisburn and
asked him to raise the matter with the RUC.
Colin WALLACE claims that he had no further knowledge of Kincora until late 1973/early 1974, when
he was asked by an MI5 officer to take part in a project “designed to cause major dissention within
the Loyalist leadership…, code named Clockwork Orange 2 4”. WALLACE says that he saw a report
“which allegedly came from the RUC” 5, which showed that a number of individuals with close links to
the Rev. PAISLEY were involved in or aware of the Kincora situation. WALLACE also refers to another
RUC report he had sight of in 1973/4, which was a lengthy report on allegations made by a Kincora
resident.

1
It is unclear who redacted the 17 page report, “Political and Security Implications regarding the Disclosure of Security Classified
Information to assist in the Investigation of the Allegations relating to the Kincora Boys’ Hostel, Belfast” and made it a 7 page exhibit.
2
Exhibit GC94, File Ref: C64/22/85, dated March 1982
3
ibid.
4
ibid.
5
ibid
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According to WALLACE’s own account 6 from late 1973 he tried to ‘leak’ stories to the press about
Kincora, in an effort to expose the ongoing abuse. There is evidence that in 1973 WALLACE briefed
journalists about TARA, McGRATH and McGRATH’s homosexuality. WALLACE claims to have briefed
four journalists on Kincora between 1973 and 1976 – David McKITTRICK (Irish Times), Kevin
DOWLING(Sunday Mirror), Conor O’CLEERY (Irish Times) and David BLUNDY (Sunday Times). All of
these journalists acknowledge that they were briefed by WALLACE during this period, but none
remembered having ever been briefed on Kincora 7.
Colin WALLACE was named in the House of Commons 8 by Gerry FITT, MP, as a witness in the Kincora
affair because “he gave an interview to journalists in 1975 and made them aware of all aspects of
Kincora 9”.
Despite this claim by Gerry FITT in the House of Commons, as well as WALLACE’s own, repeated
accounts of what he knew about Kincora, he has consistently refused to cooperate with any police or
state-sponsored inquiry into Kincora. See section 13 below.

5. Time line of key events in John Colin WALLACE’s [military] career until 1980
Date
01/05/1968
02/03/1970
14/12/1971

Key Events
Started work as an (unestablished) Assistant
Information Officer (IO) at HQNI.
Promoted to Acting Unestablished Information
Officer, HQNI.
Promoted to ‘Established’ Information Officer,
HQNI.

Jan. 1972
28/02/1973

WALLACE was acting Captain in the UDR
Successfully completed the probationary period
as Information Officer.

July 1974

Temporary promotion to Senior Information
Officer (SIO).

27/09/1974

WALLACE became a substantive SIO.

6

Further Information

At his Promotion Board WALLACE was assessed as
10
”putting up a very good performance ”
In his reference for this promotion WALLACE’s
work was described as outstanding and he was
assessed as having the ability ‘to rise two or more
11
grades’.
In his probation report, WALLACE was described as
“loyal, conscientious and hardworking and
12
deserving of promotion to SIO ”
This promotion coincided with the creation of the
PSYOPS Unit and WALLACE’s prominent role
therein. WALLACE maintained his ‘official’ duties
whilst being part of the Army’s ‘black’ propaganda
unit.
The Board recommended unanimously that
WALLACE be made substantive and that “his good
board performance was backed up by very good
ACR’s covering the four years since he was
13
promoted to IO ”

Exhibit GC94, File Ref: C64/22/85, dated March 1982
Statement of David McKITTRICK, 25/02/1982 and Exhibit DMcK1, (part of RUC File C64/5/83), Statement of DS ELLIOTT re: interview of
David BLUNDY, 16/12/1982, statement of Conor O’CLERY 27/09/1985 and Statement of Kevin DOWLING, 30/03/1982
8
House of Commons debate 18/2/1982- Gerry FITT MP
9
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1982/feb/18/kincora-childrens-home
10
Report from MoD Annex A Mr JC WALLACE Senior Information Officer Age 32 (02/07/75), part of Defence Secretariat Division 6c to
Captain Captain L re: Colin John WALLACE
11
Report from MoD Annex A Mr JC WALLACE Senior Information Officer Age 32 (02/07/75), part of Defence Secretariat Division 6c to
Captain Captain L re: Colin John WALLACE
12
Report from MoD Annex A Mr JC WALLACE Senior Information Officer Age 32 (02/07/75), part of Defence Secretariat Division 6c to
Captain Captain L re: Colin John WALLACE
13
Report from MoD Annex A Mr JC WALLACE Senior Information Officer Age 32 (02/07/75), part of Defence Secretariat Division 6c to
Captain Captain L re: Colin John WALLACE
7
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Date
October
1974

Key Events
WALLACE claims he was identified by certain
journalists as being involved in black
propaganda activities against the paramilitary
organisations.

31/01/1975

Official farewell party for WALLACE at HQNI.

04/02/1975

WALLACE delivered a RESTRICTED document to
the home of Robert FISK, a journalist with the
Times.
Transferred from HQNI to HQ North West
District, Preston as SIO.
WALLACE was interviewed by John GROVES,
Chief of Public Relations, MoD in London on an
16
“administrative matter ”.

05/02/1975
11/02/1975

25/06/1975
17/10/1975

14/11/1975
31/12/1975
Sept/ Oct
1976
05/08/1980

18/09/1980

14

WALLACE was suspended without pay from the
MoD until his case was heard by a Civil Service
Disciplinary Board.
WALLACE was informed that he would be
dismissed from the Civil Service for
17
unauthorised passing of information.
WALLACE appealed to the Civil Service Appeal
Board (CSAB); the hearing concluded that
WALLACE could offer his resignation as an
alternative to dismissal.

WALLACE resigned from UDR.
WALLACE resigned from the MoD as an
alternative to dismissal.
WALLACE took up the post of Information
Officer with Arun and District Council, Sussex.
Murder of Jonathan LEWIS (a Brighton-based
Antiques dealer) - his body was found on the
banks of the River Arun.

Further Information
In late 1974, WALLACE’s authorities found that as
WALLACE had made “unauthorised disclosures to
journalists … it was decided that, in view of the
high standards required among PR staff in the
exceptional political and military situation in
Northern Ireland, Mr WALLACE could no longer be
14
employed there ”. The decision was taken to
transfer WALLACE to HQ North West District.
It is also alleged that the Security Service had
carried out an investigation into certain suspected
leaks to the Press in 1974 (involving WALLACE).
WALLACE claims this was organised to
“demonstrate that I was leaving Headquarters
15
Northern Ireland on the best possible terms ”.
See section 6 below.

The ‘administrative matter’ referred to by GROVES
was a conversation which involved WALLACE’s
admission to him that he had passed a classified
document to a journalist. GROVE, in his 1975,
statement claimed he had instructed WALLACE to
tell police the whole truth [re WALLACE’s role at
HQNI].

The CSAB concluded that there was justification for
the MoD’s decision to dismiss WALLACE. “but
having regard for his previous good record of
service, if Mr WALLACE wished to offer his
resignation the Dept. should accept this as an
18
alternative to dismissal”.
See Section 9 below re Calcutt Inquiry.

WALLACE was accused of murdering LEWIS
(WALLACE had allegedly been having an affair with
LEWIS’ wife, Jane). The two men were due to
attend a dinner party together on the night the
murder took place.

Sussex Police charged John Colin WALLACE with
the murder of Jonathan LEWIS.

Report from MoD Annex B to D/DS6/7/44/18 dated 10/08/82, Part 4 of C64/5/83
Statement after Caution of John Colin WALLACE 12/2/1975 part of C298/4/75
16
Statement of John GROVES, 07/06/1982, part of C64/5/83
17
Information obtained from an NIO response to a Parliamentary question December 1989- enclosed as part of correspondence between
the Permanent Under Secretary at the NIO and the Deputy Chief Constable RUC
18
ibid.
15
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Date
20/03/1981
12/02/1982
December
1986
Sept 1990
09/10/1996

Key Events
WALLACE pleaded not guilty to murder but was
found guilty of manslaughter and imprisoned
for 10 years.
WALLACE was refused leave to appeal at the
Royal Courts of Justice, London.
WALLACE was released on parole from prison.

Further Information

WALLACE was awarded compensation for
wrongful dismissal from the MoD following the
publication of the CALCUTT Inquiry.
WALLACE’S conviction for manslaughter was
quashed and the Court of Appeal ruled that
WALLACE should not face a retrial.

£30,000 awarded to WALLACE.
See Section 9 below re Calcutt Inquiry.
In a reserved judgment, Lord Bingham, the Lord
Chief Justice, and two other judges ruled the
conviction unsafe and cleared Mr Wallace after
new medical evidence led to the case being
referred by the Home Secretary, Michael Howard,
for review.

6. Alleged Passing of Classified Documents to Unauthorised Persons in 1975
On the 4th February 1975, a restricted document was delivered to an address in Hillsborough
occupied by a journalist from the Times newspaper, Robert FISK. A subsequent police and military
investigation concluded that the document had been delivered by John Colin WALLACE.
When WALLACE was initially interviewed by the RUC 19 he denied passing the restricted document in
question to FISK. Instead, WALLACE told police that he had left FISK 6 photographs in an envelope
for the journalist to use in a forthcoming book he was publishing about the Ulster Worker’s Strike.
By the time WALLACE was re interviewed by RUC officers on the 12th February 20, he admitted to
having passed classified documents to FISK on the 4th February 1975. During this police interview,
WALLACE also admitted that he had previously passed and/or ‘leaked’ other classified documents
and sensitive military information to FISK and other journalists, as part of his role in PSYOPS.
In his statement of the 12th February 1975, WALLACE claimed that in October 1974 he had been
identified by a number of journalists as being involved in “black propaganda against the paramilitary
organisations”. WALLACE’s authorities believed that continued press interest in his role would
expose the work of PSYOPS and so “for reasons of personal safety I was posted to HQ North West
District” 21.. WALLACE told police during interview, that Peter BRODERICK, a former Chief Information
Officer at HQNI (and WALLACE’s immediate superior) could verify WALLACE’s account (particularly in
relation to his work in PSYOPS). Mr BRODERICK was not interviewed. Two other senior MoD
officials 22 (Chief Information Officer David McDINE and Lieutenant Colonel Jeremy RAILTON) who
had been named by WALLACE as having direct knowledge of his work in PSYOPS, were interviewed
by the RUC, but did not make mention of the existence/ work of PSYOPS in their statements.

19

Statement of Colin WALLACE 06/02/1975
Statement of Colin WALLACE 12/02/1975
ibid.
22
Statements of David McDINE 28/02/1975 and Lt Col RAILTON 04/03/1975
20
21
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A file was prepared by the RUC and sent to the DPP in March 1975 on the alleged passing of a
classified document to an unauthorised person. The DPP recommended ‘No Prosecution’ as “the
public interest might better be served by disciplinary proceedings than by a prosecution” 23.

7. Disciplinary Action by the MoD against WALLACE and the Civil Service Appeals Board 1975
Disciplinary procedures were taken against WALLACE by the MoD and he appeared at a hearing of
the Civil Services Appeal Board in June 1975.
The case against WALLACE in 1975 comprised of 4 charges:
1. He retained a classified document from his time in Ireland without authorisation
2. That he passed it on to someone unauthorised to receive it
3. That he prevaricated when asked about this document by police
4. That he continued to answer press queries about Northern Ireland affairs after being posted
to Preston even though he had been explicitly instructed not to do so.
The case against WALLACE concluded with Charges 1 and 2 proven whilst 3 and 4 were disregarded.
It was decided that, despite his previous good record, he could no longer be employed in a position
of trust or responsibility and should therefore be dismissed. On the 25th June 1975, WALLACE was
informed that he would be dismissed from the Civil Service.
Colin WALLACE appealed this decision and his appeal was heard on the 17th October 1975 at the Civil
Services Appeal Board (CSAB). At the hearing, Peter BRODERICK provided evidence 24 on WALLACE’s
behalf, which confirmed WALLACE’s version that he had been employed as an “unattributable
briefer for top journalists, the person who feeds psychological warfare lines to the ears of the press.
He [WALLACE] is required to prepare his own material after liaising with intelligence, to meet top
journalists face to face and to make individual and on the spot decisions on matters of national
security during such interviews” 25. The MoD did not contest BRODERICK’s account.
The Appeal hearing found that the previous decision of dismissal was justified; however, “having
regard to his [WALLACE’s] previous good record of service, they recommended that, if WALLACE
wished to offer his resignation, the Department should accept this as an alternative to dismissal” 26.
WALLACE subsequently offered his resignation, which was accepted with effect from 31 December
1975.

8. Murder of Jonathon LEWIS
On the 5th August 1980, Jonathon LEWIS was found dead in the River Arun; LEWIS was a friend of
Colin WALLACE and there were suspicions that WALLACE had been having an affair with LEWIS’ wife,
Jane.

23

Barry SHAW, Director of Public Prosecutions NI, 19/05/1975
GC86 (C64/22/85)
quoted in Annex A, correspondence between NIO and RUC 1/12/1989
26
Report from MoD Annex B to D/DS6/7/44/18 dated 10/08/1982, Part 4 of C64/2/80
24
25
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On the 18th September 1980, WALLACE was charged with the murder of Mr LEWIS. At his trial in
March 1981, WALLACE pleaded ‘not guilty ‘ to murder but was subsequently found ’guilty’ of
manslaughter and received a 10 year jail sentence.
During his time in prison, WALLACE began his ‘campaign’ to profess his innocence in the murder of
LEWIS, claiming he had been ‘set-up’ by the Intelligence Services over his knowledge of the use of
psychological warfare in Northern Ireland by the MoD/Intelligence Services, particularly in relation
to the Clockwork Orange project and the Kincora Boys’ Home. WALLACE wrote to, amongst others,
his Legal Advisors, MPs, Government Ministers, the Prime Minister and journalists in an attempt to
get his manslaughter conviction overturned. On three occasions he petitioned the Home Office “over
the inadequate Sussex police force investigation and the disturbing conduct of the police during his
trial 27”. In December 1986, WALLACE was released from HMP Lewes on parole.
WALLACE’s conviction was quashed on the 9th October 1996 in light of new forensic and other
evidence. Lord BINGHAM, the Lord Chief Justice, ruled the conviction was ‘unsafe’, however he also
commented that “there could be no doubt that Mr WALLACE’s dishonest and deceptive course of
conduct raised a formidable case against him” 28.

9. CALCUTT Inquiry 1990
On the 30th January 1990, the Minister of State for Defence, Archie HAMILTON MP, told the House of
Commons that a re-examination of departmental records had uncovered a number of previously
unseen documents relating to Mr WALLACE’s case. These documents raised questions over “the
presentation of Mr WALLACE’s case to the Civil Service Appeal Board 29”; confirmed the existence of,
and WALLACE’s involvement in, the project known as ‘Clockwork Orange’ 30.
Information from the papers that were uncovered indicated that “when the case was made to
establish Mr WALLACE’s post, it was proposed that its duties should include responsibilities for
providing unattributable covert briefings to the press; and it was stated that the incumbent would be
required to make on the spot decisions on matters of National Security 31”. Mr HAMILTON MP went
on to tell the House of Commons that it appeared that the responsibilities in WALLACE’s job
description were made orally rather than in writing to those who approved the establishment of the
SIO post. He continued that WALLACE had in fact been involved in unattributable briefings prior to
the establishment of the post for some time, which may have included “disinformation 32”. Mr
HAMILTON advised Parliament, that in light of the discovery of this new documentation, “it would be
right to consider again the handling of Mr WALLACE’s appeal to the CSAB” and as such advised that
David CALCUTT QC had been appointed to make an investigation of the papers on these matters.
CALCUTT’s terms of reference were as follows:

27

ibid.
In the Court of Appeal (Criminal Division)The Lord Chief Justice of England at the Royal Courts of Justice (Lord Bingham), Mr Justice
OWEN and Mr Justice CONNELL.
29
House of Commons Hansard Debate 30/01/1990 vol. 166
30
A project which involved placing disinformation stories in the press as part of a psychological warfare operation by British Intelligence
Services.
31
House of Commons Hansard Debate 30/01/1990 vol. 166
32
House of Commons Hansard Debate 30/01/1990 vol. 166
28
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“to consider, and to advise the Secretary of State for Defence, whether an injustice was done to Mr
Colin WALLACE as a result of the manner in which his case was presented to the Civil Service Appeal
Board when on 17th October 1975 it considered the decision of the MoD to terminate his employment
on disciplinary grounds; and, if so, to recommend whether compensation should be paid to him 33”.
The Government subsequently accepted the findings of the CALCUTT Inquiry, which was published
on 13th September 1990, and WALLACE was awarded £30,000 in compensation.
Investigations by the CALCUTT Inquiry did not find any evidence that WALLACE’s dismissal in 1975
had anything to do with his alleged knowledge of abuse in Kincora. “The Inquiry cast no new light on
Mr WALLACE’s wider allegations that there was … a cover-up by the security forces of information
about homosexual abuse of boys at Kincora 34”.

10. WALLACE’s association with John Frederick HOLROYD
Frederick John HOLROYD is a former Captain in Military Intelligence in the British Army who was
stationed in Northern Ireland in the 1970’s. HOLROYD resigned from the Army in August 1976 after
having been removed from his position in Northern Ireland in May 1975 35 following concerns over
his mental health. HOLROYD claims he first met Colin WALLACE, briefly, at HQNI in 1973; but only
“learnt of his [WALLACE’s] misfortunes in early 1984 36”.
In April and May 1984 a number of articles written by an investigative journalist, Duncan CAMPBELL
(in collaboration with HOLROYD) were published in the New Statesman journal, which exposed many
of HOLROYD’s claims of RUC/Army ‘dirty tricks’. HOLROYD also made a number of TV appearances at
this time, during which he exalted his long-held allegations. As a result of this media exposure,
WALLACE subsequently wrote to CAMPBELL from prison, and offered “to help him [HOLROYD] in any
way possible”. 37 Thereafter, WALLACE and HOLROYD began writing frequently to each other and
HOLROYD became a regular visitor to WALLACE in prison.
In September 1984, HOLROYD handed over 3 Scrapbooks 38 to Essex Police Special Branch. These
scrapbooks contained copies of letters from WALLACE to HOLROYD and other documents pertinent
to WALLACE’s ‘case’. HOLROYD handed over 3 further scrapbooks 39 and documents in November
1984, including the document known as ‘GC80’and ‘GC95’. HOLROYD refused to confirm the sources
for all the documents that he handed over to Essex Police, but it can be deduced that many of them
originated from Colin WALLACE. The RUC subsequently investigated the contents of the documents
handed to police by HOLROYD, including a protracted review of GC80 and submitted a file 40 to the
DPP recommending that no further action be taken. The DPP accepted this recommendation.
HOLROYD claimed that WALLACE told him that he had leaked details of abuse of Kincora residents by
politicians and others to the press.

33

ibid.
ibid.
35
Statement of Frederick J HOLROYD,19/09/82 (Part of RUC File C64/5/83)
36
Exhibit GC92 – Letter from HOLROYD to PM Margaret THATCHER, 01/11/84 (C64/22/85)
37
Letter from Colin WALLACE c/o HMP Lewes 2/5/1984, ‘Dear Duncan…’
38
hereafter referred to as Exhibits GC85,GC81 and GC86 (part of C64/22/85)
39
hereafter referred to as Exhibits GC87,GC88 and GC89 (part of C64/22/85)
40
C64/22/85
34
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After an initial ‘flurry’ of correspondence and liaison between HOLROYD and WALLACE in summer
1984 (both directly and through third parties), contact between the two appears to have dissipated
once WALLACE’s ‘case’ was taken up by journalists and politicians.

11. WALLACE’s association with Security Services
WALLACE is not believed to have been an employee of MI5, however, his role within role within
PSYOPS put him in close contact with the Intelligence Services in Northern Ireland, and wider afield.
Colin WALLACE makes a number of references to an MI5 officer, ‘Officer A’ 41, who he claims ‘tasked’
him in relation to his ‘Clockwork Orange’ work at HQNI. Ken LIVINGSTONE, MP, claimed in
Parliament 42 that Colin WALLACE was an agent of MI5.

12.
Colin WALLACE married his wife,
in 1975. It is not believed that they have any children.
Research for this profile suggests that the couple met through their work.
Following Colin WALLACE’s resignation from the MoD in December 1975,
was allegedly forced
to resign “because of the possibility of adverse publicity relating to my [CW] case” 43. The couple
moved to Arundel, Sussex in 1976.When WALLACE was charged with the manslaughter of Jonathon
LEWIS in 1981, the Duke had offered to give him bail 44.

13. Detailed overview of attempts to persuade WALLACE to cooperate with investigations into
abuse at Kincora
The table below sets out a detailed catalogue of attempts by various official bodies (including police
and MoD) to elicit from WALLACE the information he purports to have in relation to abuse at
Kincora.
Date
11/03/1982

15/03/1982

18/03/1982

41

Events
MORGAN-HARRIS wrote
to Sir George TERRY on
behalf of WALLACE
Sir George TERRY wrote
to MORGAN-HARRIS

MORGAN-HARRIS wrote
to Sir George TERRY

Overview
45
• WALLACE refused D/Supt HARRISON’s request to interview him
at HMP Wormwood Scrubs following the request from Sussex
Police to interview WALLACE.
th
• Sir George wrote that he assumed from the letter of 11 March
that “it amounts to a refusal by you client [WALLACE] to provide
46
evidence to my thorough and impartial investigation” .
• Sir George concludes the letter by stating that the RUC may
request to see WALLACE in the future as part of their continuing
enquiries into the Kincora affair and “any such visit to your client
47
by the RUC will not include any officer from my enquiry team” .
th
• MORGAN-HARRIS wrote in response to the letter of 15 March
1982 noting WALLACE’s intention not to hamper or withhold
information from the Sussex Investigation.
• He further states that WALLACE is concerned that by divulging
sensitive information he may be in breach of the OSA.

see Exhibit GC95 (C64/22/85)
Hansard 27/06/1989
43
Exhibit GC87, c64/22/85
44
The Troubles: Ireland’s Ordeal 1966-1995 and the Search for Peace by Tim Pat COOGAN
45
Exhibit GC62, part of C64/5/83
46
Exhibit 12, part of Sussex Review
47
ibid.
42
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Date
25/03/1982

28/04/1982

14/06/1982

10/07/1982

48

Events
D/Supt CASKEY and
D/Sgt ELLIOTT saw
WALLACE in HMP
Wormwood Scrubs

Overview
48
• WALLACE declined to make a written statement . CASKEY
showed WALLACE two documents – ‘TARA’ (written by David
McKITTRICK) allegedly based on a briefing by WALLACE. The
second document was entitled ‘the Folio Document’ relating to
homosexual activities within the DUP. Neither of these
documents mentioned Kincora.
• WALLACE outlined the assurances he required before he would
assist officers in their investigations – legal aid, clearance to break
the OSA, protection for his family and his manslaughter case.
• WALLACE told RUC that his “direct knowledge [children at risk in
Northern Ireland Children’s Homes] stopped in 1974”. Later in the
interview he contradicts himself by saying “my direct knowledge
[children at risk in Northern Ireland Children’s Homes] stopped in
January 1975”.
• WALLACE claimed that his knowledge [of children at risk in
Northern Ireland Children’s Homes] was wider than Kincora; he
refused to name the other children’s homes involved.
49
D/I MACK and D/Sgt
• WALLACE declined to make a written statement .
ELLIOTT interviewed
• WALLACE agreed to the interview but reiterated that his four
WALLACE again at HMP
concerns had not changed since March 1982.
Lewes
• WALLACE told police he had made a number of people
(journalists and others) aware of Kincora and homosexuality in
the 1970s, including McKITTRICK.
• WALLACE confirmed that he had not informed any police officer
directly about Kincora.
• WALLACE stated that files existed in Lisburn (HQNI) re: Kincora at
the time he was in Northern Ireland.
• WALLACE told police that he worked on Kincora and TARA for a
period of 6 months in 1974, having come to notice from an
informant. He claimed that he wanted something done about
Kincora in 1974 and it upset him that “things” were going on.
50
This is at odds with WALLACE’s assertion in Exhibit GC94 , that
he became ‘involved’ in Kincora in 1972 when a social worker
informed him of abuse in the Home.
• He further stated that his information (in relation to Kincora) was
51
not in relation to the “cover-up aspect” .
Sir Frank COOPER wrote • COOPER commented that he had discussed with Mr WOODFIELD
to Mr STEPHENS re:
WALLACE’s immunity from prosecution and agreed that the RUC
WALLACE’s immunity
should seek directions from the Attorney General. COOPER also
suggested that “a letter or a visit [to WALLACE] from someone in
MoD might also be needed” and recommended D Sy Army (then
Major General GARRETT).
Letter from Barry SHAW, • SHAW confirmed that WALLACE “would not be prosecuted for any
to the RUC Chief
breach of the OSA in respect of any communication by him to …
Constable granting
the RUC of information relating to homosexual offences in
52
WALLACE immunity from
Northern Ireland. Mr WALLACE may be so informed ”.
prosecution under the
OSA

Statement of D/Sgt ELLIOTT re: interview of John Colin WALLACE, dated 23/04/82.
Statement of D/Sgt ELLIOTT re: interview of John Colin WALLACE, dated 05/05/82.
50
Exhibit GC94, part of File C64/22/85
51
Paragraph 178 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
52
Letter from Barry SHAW to Chief Constable, dated 10/07/82
49
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Date
16/07/1982

27/07/1982

16/08/1982
01/09/1982

Events
WOODFIELD’s Private
Secretary advised
COOPER re: immunity
D/Supt CASKEY and DI
COOKE interviewed
WALLACE at HMP Lewes

WOODFIELD again wrote
to COOPER
COOPER replied to
WOODFIELD

21/09/1982

Meeting between RUC,
DPP (NI), MoD and
Security Service(s)

25/10/1982

GARRETT wrote to ACC
WHITESIDE

28/10/1982

Mr WIGGIN wrote to Mr
Michael MARSHALL MP

53

Overview
• Confirmed that the Attorney General agreed that a “limited
immunity should be granted covering information which Mr
53
WALLACE provided about homosexual activity in NI ”.
54
• WALLACE declined to make a written statement .
55
• CASKEY read a letter from the DPP to Colin WALLACE and details
of answers to his [WALLACE’S] other three conditions. WALLACE
considered that he had still not got sufficient clearance to disclose
the information he had. He told CASKEY that the only authority
he would accept was a written consent from the MoD (Sir Frank
COOPER).
• WOODFIELD asked if the MoD could give WALLACE the further
56
immunity he required .
• COOPER replied following legal advice from a Mr SHELDON.
COOPER expressed caution stating that he was “concerned about
the breadth of some of the questions put to Mr WALLACE by the
57
RUC and of the immunity given by the DPP ”.
• At this meeting the RUC “made it quite plain that they were most
anxious that there should be no valid grounds for suggesting that
there had been any sort of cover-up in connection with their
58
current investigation” .
• Mr MILLER expressed concern that WALLACE’s testimony might
say something which would prejudice the sources or methods
employed.
• RUC undertook to ensure “that anything which Mr WALLACE said
touching on those fields would be kept separate from the
remainder of his evidence and recorded in a classified report”.
The MoD representatives accepted these arrangements.
• It was agreed by all attendees that WALLACE be given some form
of authorisation “so that he could not reasonably plead that MoD
59
had prevented him from giving evidence” .
• This letter contained a sealed envelope with another letter
granting partial release from provisions of the OSA to be handed
to WALLACE by D/Supt CASKEY. The letter addressed to
WALLACE stated “you may disclose to Supt G CASKEY and Insp SE
COOKE … the information that is in your possession which is
directly relevant to the investigation – including, where necessary,
information which you gained in the course of your employment
60
with the MoD and which is security classified” .
• This letter was to advise MARSHALL of the developments of the
th
61
25 October (see above).

Paragraph 180 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
Interview notes re: interview of WALLACE by CASKEY and COOKE, 27/07/82.
55
Letter from Barry SHAW, Director of Public Prosecutions NI to Chief Constable re: the Kincora Enquiry – military intelligence and john
Colin WALLACE, dated 10/07/82.
56
Paragraph 184 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
57
Paragraph 185 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
58
Paragraph 186 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
59
ibid.
60
Paragraph 188 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
61
ibid.
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Date
11/11/1982

13/11/1982

26/11/1982

07/12/1982

13/12/1982

13/12/1982

16/12/1982

22/12/1982
27/12/1982

62

Events
D/Supt CASKEY and DI
COOKE again met with
WALLACE at HMP Lewes

Overview
• D/Supt. CASKEY handed WALLACE a sealed envelope containing a
letter from the MoD (see above).
• Having read the letter, WALLACE told the RUC officers that “I am
unable to provide any information whatsoever relating to this
62
investigation”.
• CASKEY commented that “WALLACE had been surprised at the
favourable reaction of the Ministry of Defence and that his ‘bluff’
63
had been called ”.
WALLACE wrote to
• The letter stated that the authority given to him [WALLACE] was
GARRETT
not enough for him to give the RUC information and required a
64
“precise definition of the term directly relevant” .
GARRETT wrote to
• GARRETT suggested that he “should offer to arrange for an Army
MILLER
rep. to be available at the time of Mr WALLACE’s interview by the
65
RUC to advise him on his responses to specific questions” .
MILLER replies to
• MILLER did not concur with GARRETT’s suggestion as he felt that
GARRETT re: letter of
it “could place the [Army] individual in a very difficult position as it
26/11/82
might appear as an attempt to influence the evidence of Mr
66
WALLACE to the RUC” .
GARRETT wrote again to • GARRETT repeated that the MoD has given WALLACE
WALLACE
authorisation (as per the letter of the 25/10/82) to “disclose to
two named RUC Officers any relevant information, even if this
involves your divulge certain items of classified information, to
enable the RUC to investigate fully allegations of criminal offences
involving homosexual conduct in, or connected with the Kincora
Boys’ Home in Belfast”.
Mr MARSHALL MP wrote • MARSHALL wrote to the PM after speaking with WALLACE’s wife.
to the Prime Minister,
• The letter reiterated WALLACE’s concerns about “giving evidence
Margaret THATCHER
which could lead to possible charges against him or reduce his
prospects of winning his appeal, gaining remission or finding
67
employment after leaving prison” .
68
Mr MARSHALL MP’s
• ARMSTRONG sought comments from COOPER and WOODFIELD .
letter was forwarded by
Sir Robert ARMSTRONG
to the Mr NURSAW
NURSAW replied to
• NURSAW proposed that the RUC prepare a list of questions they
ARMSTRONG
wished to put to WALLACE; WOODFIELD did not favour this idea.
Second letter from
• WALLACE stated in this letter that he could not decide what was
WALLACE to GARRETT
relevant unless he knew the precise ToR of the RUC investigation.
• WALLACE asked whether he could “disclose information about
Homes other than Kincora, the death of Brian McDERMOTT,
disinformation material based on Kincora used for other projects,
the sources of his Kincora material and how this material was
69
used” .

Statement of D/Supt CASKEY 14/1/1983 re interview of WALLACE in HMP Lewes 11/11/82
Minute from D/Supt CASKEY to ACC ‘Crime’ 2/11/1983
64
Paragraph 189 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
65
ibid.
66
ibid.
67
Paragraph 192 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
68
Paragraph 193 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
69
Paragraph 194 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
63
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Date
27/01/1983

Events
PM replied to Mr
MARSHALL MP

Overview
• Mrs THATCHER repeated the earlier assurances given to
WALLACE, commenting “it seems to me that Mr WALLACE has
been given all the assurances he could expect or need to enable
him to make available to the police any relevant information he
may have, without fear that it will subsequently be used against
70
him” .

14/02/1983

WALLACE wrote to Mr
MORGAN-HARRIS re:
PM’s letter

•
•
•

09/03/1983
13/04/1983

WALLACE’s letter was
passed to the Lord
HAILSHAM, by the PM
HAILSHAM wrote to Mr
MARSHALL MP

WALLACE felt that the response had gone a long way “towards
resolving one of the two outstanding difficulties. (The other was
legal aid)”.
WALLACE suggested that the PM should allow him to produce a
71
statement of all the information he considered relevant .
MORGAN-HARRIS forwarded this letter to Mr MARSHALL MP who
subsequently sent it to the PM.

•

This letter dealt with the legal aid point raised by WALLACE.

•

This letter stated that legal aid would be paid to WALLACE,
subject to certain conditions.

07/06/1983

HAILSHAM wrote to
WALLACE

•

HAILSHAM’s letter stated that as “the DPP had recently
announced that this inquiries into the Kincora affair are complete
and that no further criminal proceedings will be instituted. In this
situation it is difficult to see how you can qualify for legal aid”.

20/08/1983

WALLACE wrote to the
Right Honourable HM
Principal Secretary of
State for the Home
Department
WALLACE wrote to Mr
MARSHALL MP

•

In this letter WALLACE asked for various matters relating to
possible links between his case and the circumstances
72
surrounding Kincora, investigated .

•

WALLACE wrote this letter in response to correspondence from
(see above). WALLACE again repeated that he was “conscious of
the fact that the disclosure of my information relating to Kincora
73
could be very embarrassing for the present government” .

•

This correspondence contained a dossier of documents relating to
74
WALLACE .
A copy was also sent to MORGAN-HARRIS.

01/09/1984

01/11/1984

30/03/1985
04/04/1985

70

HOLROYD wrote, on
behalf of WALLACE, to
PM Margaret THATCHER
Letter from WALLACE to
Sir John HERMAN, RUC
CC
MORGAN-HARRIS wrote
to RUC via D/Supt
FLENLEY

•
•

WALLACE refuses CASKEY’s request to interview him at HMP
Lewes

•

Maintaining WALLACE’s position that pre-requisites had not been
met ahead of WALLACE discussing his knowledge of Kincora with
75
the RUC .

Paragraph 196 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
Paragraph 197 Extracts from MoD Report provided to RUC on 29/12/89
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Exhibit GC93, part of C64/22/85
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Exhibit GC84, part of C64/22/85
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Exhibit GC98, part of C64/22/85
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Part 4, C64/22/85
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Date
04/04/1985

Events
Letter from Sec. to the
Hughes Inquiry to Mr
MORGAN-HARRIS

Overview
• Placing on record that the Inquiry wished to interview WALLACE
in relation to 9 specific allegations made in material purportedly
written by WALLACE which had been passed to the Inquiry.

21/04/1985

Letter from WALLACE to
Mr MORGAN HARRIS

•
•

WALLCE asked for a copy of this letter to be forwarded to the
Hughes Inquiry
WALLACE makes a number of points as to why he is not in a
position to be interviewed by the Inquiry, notably, the
requirement to have:
• legal costs paid
• “clear, unambiguous, written authority to disclose classified
information which I consider relevant to the Inquiry
• an acceptance of the fact that I would not be prepared to
disclose the identity of any of my sources or members of the
76
Intelligence services”.

24/04/1985

Letter from Sec. to the
Hughes Inquiry to Mr
MORGAN-HARRIS

•

Letter addresses 2 specific points raised by WALLACE in his letter
of 2/4/85:
• “Reasonable legal costs… will be met out of public funds
• Your client’s anxiety about being in contempt is groundless.
77
The Committee has no powers of contempt”.

25/04/1985

Letter from MORGAN
HARRIS to Sec. of the
Hughes Inquiry
Letter from NIO to Sec.
of Hughes Inquiry

•

Correspondence over WALLACE’s position and his attendance for
interview with the Hughes Inquiry.

•

30/04/1985

03/05/1985

Letter from the Sec. of
•
the Hughes Inquiry to Mr
MORGAN HARRIS

Advising the Hughes Inquiry that a copy of the file sent to the PM
on 1/11/84 by HOLROYD was not copied and therefore not
available to share with the Inquiry.
Provides a detailed breakdown of the Committee of Inquiry’s
Terms of Reference and asks for their client to consider whether
he has information relevant to the Committee’s ToRs.

03/05/1985

Letter from Sec. of the
Hughes Inquiry to Mjr
LOFTUS

•

Seeking authorisation from the MoD to disclose certain
documents disclosed by HOLROYD to WALLACE
Raised the issue of WALLACE’s position re the Official Secrets Act.

Letter from Sec. of
Hughes Inquiry to ACC
MELLOR (RUC)

•

03/05/1985

11/05/1985

76

Letter from WALLACE to
his solicitor Mr
MORGAN-HARRIS

Part 4, C64/22/85
Part 4, C64/22/85
78
Exhibit GC80 part of File C64/22/85
77

•

•
•
•

“You are aware of the efforts which the Committee has been
making to establish whether JC WALLACE can assist the Inquiry”.
78
Asks for a copy of the Forensic Report re Exhibit GC80 .
Response to letter from the Hughes Inquiry to his solicitor of the
3/5/85
“…it would appear that there are no major points of conflict
between myself and the Committee and I hope that we can now
press ahead as quickly as possible to have the matter brought to a
successful conclusion- subject of course to a positive response
from the PM’s office”.
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Date
13/05/1985

Events
Letter from ACC MELLOR
to Sec. of the Hughes
Inquiry
Letter from Sec. of
Hughes Inquiry to Mjr
LOFTUS
MORGAN-HARRIS wrote
to Sir John HERMAN

Overview
• Reply to request (see above)
• RUC unable to provide the Inquiry with copy of WALLACE’s
material or the Forensics Report.
• Seeking an urgent response to the letter of 03/05/85.
•

Enclosed was a copy of a letter from WALLACE dated 04/04/85
confirming he would be willing to cooperate with the RUC subject
to his solicitor being present at the interview and “of course, the
79
necessary clearance being made available” .

05/07/1985

Letter from Sec. of
Hughes Inquiry to Mr
MAINWOOD

•

Seeking clarification re WALLACE’s authority to disclose classified
information to the Inquiry and seeking an extremely urgent
response.

11/07/1985

Supt WJ THOMPSON
wrote to MORGANHARRIS

•

This letter acknowledges WALLACE’s refusal to speak to RUC
officers but offers him the opportunity, should he change his
mind, to make contact with the RUC, at a later date.

19/07/1985

MORGAN-HARRIS
responds to RUC letter
dated 11/07/85

•

A strongly worded letter refuting that WALLACE was withholding
information and was willing to cooperate if his pre-requisites
were met.

06/08/1985

Letter from Sec. to the
Hughes Inquiry to Mr
MORGAN HARRIS

•

Enclosed was an envelope containing an authorisation(dated
16/7/85) from the MoD for Mr WALLACE to disclose relevant
information to the Hughes Inquiry
Requested a copy of the file sent to the PM on the 1/11/84 from
WALLACE himself as the file had been returned to HOLROYD on
the 21/11/84.
Concluded “I suggest that the way is now clear for your client to
be interviewed on behalf of the Committee”.

23/05/1985

11/06/1985

•

•

21/08/1985

Supt WJ THOMPSON
responds to letter dated
19/07/85 from
MORGAN-HARRIS

•

This letter again offered WALLACE the opportunity to have an
interview with RUC officers at some date in the future.

Between 1982 and 1985 WALLACE was involved in correspondence with Sussex Police, the RUC, the
MoD, the Prime Minister’s Office, the Lord Chancellor’s Office, the Northern Ireland Office, his MP
and the Hughes Inquiry about his ‘ability’ to provide what information he had, in relation to Kincora.
The key findings from the above table are noted as:
• WALLACE’s initial refusal to cooperate with the Sussex Investigation in March 1982 was
because he felt their investigation was not impartial and concern over his potential breach
of the Official Secrets Act.
•

In March 1982 WALLACE declined to make a written statement to the RUC and outlined the
four assurances he required before he would assist officers in their investigations:
o
o

79

ibid.

Legal aid
Clearance to break Official Secrets Act
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o
o

80

Protection for his family
Review of his manslaughter case

•

By June 1982 the issue of WALLACE’s immunity from prosecution was being discussed
between senior government officials (MoD).

•

In July 1982 WALLACE was granted immunity from prosecution by the DPP (NI); WALLACE
did not consider this authority to be sufficient to disclose the information he had.

•

WALLACE was granted written, partial release from the provisions of the OSA by the MoD in
October 1982. WALLACE rejected this offer in November.

•

The MoD provided a second letter of reassurance to WALLACE in December 1982.

•

In January 1983, the Prime Minister, Margaret THATCHER, reiterated the earlier assurances
given to WALLACE by the MoD.

•

By February 1983 WALLACE’s refusal to cooperate appear to be limited to the lack of legal
aid afforded to him. In April 1983, the Lord Chancellor told WALLACE that legal aid would be
available to him (subject to certain conditions)80.

•

In August 1983 WALLACE linked Kincora to his own manslaughter case and asked for the
matter to be investigated by the Home Secretary.

•

After a flurry of correspondence between WALLACE and others in 1982 and 1983, there was
a distinct decline in activity in 1984.

•

Again, in 1985, the RUC made a number of attempts to interview WALLACE in prison. All
attempts were refused with WALLACE reiterating that all his pre-requisites had not been
met. The last attempt by the RUC to interview WALLACE was in August 1985.

•

Repeated efforts by the Hughes Inquiry to interview WALLACE were also made in 1985, in
relation to the documents handed to Essex Police by HOLROYD and which were reportedly
written by WALLACE.

•

Despite repeated assurances from the MoD that WALLACE could disclose relevant
information to the Inquiry, WALLACE has never provided any evidence to this Inquiry or
police investigation.

•

There is no material available to the authors of this report to determine if WALLACE had any
further contact with police, MoD or others after August 1985.

•

WALLACE was released from prison in December 1986 and has continued to profess to have
sensitive information on Kincora and to claim that intelligence agencies knew of abuse at
Kincora but let it happen for political blackmail purposes.

This offer of legal aid was subsequently withdrawn following the conclusion of the DPP’s enquiries into Kincora.
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Kincora - Exhibit GC11
Analysis of Exhibit GC80

MK and SM
Higher Police Analysts (Strategic Analysis)
May 2016

This report should be read in conjunction with the statement of D/C/Superintendent Clarke provided to the HIAI and should not be further
disseminated.
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1. Introduction
This report provides a detailed assessment of a four page document entitled “TARA – reports
regarding criminal offences associated with the homosexual community in Belfast”. It was
purportedly written by John Colin WALLACE in November 1974. WALLACE is a former member of the
Ministry of Defence’s (MoD) Information Policy Unit attached to HQNI. This document will hereafter
be referred to as GC80, the exhibit number it was given by the RUC in 1984 (the ‘GC’ in this instance
referring to D/Supt George CASKEY). 1
This document suggests that both the RUC and Military had knowledge of William McGRATH’s
homosexuality but failed to investigate any allegations of homosexual assaults on residents of
Kincora Hostel. This report further claims that similar allegations had been made concerning other
residential children’s homes in Northern Ireland. It should be noted, however, that the document
does not contain any specific complaints by alleged victims, or any details of victims or offences
which would have assisted a [police] investigation.
This analytical report has been produced as part of the ongoing strategic analytical overview of
Kincora- related material held by the Police Service of Northern Ireland. It should be read in
conjunction with other Kincora related analysis.

2. Executive Summary

1

•

Questions over the style, contents and accuracy of the document, as well as a total
repudiation by military personnel over its production in 1974 casts doubt over the
authenticity of the information contained within GC80.

•

There is no evidence that the RUC were aware of the existence of the document, now known
as GC80, prior to August 1984. On that date a copy of the document was given to Essex
Police by Fred HOLROYD; it was later shared with the RUC.

•

Research for this report has identified that the RUC knew that their copy of GC80 was a retyped version of the original document; the original has never been traced.

•

RUC forensic examination of GC80 suggests that page one of the document had been
interfered with.

•

Certain details contained within GC80 are unlikely to have been known by WALLACE in 1974.
For example, allegations are made about Raymond SEMPLE, yet there were no complaints
made to anyone about SEMPLE before 1980.

•

There is no evidence, as viewed by the authors, to substantiate a number of claims made by
WALLACE in GC80.

•

There is evidence that WALLACE briefed journalists in 1973 about TARA, McGRATH and his
homosexuality; none of the journalists recollect Kincora or his employment at a boys’ home
having ever been mentioned at these briefings.

•

WALLACE claims to have been so concerned with the ongoing abuse in Kincora and
“stopping further assaults on the youngsters in these hostels”; it therefore seems
inexplicable that he did not mention to journalists all that he already knew about Kincora.

•

WALLACE has repeatedly refused to cooperate with police investigations and therefore
questions relating to GC80 have not been answered by him.

Exhibit GC80, part of RUC File C64/22/85
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•

WALLACE has never authenticated the document.

•

If the document is genuine however, it indicates that the RUC and Military knew about
abuse at Kincora in 1974 and that neither took action to stop it.

3. Background
The document GC80 appears to have been brought to the attention of the police for the first time on
the 7th August 1984 2; Fred HOLROYD produced a four page document to Essex Police, which he told
them had been written by WALLACE and “sent to an MI5 officer at HQNI”. 3 The details of the
classification, the person the report was written to and the department it was to be shared with
were blanked out on the document shown to the Essex police. HOLROYD claimed he knew the
identity of the MI5 officer but would not disclose it to the police officers. The RUC (D/Supt G CASKEY)
was subsequently informed of HOLROYD’s meeting with the ESSEX police, where the report allegedly
written by WALLACE was discussed; however it is not clear if the actual report (GC80) was copied
and shared with the RUC at this time. Subsequent internal RUC communication from September
1984 shows that the RUC dismissed HOLROYD’s information, “there is nothing new that require any
further investigation”. 4
On the 21st November 1984 HOLROYD again met with Essex Police and handed over a quantity of
documents, most of which related to correspondence between himself and WALLACE (who was, at
that stage, writing from prison). Amongst the material was the four page document (GC80) which
HOLROYD had referred to in the previous meeting with them in August 1984. Following the
disclosure of this material, Essex Police “notified the appropriate authorities” of its existence 5 and
provided copies of same. The copy handed to Essex police by HOLROYD, had, included in
handwriting, the addressee and requester of the report noted at the top of the first page Colonel M ? On 21st February 1985 D/Con ROBERTS, Essex Police, informed the RUC that “with
ref to GC80 … HOLROYD had produced a photocopy stating that this had been retyped from the
original document and photocopied. Various things had been crossed out by HOLROYD to protect the
source 6”. It is unknown if the ‘original’ document was ever located. This confirms that the
document received by the RUC had been altered prior to it being handed to Essex Police.
On 21st January 1985 RUC ACC CUSHLEY wrote to the Secretary of the Hughes Inquiry to disclose the
existence of the GC80. CUSHLEY noted that “if this document is genuine it is relevant to the Hughes
Inquiry. RUC are doubtful if it could be genuine and an investigation into its authenticity is being
pursued by a team of detectives under the direction of Detective Superintendent CASKEY 7”. Despite
protracted correspondence 8 between WALLACE (through his solicitor) and the Secretary to the
Hughes Inquiry between in 1985, WALLACE did not cooperate with the Judge-led Inquiry; despite
having received authorisation from the MoD that he could disclose “relevant information to the
Committee of Inquiry.”

2

Report from DC ROBERTS, Essex Police SB to DCI DOUGLAS, 08/08/1984
Report from DC ROBERTS, Essex Police SB to DCI DOUGLAS, 08/08/1984
4
RUC 51/1 from D/Supt. G CASKEY to ACC Crime 7/9/1984 re “Operation BUSH’- Documents forwarded by Essex Police on 14/08/1984
5
Statement of George William ROBERTS, 10/04/85 (C64/22/85)
6
Action 4 – “Contact D/Con B ROBERTS, Essex Police re: HOLROYD’s motives for handing over documents”, dated 21/02/1985
7
C64/22/85 – Part 4 – Letter to Hughes Committee of Inquiry from ACC CUSHLEY, 21/01/1985
8
Part IV RUC File C64/22/85
3
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On the 4th April 1985 D/Supt CASKEY and DI COOKE interviewed HOLROYD at Rayleigh Police Station,
Essex; HOLROYD was “uncooperative 9” with the RUC officers who questioned about his knowledge
of the documents he had handed over to Essex Police. HOLROYD refused to confirm who had given
him a copy of GC80.
Repeated efforts were made by the RUC to speak with Colin WALLACE, then in HMP Lewes, between
April and August 1985, without success. WALLACE stated in a letter to the Chief Constable RUC that
“no useful purpose would be served by such an interview 10”. To date, WALLACE has refused to
cooperate with any police/statutory investigation into the allegations he proffers in relation to
Kincora.
The Hughes Inquiry concluded that WALLACE has never “authenticated or repudiated the papers
which we have seen [GC80 included] … Even if Mr WALLACE was prepared to authenticate them, they
would in themselves be of very limited use to the Inquiry since they consist of bald or generalised
allegations without supporting detail or confirmation. It would have required his testimony to
remedy this and this was not forthcoming 11”.

4. Relationship between John Colin WALLACE and Frederick John HOLROYD
John Colin WALLACE was employed by the MOD at HQNI as a [Senior] Information Officer in the
Information Policy Department between 1968 and 1975. Officially his role was Head of Production
Services and additionally provided briefing sessions on Northern Ireland to journalists 12; WALLACE
was also involved in “counter propaganda” on behalf of the Military 13. On 31st December 1975
WALLACE resigned from the MOD as an alternative to dismissal following his unauthorised passing of
information to a journalist – Robert FISK. The document entitled ‘IP/PR Presentation for CLF’s Study
Day- 31 Jan 75’ had been prepared for an army study day. The document given to FISK is the
presentation notes for the day, which emphasise the use of counter propaganda by the Army against
the IRA. WALLACE may have provided an input to the document but was not the sole author.
In 1981 WALLACE was found guilty of manslaughter following the death of Jonathan LEWIS (husband
of WALLACE’s mistress) in August 1980 and sentenced to 10 years imprisonment.
Frederick John HOLROYD is a former Captain in Military Intelligence in the British Army who was
stationed in Northern Ireland in the 1970’s. HOLROYD resigned from the Army in August 1976 after
having been removed from his position in Northern Ireland in May 1975 14 following concerns over
his mental health. HOLROYD claims he first met Colin WALLACE, briefly, at HQNI in 1973; but only
“learnt of his [WALLACE’s] misfortunes in early 1984 15”.
In April and May 1984 a number of articles written by Duncan CAMPBELL (in collaboration with
HOLROYD) were published in the New Statesman journal which exposed many of HOLROYD’s claims
of RUC/Army ‘dirty tricks’. HOLROYD also made a number of TV appearances, during which he
exalted his long-held allegations. As a result of this media exposure, WALLACE subsequently
9

Report from D/Supt CASKEY to ACC Crime, 28/08/85 (part of RUC File C64/22/85)
Report from D/Supt CASKEY to ACC Crime, 28/08/85 (part of RUC File C64/22/85)
11
Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children’s Homes and Hostels, Para 4.87, dated 31 December 1985.
12
Statement of Peter BRODERICK, 29/05/1985
13
Statement of Colonel F 16/07/1985
14
Statement of Frederick J HOLROYD,19/09/82 (Part of RUC File C64/5/83)
15
Exhibit GC92 – Letter from HOLROYD to PM Margaret THATCHER, 01/11/84 (C64/22/85)
10
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approached CAMPBELL and offered “to help him [HOLROYD] in any way possible”. 16 Thereafter,
WALLACE and HOLROYD began writing directly to each other, frequently, and HOLROYD became a
regular visitor to WALLACE in prison.

5. Assessment of the contents of ‘GC80’
5.1. Overview
This is a four page document entitled “TARA – Reports regarding criminal offences associated with
the homosexual community in Belfast”, dated 8th November 1974 and signed by JC WALLACE, Senior
Information Officer. Handwriting on the document states it was “addressed to Jeremy RAILTON,
GSC1 in response to a request from Gen Peter LENG, CLF [the most senior British Army commander in
Colonel M
NI and Director of Military Operations] or
[Head of Army Intelligence in
17
NI] ”.
GC80 appears to have been based on information contained in two RUC Reference documents
(Reference A and B) in response to Reference C:
Reference A – attached RUC background paper on TARA
Reference B – attached RUC report on the death of Brian McDERMOTT
Reference C – your request for a press investigation into the matters referred to above
The documents A-C have not been located in any documents held by PSNI.
The report consists of 10 bullet points followed by a section entitled ‘Conclusions and
Recommendations’. There are a number of references to ‘flags’ throughout the document, as
additional information to the points WALLACE is making. These ‘flags’ have not been attached to the
document; they start at the letter C, with some letters omitted and are not in alphabetical order.
A number of handwritten comments appear on the copy of GC80 available to the authors of this
report; these are believed to have been made by Fred HOLROYD. 18

5.2. Analysis of the Contents of GC80
Point 1:
•

WALLACE questions the quality and validity of intelligence from the RUC in their background
paper on TARA (Reference A). “Difficult to say whether these flaws are the result of poor
Intelligence or whether they are disinformation provided for our consumption”.

Point 2:
•

16

Discusses the use of the press to expose and prevent “further assaults on the youngsters in these
hostels”. Kincora is not named at this point; nor does WALLACE name the other hostels where
he alleged abuse was taking place. It is impossible to comment further.

Letter from Colin WALLACE c/o HMP Lewes 2/5/1984, ‘Dear Duncan…’
In November 1974, RAILTON was Lt-Col Information Branch - General Staff Officer Grade 1, LENG was Commander of Land Forces, NI and
Colonel M was Head of Army Intelligence.
18
Report from D/Supt CASKEY to ACC Crime, 28/08/1985 (part of RUC File C64/22/85) para 17.
17
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•

WALLACE claims he tried to develop press interest “in this matter” the previous year [c 1973]
but had no success. If ‘this matter’ refers to abuse at Kincora by McGRATH, there is evidence
that in 1973 WALLACE briefed journalists about TARA, McGRATH and his homosexuality.
WALLACE (in GC94) claims to have briefed four journalists on Kincora between 1973 and 1976 –
David McKITTRICK (Irish Times), Kevin DOWLING(Sunday Mirror), Conor O’CLEERY (Irish Times)
and David BLUNDY (Sunday Times). All acknowledge they were briefed by WALLACE but none
remembered having ever been briefed on Kincora 19.

•

It is noted that this is “purely a police and political matter” and therefore difficult to justify “our”
[Military] involvement. This would indicate that WALLACE acknowledges that criminal matters
would fall outside the Military’s remit and does not explain WALLACE’s and/or military
involvement in the matter.

•

WALLACE opines that “TARA is no longer of any security interest”. If true, this would mean that
by November 1974, the Military no longer had an interest in gathering intelligence in relation to
TARA. WALLACE’s assertion is at odds with Brian GEMMELL’s account of Military interest in
TARA and McGRATH. GEMMELL continued to gather information on TARA and McGRATH in
1975. 20

Point 3:
•

Provides an overview of WALLACE’s assessment of the failure of TARA as a credible concept,
largely because of “William McGRATH’s rather strange political views … other organisations
which appeared to be more in keeping with the needs of the loyalist community at that time
sprang up”.

Point 4:
•

WALLACE claims that a number of details in Reference A are ‘inaccurate’.

•

WALLACE also makes reference to MAINS and SEMPLE as being known homosexuals and claims
that various allegations of homosexual assaults on Kincora inmates had been investigated in
1967 by ‘Mr. H MASON’ and were highlighted in flag ‘N’. The Belfast City Welfare’s Children’s
Officer, Henry MASON’s investigation into allegations against Joseph MAINS was submitted to
the Town Solicitor, John YOUNG, in August 1971. The MASON file does not contain to any
allegations or complaints against Raymond SEMPLE, complaints were only against MAINS.
The document fails to acknowledge that MASON carried out a further investigation in 1971
which was the ‘trigger’ for the file being submitted; the document is therefore incomplete in
knowledge.
Documents held by PSNI do not contain any evidence that anyone, outside Social Services, had
knowledge of this investigation until early 1976, when a copy of the Mason File was handed to
the RUC (D/Con CULLEN). From the evidence available, the RUC had no knowledge of the Mason

19

Statement of David McKITTRICK, 25/02/1982 and Exhibit DMcK1, (part of RUC File C64/5/83), Statement of DS ELLIOTT re: interview of
David BLUNDY, 16/12/1982, statement of Conor O’CLERY, 27/09/1985 and Statement of Kevin DOWLING, 30/03/1982
20
Statement of Brian GEMMELL dated 16/07/1982, part of C64/5/83
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File in 1974 and therefore could not have included it in Reference ‘A’. There is no evidence to
suggest that a copy of the Mason File was ever made available or shared with the Military.
Flag ‘N’ which relates to notes on the Mason Report is not attached to the main document. It is
therefore unclear what the contents of Flag ‘N’ are and where it originated from.
Point 5:
•

WALLACE challenges Reference ‘A’, which allegedly states that the assaults on Kincora residents
began shortly after McGRATH’s appointment. WALLACE states there is evidence of abuse in
Kincora as early as 1959. WALLACE is correct in his assessment that the abuse at Kincora had
started long before McGRATH was employed there. In November 1974, however, documents
held by PSNI show there was no knowledge of abuse, by either the RUC or Welfare Authorities,
prior to 1967. The only known allegations of sexual abuse in Kincora refer to
R2
who MAINS was convicted of sexually abusing (c. 1959) at his public trial in 1981; which did not
emerge until the police investigation in 1980.
If WALLACE was aware of the abuse in Kincora and that it pre-dated McGRATH’s employment
there, it appears unusual that he did not brief journalists in 1973 accordingly. None of the
journalists were aware of McGRATH’s employment at Kincora or of MAINS’ involvements in
abuse there until the ‘scandal’ was exposed in the Irish Independent Article in January 1980.

Point 6:
•

WALLACE claims to have had sight of correspondence between McGRATH and GARLAND (Flag
‘M’). Personal correspondence between McGRATH and GARLAND from the 1960’s reveals an
intimate relationship between the two men. It is unclear how WALLACE would have obtained
sight of this correspondence in 1974. Research reveals that from 1973, GARLAND shared copies
of his correspondence with McGRATH with Valerie SHAW and D/Con CULLEN but there is no
evidence to suggest that GARLAND or anyone else passed this material to WALLACE.

•

WALLACE also refers to “GARLAND’s own version of events (Flag O)” as being “very
enlightening”. The contents of Flag O are unknown.

•

There is reference to many of the RUC source reports “on this matter” from 1971 having
originated from GARLAND. From the documents reviewed, GARLAND did not provide any
information to the RUC re: McGRATH, TARA or Kincora until 1973/74 21.

Point 7:
•

Reference is made to an internal investigation by the Belfast Corporation Welfare Department in
1972/73 into allegations of homosexual assaults on Kincora inmates by McGRATH. There is no
reference in documents held by PSNI that an investigation into McGRATH was held in 1972/73.

•

WALLACE states that one of the Military sources confirmed in 1972 that complaints had been
made against McGRATH and passed to both senior welfare staff and the RUC. From the material
viewed, the first time an allegation against McGRATH was received by the RUC, was in an

21

Statement of Roy GARLAND, 30/03/1982
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anonymous phone call (made by GARLAND) in May 1973. Social Services received the first
allegation about McGRATH in January 1974, again in an anonymous phone call (believed to be by
GARLAND). The first official complaint against McGRATH was believed to have been made in
May 1974 to Social Services by
, Kincora resident.
R 15
•

WALLACE refers to NL 210 NL 210 ) as having confirmed that complaints had been made in
1972 in ‘Flag R’. NL 210 was a Senior Social Worker in the EHSSB. NL 210 was first made aware
of complaints against McGRATH in May 1974, when he was told by his staff of the complaint
against McGRATH by the
family. NL 210 denied having ever had contact with police or
military, in relation to Kincora, prior to 1980 22.

•

Reference is made by WALLACE to “similar allegations” at other children’s homes including
Bawnmore, West Winds and Burnside, etc. WALLACE says this is at odds with Reference A which
stated that the allegations were confined to Kincora. D/Supt CASKEY’s confirms the first RUC
knowledge of similar allegations in other children’s homes would not have been until 1975 (in
the case of West Winds) and 1980 onwards (Bawnmore and Burnside) 23.

Point 8:
•

WALLACE claims that a female source told him that key individuals in the Welfare Department
were homosexual and only appointed homosexuals to key posts and covered up the offences
that took place. There are two deletions in the document GC80. The name of the source has
been ‘blacked out’ in the copies of GC80, held by PSNI. In CASKEY’s 1985 File a press article from
the Irish Times 24. The allegations against this named person by the unidentified female source
are considered to be of “great concern because it illustrates the political difficulties we are likely
to face if we become involved.” This named individual did have connections to the Welfare
Authority but no allegations of abuse were ever made against this person.

Point 9:
•

WALLACE states that the only link between McDERMOTT’s murder and homosexuality is via John
McKEAGUE; McKEAGUE’s police statements are listed as ‘Flag S’ and forensic reports re: the
McDERMOTT murder as ‘Flag T’. It is unclear why WALLACE would have had access to or indeed
why he would have referred to police statements and forensic reports in GC80 relating to the
McDERMOTT murder.

•

WALLACE told police in 2004 that he had made this link with the McDERMOTT murder and John
McKEAGUE “not based on any evidence … only supposition on my [WALLACE’s] part based on
intelligence at hand being evaluated and linked”. WALLACE also acknowledged that he “had no
knowledge that would have linked anyone from the Kincora investigation to the murder of Brian
McDERMOTT murder”.

•

A prosecution file re: the McDERMOTT murder had been prepared by the RUC in 1983 and sent
to the DPP; the DPP directed that the evidence was not sufficient to charge any person with an
offence connected with the death of Brian McDERMOTT.

22

Statement of D/Supt G CASKEY re interview of NL 210 , 21/08/1985
Report by D/Supt CASKEY to ACC Crime 28/08/1985, part of C64/22/85- paragraph 31
24
Part 4 of RUC File C64/22/15 – Irish Times article “Document claims RUC, army knew about Kincora in 1974,” dated 25/06/1985.
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•

In GC80 WALLACE dismisses the RUC’s theory that there was a connection between the murder
of Brian McDERMOTT and “witchcraft or other satanic rites”. In 1973 the RUC investigation
team had looked into allegations of a connection between the murder and ‘Black Magic’ and
were “able to disprove this theory and as a result the press/ public interest diminished 25”;
therefore it is difficult to accept WALLACE’s contention that there was ever an RUC theory
connecting the McDERMOTT murder and witchcraft.

Point 10:
•

WALLACE comments on the claims made in Reference A that key individuals in the political
arena in Northern Ireland are aware of the Kincora situation and in particular, of McGRATH’s
background. It is not known who WALLACE was referring to as Reference A was not attached.

•

Refers to PAISLEY’s knowledge of McGRATH and Kincora but claims that he failed to do anything
due to ‘fear of blackmail’. To partially support this claim WALLACE refers to statements by
Valerie SHAW and Tom McNEILLY (‘Flag F’). This point is addressed in Exhibit GC7 – 2016,
however, PAISLEY was interviewed by CASKEY and stated that he was never aware of allegations
of child abuse against McGRATH but in his opinion, dealt with allegations of homosexuality.

•

WALLACE refers to various public and political figures who are homosexual, protecting each
other from prosecution. It is unclear who these people are. Two names appear handwritten at
the left hand side of the page, one being ‘Supt MEHARG’. If this refers to ACC William MEHARG
it should be noted that on 01/04/1967 MEHARG was a County Inspector at RUC HQ. On
01/06/1970 he was made a Chief Superintendent, as part of the HUNT report restructuring.
William MEHARG was appointed ACC in 1971. MEHARG had in fact never served as a
Superintendent in the RUC as prior to the restructuring of the RUC under the Hunt report in
1969, no such rank existed.

Conclusions and Recommendations
•

WALLACE is highly critical of, as he calls them, ‘unexplained’ failures of the RUC and NIO to take
action against allegations of serious sexual abuse at children’s homes. The RUC were the only
authority to deal with criminality in Northern Ireland; it is unclear what action WALLACE felt the
NIO should have taken. It is noticeable by its omission, that he makes no reference of the
Welfare Authorities.

•

WALLACE’s explanation on the RUC’s failure to take action was that they had received policy
direction which could “only have come from a very high political or police level … if this is the
case then we [Military] should be even more vary about getting involved.” WALLACE provides no
evidence to substantiate this serious allegation against the RUC. It is unclear why the Military
would have considered becoming involved in criminal investigations when such matters
(homosexuality and sexual abuse) were outside their remit and required a police led
investigation. Again it is worth noting WALLACE does not mention the inaction of Welfare
Authorities.

•

WALLACE makes four recommendations:

25

Report “Murder of Brian Douglas McDERMOTT” by Insp DH CUDMORE, dated 10/05/1982
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o

“(a) we make one final attempt to get the RUC to investigate the matter or at least discuss the
matter with RUCLO [RUCLO may refer to RUC Liaison Officer]”. This would suggest that the
Military had previously attempted to raise the allegations with the RUC. There is no evidence of
the Military having shared information or intelligence which indicated homosexual abuse of
residents in Kincora (or other children’s homes).

o

“(b) we obtain very clear and unambiguous authority from London to proceed with a press
disclosure”.

o

“(c) we approach a responsible journalist whom we are confident will make a thorough
investigation of the matter and not simply write a sensational type story purely on the
information he is given”. These are curious comments given that at Point 2 WALLACE says “I did
try to develop press interest in this matter last year but without success”. It is known that in
1974 WALLACE, on the account of journalists, was disclosing a range of material.

o

“(d) we continue to look for additional information on this matter to ensure that we are not just
being used as part of some political disinformation scheme”. This statement is hard to interpret
as WALLACE’s role in 1974 was to disseminate disinformation.

6. Challenges to the Authenticity of GC80
6.1. Key points from the Statements of Military Personnel provided to the RUC
Individual

Military Role in
1974

Knowledge of GC80

Jeremy
26
RAILTON

Lt-Col
Information
Branch - General
Staff Officer
Grade 1

Handwritten note on
GC80 states report was
addressed to RAILTON.
Denied ever seeing GC80
or of any request for it
to be written.

Gen Sir Peter
27
LENG

Commander Land
Forces NI

Handwritten note states
GC80 was requested by
LENG.
LENG denied having ever
seen GC80 before.

Denied having
knowledge of abuse
highlighted within
GC80.
Knew of TARA but
couldn’t remember the
personalities involved.

Maj-Gen
Henry
28
GARRETT

Chief of Staff
(Brigadier)

Denied having ever seen
GC80 before.

Denied knowledge of
abuse as highlighted in
GC80.

26

Statement of Jeremy RAILTON, 03/07/1985
Statement of General Sir Peter LENG, 02/07/1985
28
Major General Henry GARRETT, 16/07/1985
27

Knowledge of
information contained
in GC80
Emphatically denied
knowledge of
homosexual activities
at Kincora.

Additional Information
No knowledge of the reference
documents referred to in GC80.
RAILTON claims RUC documents as
per Reference A and B are unlikely
to have been distributed to the
department where both he and
WALLACE worked.
LENG was aware of concern about
St Patrick’s Remand Home (W
Belfast) because of the number of
young boys absconding and
becoming re-involved in terrorist
activity but had no knowledge of
the three Children’s Homes
mentioned in GC80.
Knew WALLACE who was part of
his HQNI staff team. Felt that if
WALLACE had been in possession
of such information “at the time”
he would have brought it to
GARRETT’s attention either directly
or through his immediate
supervisor.
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Individual

Military Role in
1974

Knowledge of GC80

Colonel F

Col G S
(Intelligence)Responsible for
handling all
intelligence on
behalf of GOC
HQNI

Denied having ever seen
GC80 before.

Lt-Col Adrian
30
PECK (rtd)

General Staff
Officer Grade 1

Denied having ever seen
GC80 before.

Peter
31
BRODERICK

Chief Information
Officer, HQNI (Jul
73 – Sept 74)

Denied knowledge of
GC80.

David
32
McDINE

Chief Information
Officer, HQNI
(Sept 74 – Oct 75)
McDINE would
have been
WALLACE’s
immediate
supervisor in
November 1974

Denied having ever seen
GC80 before.

Mjr (TA)

Captain at HQNI
at Army Press
Desk

Denied having ever seen
GC80 before.

Major I 33

Colonel F
, 16/07/1985
Adrian PECK, 03/07/1985
31
Peter BRODERICK, 29/05/1985
32
David McDINE, 04/06/1985
33
Major
, 19/07/1985
Major I
29
30

Knowledge of
information contained
in GC80
Did not recall any
allegations or
complaints of
homosexuality in boys’
homes in NI.
Recalled TARA but
couldn’t recall any
specific details.

Had knowledge of
TARA but not of any
link to homosexuality.

Had knowledge of
TARA but not of any
link to homosexuality.

Additional Information
Confirms GC80 was in the style of
WALLACE but alleges WALLACE
would not have been given access
to either RUC or Military
intelligence documents; RUC
documents would not have been
passed to the Information Policy
Department where WALLACE
worked. “If this was a genuine
document and had been produced
at the time it would have been
brought personally to the Head of
Intelligence who would have had
the document researched and
vetted.”
Predecessor of RAILTON, he was
not serving at HQNI in November
1974.
WALLACE had been a member of
BRODERICK’s staff. BRODERICK
knew WALLACE well both
professionally and personally.
BRODERICK was not serving at
HQNI in November 1974.
McDINE states “I have strong
suspicions about the authenticity of
the document”. McDINE felt that
WALLACE would not have
produced such a detailed and well
researched report (in November
1974) as the situation in NI was too
busy as to allow. McDINE was
WALLACE’s immediate boss and
GC80 should have been put
through him, but wasn’t. McDINE
alleges there are a number of
inaccuracies in the style and
presentation of GC80, from what
was expected at that time and
would not have been forwarded to
such senior people in such an
apparent draft form without
coming through him.
States WALLACE may have received
intelligence briefings but is unlikely
to have been given access to
intelligence documents.
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Individual

Military Role in
1974

Knowledge of GC80

Roy PACE

Chief Clerk of
Public Relations
Branch, HQNI

Denied having ever seen
GC80 before.

Knowledge of
information contained
in GC80

Additional Information
PACE’s role included maintaining
the classified documents register
and accounting for classified
documents. Also responsible for
ensuring a corporate style to the
writing of classified documents.
Acknowledges the style of writing
was similar to WALLACE’s. PACE
challenges the authenticity of GC80
due to:
• the security marking is not top
and bottom of every page as it
should be
• individual page numbers are
not necessary for a
confidential document
• the word ‘reference’ would
only appear once and A, B and
C would appear under it
• the references not being dated
• the word ‘continued’
appearing at the bottom of
every page (it shouldn’t as it
clearly states the number of
pages at the start of the
report)
• the flagging system being
unusual and incorrect (flags
not in alphabetical order and
use of ‘O’)
• flag documents not listed as
enclosed at end of document
• GC80 was not registered in the
classified documents register,
stamped or given a serial
number. Even if it was a ‘draft’
it would have still been given a
serial number and stamped
• GC80 is incorrectly laid out and
would not have been accepted
by a military office
• a draft would never have been
presented to a senior military
officer in such form

A number of key points, challenging the authenticity of ‘GC80’, are evident from the statements of a
number of WALLACE’s colleagues and Senior Officers who were stationed at HQNI in November
1974.
•

None of those spoken to by the RUC could recall seeing ‘GC80’ prior to police showing it to
them in 1985. Several commented that if WALLACE had been in possession of the
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information contained within GC80 in November 1974, he should have brought it to the
immediate attention of senior officers 34.
•

Several of those spoken to 35 have commented that GC80 appeared to be a draft document
and as such would never have been sent to senior military personnel (notably the
Commander of Land Forces in NI) in such a form.

•

GC80 is not in the corporate style of classified military documents and is challenged due a
number of inaccuracies, including:
o
o
o
o
o

•

security markings
inclusion of page numbers
reference material incorrectly set out
use of the word ‘continued’
unusual and incorrect use of the ‘flagging’ system.

GC80 was not registered as a classified document, given a serial number or stamped as
military documents should be.

6.2. RUC Forensic Examination of GC80 36
The RUC knew this document was not an original and had been re-typed and photocopied with
various ‘things’ being crossed out. As this confirms that the document received by the RUC had
been altered prior to be handing into Essex Police, it is unclear what evidence would be obtained
through a forensic examination of a known copy 37.
The document marked GC80 was forwarded by the RUC to the Northern Ireland Forensic Science
Laboratory and examined by Mr Donald BUDD, Forensic Scientist. GC80 was examined, along with
GC82-84, ‘for comparison’.
GC82 is a one page document, dated 22/09/76, typed on official headed paper (Department of the
Environment). It is entitled “JOHN COLIN WALLACE” and appears to be a character reference for
WALLACE, signed by Peter BRODERICK (WALLACE’s former boss and one-time personal friend).
When interviewed by the RUC in 1985 re his knowledge of GC82, BRODERICK stated “I have no
perfect recollection of this document. My signature appears arrange bottom of this document which I
believed to be a response to a request for a job reference” 38. (HOLROYD would not state where he
got it from when questioned by the RUC 39).
GC83 is a one page typed document, undated and unsigned (HOLROYD told police he got it from
WALLACE through the post 40). It is entitled “SUSSEX POLICE ATTEMPT TO INTRODUCE SECURITY
IMPLICATIONS INTO MY CASE”. Given the subject matter and title, it seems likely that WALLACE was
the author and it was written post December 1980.

Colonel F
Major-General Henry GARRETT and
David McDINE and Roy PACE
36
Statement of Donald BUDD, Forensic Scientist, 14/02/1985, part of C64/22/85
37
Action 4 – “Contact D/Con B ROBERTS, Essex Police re: HOLROYD’s motives for handing over documents”, dated 21/02/1985
38
Statement of Peter BRODERICK 29/05/1985
39
Statement of DI COOKE 08/08/85 part of C64/22/85
40
Statement of DI COOKE 08/08/85 part of C64/22/85
34
35
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GC84 is a two page typed letter, dated 01/09/84, addressed to Michael MARSHALL MP and signed by
Colin WALLACE. (HOLROYD told the RUC that he “probably got this from London 41”).
The above three documents were chosen for comparison as they were “considered to have possibly
been typed on the same typewriter as GC80 42”.
BUDD’s report concluded that “the presence of a portion of horizontal line almost 3 inches from the
top edge of the left hand side of the first page of the four page document (GC80), just above the
heading, could indicate the addition of a piece of paper to the top of this document possibly to cover
other information at the time of photocopying”. BUDD continues that “the apparent difference of
the shape of the tail of the numeral ‘9’ in the date ‘8th November 1974’ from that of the ‘9’s’ in the
remainder of this document would appear to lend some weight to this possibility”. BUDD also notes
that “the shape of the 9 of the date on the first page of document 1 (GC80) would appear to relate
this part of document 1 to the typescript of document 4 (GC84) dated 1984 rather than that of
document 2 dated 1976. Whereas the ‘9’s’in the remainder of document 1 would appear to favour
document 2 (GC82).” Mr BUDD concludes “the absence of ‘confidential’ from the bottom of page 1 of
document (GC80), yet present though obliterated at the top and bottom of the remaining three
pages of this document, could be further of interference of page 1”.
As GC80 was not an original document, as acknowledged by HOLROYD to Essex Police, it is unclear
when it was retyped and by whom. There is no evidence that attempts were made by either Essex
Police or the RUC to locate the original.
Following the forensic examination of GC80, BUDD appears to come to the conclusion that page one
of GC80 had been interfered with but cannot provide a definitive answer as to when the document
was written or on what typewriter.

6.3. RUC Action 4 (21/2/1985) - “Establish HOLROYD’s motives for handing over
documents”
Research for this report has uncovered a miscellaneous folder containing 27 actions, relating to
further RUC enquiries on the material handed to police by Fred HOLROYD (the majority of actions
refer specifically to GC80). The result of most of the actions are not listed on the copy in the folder,
however action 4 was resulted on the 21/2/1985 by D/I COOKE with the following comment, based
on a telephone conversation he had had with D/Con ROBERTS, Essex Police:
“…with ref to GC80, he [HOLROYD] had produced a photocopy stating that this had been retyped
from the original document and photocopied. Various things had been crossed out by HOLROYD to
protect the source. HOLROYD stated that he got the document from a ‘very high up well-placed
source’. D/C ROBERTS believes that WALLACE indicated to HOLROYD where this document could be
obtained”.
Despite the revelations made by D/Con ROBERTS to the RUC, there is no evidence that any
additional action was taken to further the claims made about the origin of GC80.

41
42

Statement of DI COOKE 08/08/1985 part of C64/22/85
Report by D/Supt CASKEY, 28/08/1985 to ACC Crime, File Ref C64/22/85
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6.4. Additional Challenges to Authenticity of GC80
•

A search of two military intelligence files (‘Kincora’ and ‘TARA’) held by G2 Branch (Intelligence
and Security) at HQNI did not locate the document GC80 or References A and B. Major LOFTUS,
who conducted the search, found that the “examination of the folio of each file clearly accounts
for each document … including those which were destroyed in accordance with Military
Regulations. The subject matter of the destroyed documents are clearly legible … and none of
them relate to the matters under investigation”. 43

•

RUC Special Branch conducted a search of their records and could not find the documents
referred to under Reference A and B in GC80 44 or confirm their existence.

•

With regard to Reference A, WALLACE refers to a report with a similar title “RUC background
brief on TARA” in a list of documents which he sent, through HOLROYD, on WALLACE’s behalf, to
the Prime Minister on 1st November 1984 45.

•

In his correspondence with HOLROYD, WALLACE confirms that his “secretary has been very busy
with a major typing project during the past week and Maggie’s [THATCHER] file is now ready. I
have had the ‘Bunny’ piece done again to tidy it up a little and to correct various typing errors,
etc”. This would suggest that Colin WALLACE had pieces of material retyped from their original
versions; this may support the findings from the forensic analysis that GC80 could have been
altered.

•

Ex-Chief Information Officer, Peter BRODERICK, was sceptical of authenticity of GC80. He
considered it unlikely that “the CLF would have asked for such a brief as … there was no military
objective to be achieved with the production of GC80 46”.

6.5. GC80 shared with the press after 1984
From 1984, copies of GC80 were distributed to journalists – Paul FOOT, Ed MOLONEY and Andrew
POLLAK and printed in the Irish Times on 25/06/85 and appeared in FOOT’s book ‘Who Framed Colin
Wallace?’ (published in 1989).
WALLACE has repeatedly maintained that he attempted to expose the abuse at Kincora through
press exposure, from the early 1970s. It is unclear why WALLACE did not pass copies of GC80 to his
journalist contacts in 1974, as it is the only document, allegedly written by WALLACE, which exposes
abuse at Kincora. The evidence suggests that he waited almost a decade before making anyone
aware of its existence.
WALLACE was investigated for, and admitted, passing classified documents to a journalist (Robert
FISK) in 1975 47. This document related to the Army’s use of information policy/ ‘black propaganda’.
This demonstrates that WALLACE was prepared to ‘leak’ classified military information in 1975.
WALLACE was questioned, at length, by the RUC on two separate occasions in February 1975 48 over
the passing of the document to FISK. On neither occasion, despite appearing to speak candidly to the
43

Statement by Major Robert LOFTUS of RMP, 01/08/1985
Statement of D/Supt James McCLURE, 24/07/1985
45
Exhibit GC91, C64/22/85.
46
Investigation notes re: Peter BRODERICK, 13/05/1985
47
19/05/1975 the DPP directed no prosecution; WALLACE was required to resign as an alternative to dismissal in December 1975.
48
Statements from Colin WALLACE dated 06/02/1975 and 12/02/1975
44
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RUC about his roles in the Information Policy Unit, WALLACE did not mention Kincora, abuse or
homosexuality to police. In other words in February 1975, only three months after allegedly writing
GC80, and expressing his frustration over the RUC’s inaction re: Kincora, WALLACE did not take the
opportunity to mention the abuse in Kincora to RUC detectives.
Given all of the above, and WALLACE’s expressed concerns made in a document alleged created in
1974, it remains unclear as to why WALLACE did not release any of this information until 1984.

6.5.1. Irish Times Articles 25 June 1985 (Appendix A)
The articles, written over 3 consecutive days in June 1985 and which appeared in the Irish Times, all
focused on the document GC80; a copy of which had been provided to the journalists by an
unnamed source. The version of GC80 that was published in the newspaper, under the headline
‘Document claims RUC, army knew about Kincora in 1974’, is largely the same as that held by the
RUC 49 (with the exception of a small number of redactions). It is claimed in the article, that other
‘senior’ military sources confirmed that there was “an intensive [military] investigation” into TARA
and McGRATH in the mid 1970’s. As a result of these investigations, information about sexual
assaults in Kincora was uncovered.
The article also refers to other RUC sources who confirmed the existence of RUC reports on TARA.
When questioned, the journalists refused to identify their sources of information 50.

6.5.2. ‘Who Framed Colin Wallace?’ by Paul Foot (Appendix B)
The copy of GC80 published in FOOT’s book is identical to that in the possession of the RUC, with the
notable exception of not containing details of the addressee. FOOT stated that “he [WALLACE] is not
clear today (because he only has a copy) for whom the memo was intended, but it would certainly
have gone to his superior officer Jeremy RAILTON, Head of Information Policy, and almost certainly
also to Army Intelligence and the Army’s RUC Liaison Officer at Police Headquarters.” This is a
‘strange’ comment to make given that WALLACE is clear on all other aspects of the document. The
copy of GC80, held by the RUC, had a handwritten note that the document was addressed to
Colonel M
RAILTON, LENG and
(see above) in response to Reference C. Reference C in the RUC copy of
GC80 is a “request for a press investigation into the matters referred to above”; whereas FOOT refers
to Reference C as “the Army’s earlier request for a press briefing on TARA”. The differences between
a press investigation and briefing are obvious.
The copy of GC80 shared by WALLACE with FOOT is a ‘copy’; the original has never been located.
FOOT clarifies that WALLACE does not have copies of References A-C and therefore it can be
assumed that FOOT did not have sight of these documents when writing his book.
FOOT concludes his chapter on Kincora stating that “within six weeks of his issuing his Kincora
document, he [WALLACE] was banished from the province”. This explanation for WALLACE’s removal
from Northern Ireland in 1975 is at odds with WALLACE’s own version of events. He told police, that
49
50

File C64/22/85
Statement of Ed MOLONEY, dated 16/08/1985
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in October 1974, he had been identified by journalists as “being involved in black propaganda
activities amongst the paramilitary organisations. It was believed that continued press interest in my
activities would expose the army’s information policy campaign. For reasons of personal safety I was
posted to Headquarters North West District 51”.
The ‘official’ explanation for WALLACE’s move from Northern Ireland was that as WALLACE had
made “unauthorised disclosures to journalists … it was decided that, in view of the high standards
required among PR staff in the exceptional political and military situation in Northern Ireland, Mr
WALLACE could no longer be employed there 52”. The decision was taken in late 1974 to transfer
WALLACE to HQ North West District.

51
52

Statement of John Colin WALLACE, dated 12/02/1975, part of C298/4/75
Report from MoD Annex B to D/DS6/7/44/18 dated 10/08/82, Part 4 of C64/2/80
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1. Overview

This analytical report has been produced as part of the ongoing strategic analytical overview of
Kincora-related material held by the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI).

2. Reference Material
Various information sources, including internal police files and open source research material, have
been used to inform the findings used in this profile. These include relevant statements, reports,
exhibits and documents contained in the RUC Crime Files 1 prepared in 1982 and 1983 and the Sussex
Police Inquiry. Results from open source research are referenced accordingly.

3. Introduction and Background
Brian GEMMELL is a former Captain in the British Army. He was posted to Northern Ireland in
December 1974 as Officer Commanding 123 Section, 39th Infantry Brigade. GEMMELL later became
Staff Officer, Grade 3, Brigade HQ Staff. He remained in Northern Ireland until December 1976.
GEMMELL had been brought up in an evangelical Christian family and he continued to maintain
these values and beliefs during his military career.
During his tour of duty in Northern Ireland, GEMMELL’s main responsibility was to collate and
disseminate intelligence on Protestant paramilitary groups; this led him to become interested in the
activities of TARA (a quasi-paramilitary organisation) and its leader, William McGRATH. Through
GEMMELL’s personal friendship with James McCORMICK, he was introduced to Roy GARLAND in
1975. GARLAND provided GEMMELL with one of his sources of information on TARA and McGRATH.
Brian GEMMELL gave a statement to the RUC in July 1982 2; this is the only statement he made to
any police investigation into Kincora.

4. Key Findings

1
2

•

Brian GEMMELL had at least two sources of information reporting on TARA and William
McGRATH, one of whom was Roy GARLAND.

•

There is no evidence to suggest that GEMMELL was ever directly approached by a Kincora
resident and made aware of the abuse in the Home.

•

The written report GEMMELL claims he wrote following his meetings with Roy GARLAND in
1975 was not found during an army search of their records in the 1980s; there is no record
of it ever having been shared with the RUC.

•

GEMMELL’s allegations that he was strongly rebutted by an MI5 officer for becoming
involved in the reporting homosexuality linked to Kincora were never been confirmed
because of the refusal of MI5 to allow CAMERON to be interviewed by the RUC.

C64/2/80 (1982) and C64/5/83
Statement of B GEMMELL, 16/07/1982, part of RUC File C64/5/83
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5. Personal Details
Full name: Brian Stuart GEMMELL
Address 3: York
DOB:
Army Career (NI) December 1974 - December 1976:
•

Officer Commanding 123 Section, 39th Infantry Brigade

•

Staff Officer, Grade3, Brigade HQ Intelligence Staff

•

Resigned Army Commission June 1977

Current Employment: Self-appointed Christian Teacher and Preacher 4

6. Synopsis of Brian GEMMELL’s statement to the RUC 5
Date
c.1975

Main Points
Sometime into his tour of duty in Northern Ireland, GEMMELL met James
McCORMICK and the subject of TARA was raised (by McCORMICK).

c.1975

McCORMICK suggested that GEMMELL should speak with Roy GARLAND as he was “ex
TARA and GARLAND was trying to expose TARA and McGRATH.”

Summer 1975

The first meeting between GEMMELL and GARLAND took place at McCORMICK’s
home. GARLAND told GEMMELL how he was afraid of McGRATH and that he owed
him (and others) money. GARLAND also told GEMMELL that McGRATH recruited
young boys into his “circle of influence and it was partly religious and partly sexual”.
McGRATH’s activities dated back to the 1960s; GARLAND himself was one of the boys
‘recruited’. GEMMELL told police that he believed GARLAND had been involved
homosexually with McGRATH.

Late
Summer/Autumn
1975

Meeting between GARLAND and GEMMELL at 39 Brigade HQ.
GARLAND again spoke about TARA, including the key personalities involved in the
group and about McGRATH’s homosexuality.
GEMMELL describes going to the Newtownards Road in Belfast “I remember seeing a
large detached house which I thought it [Kincora] was”.
GARLAND left GEMMELL to believe that the Rev. PAISLEY was aware of McGRATH’s
activities.

Late
Summer/Autumn
1975

Following this second meeting with Roy GARLAND, GEMMELL claims that he made a
written report of what he had been told by GARLAND. GEMMELL describes this as a
four-sided MISR.

Late
Summer/Autumn
1975

GEMMELL claims that he verbally debriefed his meeting(s) with Roy GARLAND to Ian
CAMERON, ‘Assistant Secretary, Political’ at HQNI. (CAMERON was one of the main
MI5 officials in Northern Ireland- see section 7 below).
GEMMELL claims that Ian CAMERON reacted “very strongly” to GEMMELL’s inclusion

3

Information obtained from open source research
see www.briangemmell.blogspot.co.uk
5
Statement of B GEMMELL, 16/07/1982, part of RUC File C64/5/83
4
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Date

Main Points
of homosexuality in his debrief on the GARLAND meetings. According to GEMMELL,
he was told by CAMERON, “we did not want to be involved in this type of thing. He
[CAMERON] was abrupt to the point of being rude”.
CAMERON told GEMMELL to terminate his enquiries on TARA and to “get rid of”
GARLAND as a source. CAMERON subsequently relinquished his stance and allowed
GEMMELL to continue working on TARA but only through a second, unnamed source.

7. Brian GEMMELL and Ian CAMERON
Brian GEMMELL told the RUC in 1982 that he verbally briefed Ian CAMERON about matters he had
been made aware of following his two meetings with Roy GARLAND and after he had submitted his
written 4-sided MISR. According to GEMMELL, the meeting with CAMERON ended acrimoniously
and CAMERON ordered GEMMELL to drop GARLAND as a source of information in TARA and
McGRATH.
As part of the RUC investigations into Military Intelligence and Kincora 6, attempts were made to
interview Ian CAMERON; “it is considered that CAMERON has an explanation to offer for his reasons
for allegedly ordering Captain GEMMELL to discontinue his intelligence gathering in relation to
homosexuality and which included GARLAND’s fears of McGRATH’s activity in a Boys’ Home 7”.
A pre-prepared list of 30 questions to be put to Ian CAMERON were drafted by D/Supt. CASKEY 8 and
submitted, in writing, to the Northern Ireland Office (NIO) on 11th October 1982. On the 16th
November 1982, ACC WHITESIDE (RUC) was informed that CAMERON would not be made available
for interview and that there were no replies to the 30 questions 9. Subsequent high level discussions
between the RUC (at Chief Constable level) and senior officials in the NIO, in early 1983, failed to
secure either an interview with Ian CAMERON, or a response to CASKEY’s questions.
A report prepared by the MoD and NIO in 1989 10, puts a slightly different slant on things. This
reports states that from July 1982, the Security Service had been requested to make Ian CAMERON
available for interview by the RUC. A series of meetings involving the Attorney General, his Legal
Secretary, DPP (NI) and a Mr SHELDON (Security Service Legal Advisor) “had sought agreement that
it was unnecessary to call Mr CAMERON, whose preliminary answers to questions had already been
forwarded to the RUC 11”.
According to the same NIO/MoD report, the written questions prepared by CASKEY were put to Ian
CAMERON by Mr SHELDON on the 1st November 1982. It is claimed that the then RUC Chief
Constable, Sir John HERMON, was verbally told of CAMERON’s responses and agreed with Mr
SHELDON’s view, “that Mr CAMERON’s answers were in no way specific as to criminal activity”.

6

‘Military Intelligence and John Colin WALLACE’ C64/5/83
Paragraph 210 of the covering report by D/Supt. G CASKEY, 16/03/1983 to C64/5/83
8
included in Part IV of C64/5/83
9
ibid.
10
Untitled and undated, but believed to have been written c. 1989 by official in Whitehall, attached to the MoD and NIO. See section of
report “RUC Wish to Interview Military Intelligence and Security Service Personnel”.
11
Paragraph 201(s) Untitled and undated, but believed to have been written c. 1989 by official in Whitehall, attached to the MoD and NIO.
See section of report “RUC Wish to Interview Military Intelligence and Security Service Personnel”.
7
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Perhaps the most critical statement in the MoD/NIO report is the following, “It is understood that Mr
CAMERON’s answers to D/Superintendent CASKEY’s written questions were eventually sent to
Northern Ireland. But there is no record that they were communicated to the RUC... 12”.
There is no record of the RUC ever having received a response from Ian CAMERON.

8. Sussex Police Inquiry
In his statement to Sussex Police, Clifford SMYTH refers to a conversation he had about William
McGRATH with Brian GEMMELL, who he describes as “a member of the security forces 13”. According
to SMYTH, GEMMELL advised him not to trust McGRATH as he was a “homosexual and a liar” 14.
Sussex Police did not make any attempt to further this potential line of enquiry into McGRATH’s
activity and/or to try and locate and interview GEMMELL.

12
Paragraph 204(s) Untitled and undated, but believed to have been written c. 1989 by official in Whitehall, attached to the MoD and NIO.
See section of report “RUC Wish to Interview Military Intelligence and Security Service Personnel”.
13
Statement of AC SMYTH 27/05/1982
14
ibid.
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1. Introduction and Background
This report has been written to provide a detailed analysis of all individuals who resided in Kincora
between 1958 and 1980.
The reference document used to prepare this report is the Kincora Hostel Register of Residents,
Exhibit PJM3 (RUC File C64/2/80).
The Kincora Register of Residents is a hardback book and is a hand written record of admissions and
discharges from Kincora Boys’ Home, covering a period from 1958 to 1980. The register records the
name of resident, their previous address, date of birth, religion, address of next of kin, date of arrival
and departure and address on departure from Kincora. In general, the Register appears to have been
well maintained by Kincora staff. Most of the entries are believed to have been made by Joseph
MAINS, the Kincora Warden. A duplicate version of the Register appears to have been maintained
contemporaneously by Kincora staff until 1972.
The contents of the Kincora Register were inputted onto a spreadsheet, for ease of manipulation
and analysis of data.
2. Aims
The key aims of this document are to provide an assessment of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the total number of individuals who resided in Kincora
the number of individuals who have been traced as part of any previous police investigation
the number of Kincora residents who made allegations of sexual abuse against Kincora staff
the number of unidentified suspects in the sexual abuse of residents in Kincora
the number of named abusers of Kincora residents (other than Kincora staff)
the number of Kincora residents who witnessed abuse by Kincora staff on fellow residents
the number of Kincora residents who alleges they had suffered from physical abuse during
their time in Kincora.

There remains [media] speculation that William McGRATH’s abuse of Kincora residents was known
about and not dealt with by any person in Authority because he was being ‘protected’ as a British
Intelligence Source. This report will consider the number of Kincora residents traced by police both
prior to and after McGRATH started work in Kincora in June 1971 to determine if there was a
potential ‘cover-up’ of victims and witnesses.
3. Methodology
The original Kincora Register was transcribed onto an Excel Spreadsheet to make research and
analysis easier. It was used as the starting point in determining that all former residents were
captured.
A record of all those who had provided statements to the RUC or Sussex investigations in the 1980s
was also established and this was cross referenced with the Register. This revealed that a former
resident was not included on the original register but had provided a statement to the RUC in 1980 1.

1

provided a statement to the RUC on 26/03/1980 in which he stated that he had been in Kincora “approximately one
KIN 57
year ago… I stayed in the Hostel over one weekend”. His name does not appear on the Kincora Register.
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He was subsequently added to the list of residents. There is no evidence that any other names are
missing from the Register, at this stage.
The actions issued by the RUC investigation teams in 1980 and 1982 were reviewed to assist to gain
an understating of why certain residents were/were not traced as part of previous police enquiries.
Analysis of co-resident sexual activity and/or abuse in Kincora has not been included in this report
and has been the subject of separate analysis.

4. Key Findings
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Almost 2/3rds of former Kincora residents have never been traced by police; there may be
more witnesses and victims of abuse in Kincora who have never been spoken to by police. A
number of former residents have come forward to police post 1982.
An analysis of the documents held by the PSNI, does not however identify any person, not
traced by the police, who was witnessed to be a victim of abuse by anyone by who was
interviewed by police. Nor are there any persons not traced who are identified in any
statement as being witness to the abuse of another resident.
It is unclear as to the rationale behind the RUC decision to use 1963 as a ‘cut-off date’ for
tracing former Kincora residents; this restricted the RUC’s pool of potential victims and
witnesses given that the Hostel opened in 1958.
Substantially more former Kincora residents who were admitted to Kincora post June 1971
(McGRATH’s start date) have been traced by police, compared to those admitted pre June
1971.
40% of residents traced by police make allegations of sexual abuse during their time in
Kincora.
Apart from the 3 convicted Kincora staff, allegations of sexual abuse on Kincora residents
have been made against 3 named individuals. 2 of these named abusers 2 were former
Kincora residents who allegedly abused victims when returning to Kincora to visit Joseph
MAINS.
6 Kincora residents have made allegations that they were sexually abused whilst resident in
Kincora by unnamed/unidentified males; only 2 of these allegations were known to police in
1980.
Allegations of corporal punishment against MAINS have been made by 9 Kincora residents.

5. 1980 ‘analysis’ of the Kincora Register
In his covering report, DCI George CASKEY stated that, “a total of 186 boys resided there [Kincora] at
various times between 1963 and January 1980. Of this number 104 boys have been traced and
interviewed by police”. This would have meant that the RUC would have traced 56% of former
residents in their accepted time period.

2

Former residents who allegedly abused victims in Kincora on return visits to see Joseph MAINS are Hugh QUINN and

R4

.
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From the analysis of the Kincora Register for this report (with an understanding that it is the original
and same as that referred to by CASKEY) the total of 186 boys in Kincora between 1963 and 80 is
wrong. An analysis of the Kincora Register in 2016 shows that there were 245 individuals in Kincora
between 1963 and 1980; 59 more than the 1980 total. This alters CASKEY’s assessment that he had
traced over half of the boys in Kincora between 1963 and 80; he traced 42% of Kincora residents.
The figures from the Kincora Register used by the RUC in 1980 were accepted unchallenged by the
Sussex Review team in 1982. The Sussex Team do not appear to have checked whether the RUC
interpretation of the Register was accurate and make no comment on the 1963 ‘cut-off’ date.
6. Analysis
Analysis of the Kincora Register provides the following information:
a. Total Number of Kincora Residents
A total of 309 individuals resided in Kincora between 1958 and 1980.

•
•

b. Number of Kincora residents who have been traced as part of any previous police
investigation
115 (37%) former Kincora residents have been traced by police
194 (63%) former Kincora residents have never been traced by police
100

Kincora residents

Kincora Residents Not Traced
Kincora Residents Traced

50

0
1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-69 1970-72 1973-75 1976-78 1979-80
Chart 1: Tracing of Kincora residents

•

•
•

Reflecting the 1980 RUC decision to treat 1963 as a cut-off point for tracing former residents,
only 4 individuals who were admitted to Kincora prior to 1963 have ever been traced by police.
Of these, 3 make allegations of abuse against MAINS.
c. Allegations of sexual abuse in Kincora
46 former Kincora residents made allegations to police of sexual abuse in Kincora; 3rd party
allegations of sexual abuse relating to 3 former residents have also been made.
6 Kincora residents make allegations (or by 3rd party report) that they were sexually abused by a
named abuser (other than MAINS, SEMPLE and/or McGRATH)
o A 3rd party referral from the Met Police in 2014, alleging “Sadistic sodomy, which involved
the stubbing out of cigarettes on the victim’s back” was sent to PSNI. The victim,
KIN 377 , was deceased, as was the alleged abuser. There is no other evidence to connect the
alleged abuser to the offence and KIN 377 had been interviewed by the RUC during which he
made allegations of abuse against MAINS, but not the named abuser in the 2014 allegation.
PSNI closed the case on 04/08/2015.
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o

o

o

o

o

KIN 1

(resident in Kincora on 3 occasions between 1963 and 1964). KIN 1 told
police that he had been forced to masturbate Hugh QUINN (former resident) on one of
QUINN’s return visits to Kincora.
KIN 2 (resident in Kincora on 3 occasions between 1961 and 1965). 3rd party report.
During police interview in 1980, Joseph MAINS 3 told RUC officers that HUGH QUINN
‘interfered’ with Kincora residentsand KIN 2 on his return visits to
KIN 1
Kincora.
(resident in Kincora on 1 occasion between 1974 and 1977).
R9
alleges that he had oral sex with
(former resident) during R 4
R9
R4
return visits to Kincora.
(resident in Kincora on 2 occasions between 1974 and 1976). 3rd party
R 17
report.
told police that he had masturbated R 17 on one of his return
R4
visits to Kincora.
R 18 (resident in Kincora on 1 occasion between 1977 and 1980). 3rd party report.
claims that he had a sexual encounter with R 18 in Kincora on a return
R4
visit.
No charges were ever brought in any of the cases highlighted above.

•

d. Allegations of sexual abuse in Kincora by former residents against unidentified
abusers
6 former Kincora residents make allegations of sexual abuse against unnamed and unidentified
suspects. 3 of these 6 former residents were in Kincora in the 1960s, i.e. pre McGRATH.
o

o

R1

, Kincora resident on 2 occasions between 1965 and 1966, told police in that he
was abused in Kincora by an unknown male. R 1 believed this man to be “an ex Kincora
boy … 5’ 10” tall, ginger or fair hair, about 30 years old”, who regularly visited MAINS in
Kincora. R 1 also told police that this male claimed “MAINS had sent him” to him and
that they had masturbated each other on several occasions. The identity of this offender
has never been established.

KIN 179 , a Kincora resident on 3 occasions between 1966 and 1968 told police in
1980 that he was approached by a male staff member in Kincora in the bathroom. This male
was naked and began masturbating himself in the bathroom and asked KIN 179 to masturbate
him. This male was described as a “student working at the Hostel when Joe MAINS was on
leave”. This individual remains unidentified, although an individual was questioned about
the allegation. No charges were ever brought.

o

3

Garry HOY, a Kincora resident between 1972 and 1978 told police in 2013 that Raymond
SEMPLE had taken him by bus to SEMPLE’s home in the Fortwilliam area of Belfast where an
older man sexually abused him. HOY also claimed that he had been abused by another
man; this man remains unidentified, despite a police investigation in 2015. HOY had
provided a statement to the RUC in 1980 but did not mention any abuse at this time.

Statement of D/Con GIRVEN 16/07/1980 re interview of J MAINS 29/05/80
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o

KIN 135 , a Kincora resident from 1964 claimed in 2012 that he was abused/ raped by 2

unknown males in Kincora. He provided brief descriptions of both males during his ABE
interview with GMP. KIN 135 had not been traced by either the RUC or Sussex police as part of
their earlier investigations.
o KIN 279 was resident in Kincora from 1975; he claimed in 2015 that he was buggered by
an unidentified male in Kincora, with McGRATH. In his statements to the RUC and Sussex,
he made no reference to having been abused when in Kincora.
o
, who was a Kincora resident in 1977 came forward in 1998 to RUC to
KIN 238
report abuse and provided a statement in 2003. He claimed that an unidentified male in
police uniform had allegedly abused him, whilst in the company of MAINS and another
member of Kincora staff.

•

e. Number of Kincora residents who witnessed abuse by Kincora staff on fellow
residents
4
2 former Kincora residents refer to having witnessed or been told by other residents of sexual
abuse by Kincora staff.
f.

Number of Kincora residents who allege physical abuse by staff in Kincora

Corporal punishment was not allowed as a form of punishment for children in residential care.
Discipline was to be achieved through “personal relationships, by way of example, and when
necessary, by withdrawing privileges.” 5 Despite this guidance, 9 former Kincora residents made
allegations of physical abuse during their time in Kincora- all against Joseph MAINS. MAINS was
never charged with any offence relating to corporal punishment.

4
5

See statements of KIN 327 and KIN 5
Statement of Robert BUNTING, 13/05/1980 – Assistant Director EHSSB
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1. Introduction
This report should be considered as part of the strategic analytical review of Kincora related material held by the PSNI.
In addition to the evidence against the three former Kincora staff, during the initial 1980 RUC investigation it emerged that several residents had engaged in homosexual
activities with each other whilst in Kincora. No prosecution was recommended in all of the cases as “the evidence is just an averment in a boy’s statement against and
about other boys and is too vague to be the basis of a prosecution and the evidence is accordingly insufficient. The evidence on their own admissions would be sufficient to
prosecute
, R 17 and R 18 but (1) they are witnesses with immunities against the accused (2)
and R 17 were probably corrupted
R9
R9
1
by the accused… and (3) their activities were probably little more culpable than takes place in any boys’ boarding school at that age”.
Research for this report has highlighted that there may be additional cases of homosexual activity (consensual and non-consensual) amongst Kincora residents, not
previously referred to or considered by the DPP in 1981.

2. Summary of Homosexual Activity amongst Peers in Kincora Hostel
Homosexual activity amongst Kincora Residents

R9

and

R 17

Both admitted to having a consensual homosexual
relationship which started in Kincora (where they
shared a bedroom) and continued for some time
after both had left.
, whilst Kincora
R 17 and
R9
residents, were abused together, and separately,
by William McGRATH.
A number of other Kincora residents recall either
finding
and R 17 together
R9
intimately, or hearing the general talk at the time
that the two were ‘fruity boys’.
Both were resident together in Kincora in 1974.

1

Kincora Staff made aware/Action
taken
Joseph MAINS – made aware by:
•
KIN 300 , Kincora resident
• Richard KERR, Kincora resident
Response by MAINS
• MAINS told
s social
R9
worker,
who took no
further action
Raymond SEMPLE - made aware by:
•
KIN 300 who ‘got the
impression’ that SEMPLE did not
believe him.

Additional Information
•

•

•

•

Sex in Kincora – both admitted to having
consensual sex in Kincora. This was after
McGRATH had sexually assaulted them both,
at the same time, and individually
Sex tape involving R 17 and
is mentioned in the statements
R9
of several other Kincora residents
Sex outside of Kincora – R 17 and
also had sex in a shed at the
R9
bottom of the garden and also at the back of
a disused house near the Hostel. This
continued after R 17 left Kincora
Salvation Army Hosteland
R9
R 17 continued to have regular sex
whilst both lived in the Salvation Army
hostel.

Sources of Information
-Statement

R9

05/3/80

- Statement

R 17

05/03/80

- Statement KIN 313 29/2/80
- Statements KIN 300 27/02/80 &
10/06/82
- Statement

KIN 54

04/03/80

- Statement Richard KERR 26/02/80
- Statement KIN 210 11/03/80
-Statement
24/04/80
& Exhibit MJR1(part of C64/2/80)

Report by GL McLOUGHLIN, Senior Assistant Director DPP, June 1981 Reference 1675/80. Appears to be internal DPP correspondence. Report is contained amongst DPP papers retained by the PSNI
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Homosexual activity amongst Kincora Residents

KIN 284

and

KIN 282

Kincora Staff made aware/Action
taken
No evidence that any of the Kincora
staff were made aware.

Additional Information
•

Non-consensual; KIN 284 claims that KIN 282
masturbated him and he reciprocated on
KIN 282 , out of fear of “getting a kicking”.

Sources of Information

Sexual contact- KIN 284 claims he was
sexually assaulted byKIN 282 in his bed in
Kincora.

-Statement
13/03/80

KIN 284

-RUC Investigation 1980 Action 199

KIN 282 has never been traced by police.

Both were resident together between September
and October 1971.

KIN 12

refer to

and KIN 11 [believed to
]
KIN 11

No evidence that any of the Kincora
staff were made aware.

•

Sexual contact in Kincora – mutual
masturbation in Kincora witnessed by
KIN 5 . KIN 5 claims that he was bribed
with cigarettes by KIN 12 and
KIN 11 to keep quiet.

-Statement

KIN 5

Joseph MAINS – made aware by :
•
KIN 43

•

Sexual contact in Kincora – KIN 43
alleges that R 34 tried to touch him
sexually.

-Statement
20/03/80

KIN 43

rd

3 Party Witness: Sexual contact witnessed by a
fellow Kincora resident
Neither KIN 12 nor KIN 11 mention any
sexual contact between each other in their
statements.

27/03/80

The Kincora Register confirms both were resident
at the same time between July and October 1966.

R 34

and

KIN 43

Not consensual: KIN 43 claims that R 34
masturbated him, against his will, when they
shared an attic room in Kincora. KIN 43
claims he woke another resident and told him
what had happened.
The Kincora Register confirms both were resident
at the same time between 1969 and 70.

Response by MAINS
• He laughed and treated it as a
joke but KIN 43 was moved
to another room

-RUC Investigation 1980 Action 21
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Homosexual activity amongst Kincora Residents

R 34

and

KIN 67

rd

3 Party Witness: Sexual contact witnessed by
fellow Kincora residents
Neither R 34 nor KIN 67 were traced by police.
R 34 and KIN 67 were room -mates in Kincora,
together
.
R8
The Kincora Register confirms both were resident
at the same time between 1967 and 1968.

R 34

and

R8

Not consensual
R 8 wrote a letter [to the Welfare

Authority] in which he made a number of
allegations against Joseph MAINS and
R 34 . This formed part of the Mason File.
R 8 alleged that R 34 had propositioned
him one night in their room in Kincora.
Kincora register confirms that both were resident
in Kincora at the same time.
Two other boys also made allegations against
R 34 ; R 34 was never traced by police.

Kincora Staff made aware/Action
taken
Joseph MAINS – made aware by:
•
R8
•
KIN 67

Additional Information
•

Sources of Information

Sexual contact in Kincora – R 8
says
told
him
that
had
KIN 67
R 34
tried to touch him sexually.

-Letter from
R8
(Exhibit GC19, part of GC3)

Sexual contact in Kincora – R 8
alleges that R 34 tried to touch him
sexually.

-Letter from
R8
(Exhibit GC19, part of GC3)

- RUC Investigation 1980 Action 20

Response by MAINS
“He laughed and said he’ll grow out of
it, don’t worry he doesn’t mean any
harm”. MovedKIN 67 from the room
he had shared with R 34 and
R8 .
Joseph MAINS – made aware by:
•
R8
•
KIN 67
Response by MAINS
“He laughed and said he’ll grow out of
it, don’t worry he doesn’t mean any
harm”

•
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3. Summary of Abuse and Homosexual Activity between Kincora Residents and Former Residents 2
Homosexual activity by former residents on
‘current’ residents
and
R 17
R9
(see above table)
and
R4
R9

Staff made aware/Action
taken
No evidence that any of the
Kincora staff were made aware

Consensual: Conflict in version of events
Happened after R 4 had left Kincora. Homosexual
activity took place within Kincora- in the boys’ toilet and
in the garden (as well as in R 4 flat on the
Beersbridge Road).
denies that the two ever had full sexual
R9
intercourse but did admit to having oral sex.

Additional Information

•

•

and

R 17

No evidence that any of the
Kincora staff were made aware

Conflict in version of events
R 4 claims that he and R 17 had homosexual
contact with each other in/in the grounds of Kincora on
a return visit to Kincora. This is disputed by R 17

2

Former, returning Kincora residents are highlighted in bold font

Oral sex – R 4 and
both
R9
admitted oral sex on R 4 return visit
to Kincora.

•

Sex in Kincora – R 4 claims he and
had anal sex twice in
R9
Kincora during return visits by R 4 .
denies having had sexual
R9
intercourse with R 4 .

•

Sexual contact in Kincora – R 4
claims they consensually masturbated
each other on his return visit to Kincora.
This is at variance with
R 17
account who claims he never had any
sexual contact with R 4 (though
R 17 claims R 4 did expose
himself to him).

R 4 would have been 25-30yrs old;
16-18 years old.
R9

R4

Sexual contact in KincoraR9
admitted to masturbating R 4 .

Source of Information

-Statement

R4

03/04/80

-Statement
05/03/80

R9

- Statement
11/05/82

R9

-Statement D/Sgt MIDDLEMISS
30/06/80 re: interview of R 4
03/04/80

-Statement
-Statement
05/03/80

R4
R 17

03/04/80
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Homosexual activity by former residents on
‘current’ residents
and R 18
R4

Staff made aware/Action
taken

Additional Information

No evidence that any of the
Kincora staff were made aware

•

Sexual contact in Kincora R 4
alleges consensual masturbation on a
return visit to Kincora. R 18 does
not mention any sexual encounter(s)
with R 4 in his statement.

-Statement

R4

Joseph MAINS – made aware by :
•
KIN 1
Response by MAINS
• “I’ll look into it”
• Moved KIN 1 into a new
bedroom

•

Indecent assault – KIN 1 claims he
was abused by QUINN on numerous
occasions

-Statement
03/04/80

KIN 1

•

Witness to abuse – KIN 1 claims he
witnessed QUINN interfering with other
boys in his bedroom but does not name
them

Conflict in version of events
R 4 alleges that the sexual contact was initiated by
R 18 in the Kincora living room (while other residents
were in the Hostel, McGRATH was in the kitchen and the
curtains were open). R 4 had returned to Kincora to
visit Joseph MAINS.
R 18 makes no mention of this ‘incident’ in any of his
police statements.

Hugh QUINN and

KIN 1

Non-consensual:
KIN 1 claims the abuse by QUINN started during his
second week of being in Kincora. QUINN allegedly tried
to get KIN 1 to masturbate him.
On at least 2 occasions KIN 1 claims he told MAINS
and SEMPLE about QUINN’s indecent behaviour towards
him.

KIN 1 claims he also witnessed QUINN interfering
with other boys in Kincora.
MAINS admitted to police that QUINN “interfered with
the boys in the hostel when he visited”.

KIN 1 thought QUINN was a visitor when he had
tried to abuse him; MAINS said he was a resident. The
Kincora register confirms these incidents are most likely
to have taken place when QUINN returned to the Hostel
as a visitor.

Source of Information

Raymond SEMPLE – made aware
by:
•
(denied by
KIN 1
SEMPLE during interview)
•

MAINS and SEMPLE both
appeared “dry and did not
seem to care”

03/04/80

-Statement of D/Con GIRVEN
16/07/80 re interview of J MAINS
29/05/80
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Homosexual activity by former residents on
‘current’ residents
Hugh QUINN and KIN 2
rd

Staff made aware/Action
taken
MAINS had knowledge

Non-consensual:3 Party report
During police interview, Joseph MAINS was asked if
QUINN had ever interfered with Kincora residents; he
replied and said yes- with
and
KIN 1
KIN 2 .

Additional Information
•

Sexual contact in Kincora – MAINS
alleges that QUINN tried to masturbate

KIN 2

Source of Information
-Statement of D/Con GIRVEN
16/07/80 re interview of J MAINS
29/05/80
- RUC Investigation 1980 Action 329

KIN 2 was never traced by police and the relevant action

to locate him appears to have been written off on
23/5/1980 with the comment “there are no allegations
of this boy being assaulted while in the home.”

4. Knowledge of Homosexual Activity amongst Kincora residents- Kincora Staff and Social Workers
It is evident from the above table that Kincora staff, Social workers and other Kincora residents had knowledge of, at least, some of the homosexual activity between
residents. The ‘relationship’ between
and
appears to have been an ‘open secret’ amongst staff and residents in Kincora. Further,
R 17
R9
s social worker confirmed that she had been told by MAINS of an ‘incident’ involving
and another Kincora resident, “there was some question of
R9
R9
3
the two being interrupted while having some degree of physical contact with each other” . No further action was taken by the social worker as “…I considered R 9 was
4
educationally sub normal and emotionally very immature and therefore not knowledgeable about sexual matters”
There are at least three allegations that
had made unwanted homosexual advances to other residents who, at different times, shared a bedroom with
R 34
5
R 34 in Kincora. It is obvious that MAINS , at least, was aware of R 34 behaviour. Although it is not clear if he spoke to R 34 about the allegations, he moved
two of R 34 s ‘victims’ after they had complained to different bedrooms.
Joseph MAINS told police that he knew that Hugh QUINN had abused, at least, two Kincora residents. MAINS told police that he had taken action by moving the boys in
question to different bedrooms, away from QUINN. When asked by police if he reported the incidents to the authorities, MAINS replied that he couldn’t remember.

3

Statement of H NEILL 20/4/1980
ibid.
5
Statement of D/Sgt J MIDDLEMISS 13/5/1980 re interview of Joseph MAINS on 1/4/1980
4
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5. Summary of Kincora Residents involved in acts of homosexuality amongst residents/former residents

R9

•

DOB

, Kincora resident between 21/10/1974 and 29/04/1977.

.
two siblings
R9
was granted immunity by the DPP in relation to
KIN 43
homosexual actions he may have been involved in with fellow Kincora residents, as he was a Prosecution Witness against MAINS and McGRATH. The extracts below from
7
statement to the RUC provide an insight into the abuse he was subjected to by McGRATH as well as the homosexual acts he did with other Kincora
R9
residents:
Both Joseph MAINS and William McGRATH were convicted at their trial in 1981 of offences of gross indecency against

(KIN 43 l and KIN 274 also resided in Kincora, though all three were never resident at the same time.

R9

-“Mr McGRATH and me fucked that many times I can’t remember all the times”.

R 17

-“I did it with
-“..this boy called

R4

] three or four times. It was him that started it”.
[sic]…came up one day to Kincora… he came into the toilet and locked the door…and told me to wank him off. Then after that he told me to suck him…while I

was sucking him he put his hands on my neck to hold my head down… I hit him in the face with my elbow”.

•

R 17

DOB

, Kincora resident on two separate occasions: 6/10/1974-8/03/1976 and 23/05/1976-28/08/1976.

William McGRATH was convicted of gross indecency against R 17 at his trial in 1981. R 17 was granted immunity by the DPP in relation to homosexual actions
he may have been involved in with fellow Kincora residents as he was a Prosecution Witness against McGRATH. When R 17 left Kincora after his second time he
went to the Salvation Army Hostel where he had a number of other homosexual ‘relationships’.
-“McGRATH was sitting in a chair between R 9 and I. McGRATH opened the zips of both our trousers and took out our cocks. He started to rub the both of us”.
-“Up until I left Kincora…, I had sex with McGRATH at least 3 times a week. This always took place in the Hostel in either the cloakroom on the ground floor, the sitting room or in my
bedroom”.
-“About a fortnight after

R9

came into Kincora... R 9 and I started to ride each other…. This went on between R 9 and I for a long time until I went to live at

Beersbridge Road. It happened about 5 nights a week... It nearly always happened in the Hostel in the bedroom and on a few occasions in the wee shed at the bottom of the garden. It
also happened on a few occasions at the back of the disused house which was just a few doors up from the Hostel.”

R 9 used to visit me at my flat (Beersbridge Rd) about 3 times a week. We had sex each time he called to see me”.

6

Provided a statement to RUC on 5/3/1980 and to Sussex Police on 11/5/1982
Statement
05/03/1980
R9
8
Provided a statement to the RUC on 5/3/1980
7
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•

KIN 284 DOB

- Kincora resident 1/09/1971-7/10/1971.

10
KIN 284 spent his entire childhood in care (Brefne House, Bawnmore, Williamson House, Kincora, Muckamore Abbey). KIN 284
told police that he had been
forced to masturbate a fellow Kincora resident, KIN 282 . KIN 282 was never traced by police and it does not appear that any charges were considered being
11

brought against him by police. In a subsequent statement to police ,
brought against MAINS who was, at that stage, already in prison.
•

KIN 284

also claimed that he had been abused by Joseph MAINS in Kincora; no charges were

KIN 282

DOB
-Kincora resident 13/03/1970-9/03/1972.
12
KIN 282 was never traced by police (appears to have been fairly limited attempt to locate him) and no statement was ever obtained from him.
•
DOB
- Kincora resident 01/07/1966-15/03/1967.
KIN 12
Makes reference in his statement that MAINS attempted to indecently assault him in Kincora. KIN 12
in a homosexual way, with any other Kincora resident.
•

KIN 11

KIN 11 ’) DOB

makes no reference in his statement that he had been involved,

-Kincora resident on 3 separate occasions: 30/6/1966-2/9/1966, 5/9/1966-1/10/1966 and 17/4/1967-

23/4/1967.
13
Provided statements to the RUC and Sussex police but made no mention of being involved in any homosexual activity /abuse in Kincora.
resident made reference to the homosexual activity between KIN 11 and KIN 12 in his statement to police.

KIN 5

, a fellow Kincora

•
DOB
- Kincora resident on 3 separate occasions: 20/12/1969-18/02/1970, 22/8/1972-3/9/1972 &21/5/1973-16/1/1974.
KIN 43
14
, touched him intimately, against his will, as he lay in bed. KIN 43 also made
Describes in his statement to the RUC in 1980 of how his room-mate,
R 34
allegation of indecent assault against William McGRATH; no charges were directed against McGRATH by the DPP.
•
DOB
- Kincora resident on two separate occasions: 21/8/1967-21/7/1968 & 27/7/1968-21/5/1970.
R 34
As part of the initial RUC investigation, an action was raised “to interview
R 34 ” 15; limited attempts were made to trace R 34 unsuccessfully. A total of 3
Kincora residents made identical allegations that when they were roommates of R 34 he made homosexual approaches to them.

9

Provided a statement to the RUC on 13/3/1980 and on 13/02/1982
Statement KIN 284
13/03/1980
11
Statement KIN 284
13/02/1982
12
See RUC Phase 1 Investigation, Action 199.
13
Statements
11/4/1980 and 24/6/1982
KIN 11
14
Statement
20/3/1980
KIN 43
15
See RUC Phase 1 investigation, Action 20A
10
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KIN 67

•

DOB

- Kincora resident 3/8/1967-27/3/1968
propositioned him was made by
R 34

KIN 67 was never traced by the police; the allegation that

R8

and became part of the Mason File.

DOB
- Kincora resident 29/4/1968-2/8/1971
R8
16
wrote a letter to the Social Services outlining a number of allegations of indecent behaviour against Joseph MAINS; in the same letter he also referred to an
occasion where he had been propositioned by
and his knowledge of R 34 attempts to ‘come on’ to other boys in Kincora.
R 34
•

R8

- Kincora resident 02/08/1965-4/11/1966
R4
R 4 is alleged to have been homosexually involved with at least three Kincora residents during visits he made the Kincora AFTER he had been a resident there. There is
no evidence from any of the three residents
,
or R 18 ) to suggest that this homosexual activity was non-consensual. R 4
R9
R 17
•

alleged that he was sexually abused by Joseph MAINS during the time he was a resident in Kincora; the RUC recommended a charge of gross indecency against MAINS in
relation to R 4 allegations; no charges were brought at trial. R 4 was convicted of the indecent assault of an 8 year old boy, Ernest SHARPE, at trial in October 1981.
•

- Kincora resident 12/5/1977- 1980
R 18 DOB
claims that he and R 18 masturbated each other in Kincora.
R4

statements. At the 1981 trial, McGRATH was convicted of gross indecency against

R 18 makes no mention of any sexual contact with
R 18 .

R4

in any of his police

• Hugh QUINN DOB
- Kincora resident on three occasions 22/2/1960-6/6/1961, 19/6/1961-8/7/1962 & 22/12/1965-2/1/1966.
17
During police interview, Joseph MAINS told police that Hugh QUINN “interfered with the boys in the hostel when he visited”.
•

KIN 1

DOB
- Kincora resident on three occasions 6/7/1963-7/11/1964, 20/7/1963-25/7/1963 & u/k 7/11/1964.
18
KIN 1 told the RUC that Hugh QUINN had indecently assaulted him on a number of occasions in Kincora, in his bedroom and also in the study.

•
- Kincora resident on three separate occasions 25/7/1961-2/2/1963, 17/9/1963-15/1/1965, 17/8/1963-u/k.
KIN 2 DOB
During police interview MAINS told the RUC that Hugh QUINN had ‘interfered’ with KIN 2 . Police made limited attempts to trace KIN 2 without success. It is perhaps of
note that the action was closed on the 23/5/190 with the following comment: “there are no allegations of this boy being assaulted while in the home” when this is quite
possibly not the case.

16

Exhibit GC19, part of GC3- RUC File C64/2/80
Statement of D/Con GIRVEN 16/7/1980 re his interview of Joseph MAINS on 29/5/1980
18
Statement of
3/4/1980
KIN 1
17
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995
WITNESS STATEMENT

I, Alex Younger, will say as follows:
1. I am the Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). I was appointed to this post in
November 2014, having been in the Service since 1991. I am the only serving member of the
Service who is officially named in public, and am SIS's Accounting Officer. I am also
responsible for SIS operations and the ongoing efficiency of the Service.
2. I confirm that I have no personal knowledge of matters relating to, or connected with, the
Kincora Boys Home. Given the passage of time, any SIS account of the period in question is
reliant on our corporate written record.
3. I confirm that I have delegated authority to the Service’s Deputy Director responsible for
compliance to assist the Inquiry into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (the HIA
Inquiry) with its investigation into Kincora. I have directed him and his team to provide the
Inquiry with the Service’s full cooperation; to answer all their questions as accurately and
fully as possible; to conduct searches based on the terms provided to us by the Inquiry and
show to them all material identified as potentially relevant from the results of those
searches; and to make available to the Inquiry all material deemed relevant for public
disclosure by the Inquiry in a form that will allow that to happen.
4. I am assured by him, and therefore believe, that all this has been done. I know that SIS
officers have, in doing so, also made the Inquiry aware of the capabilities, nature and
operation of our file management systems.
5. I have seen the detailed SIS statement based on the material deemed relevant and am
content that it is an accurate and full representation of the Service’s position in respect of
Kincora. I have directed the Deputy Director to speak to that statement if this is considered
necessary by the Inquiry and can confirm that he can speak with authority in respect of
historic matters relating to Kincora on behalf of the Service. It is the longstanding policy of
SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the Service, are not publicly
disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety of them and their
families. He will instead sign that statement with a cypher – details of his identity will be
provided to the Inquiry at a higher classification.
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6. SIS takes seriously its obligations to cooperate with inquiries and investigations. I confirm
that SIS remains committed to ensuring that the HIA Inquiry can conduct a full and complete
inquiry, and will continue to assist it in any way possible.

Signed

____________________________________________________
Alex Younger, Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service

Date

______________________
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995
WITNESS STATEMENT
I, SIS Officer A, will say as follows:
1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a
range of roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since
October 2015, have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure
matters. It is the longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than C,
are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety of
them and their families.
2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other
relevant guidance and directives. This role includes overseeing the Service’s response to
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters
in Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assurance to C, the Service’s Accounting
Officer, that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations.
3. SIS has received requests for disclosure from the Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry.
SIS takes its disclosure obligations seriously and I am satisfied that the searches carried
out by officers in our compliance team constitute a reasonable and proportionate search
for relevant material on the SIS corporate record. These officers, and SIS legal advisers,
specialise in disclosure matters and regularly conduct searches of this type; they also
consulted the SIS records management team to ensure a sufficiently broad search was
conducted. I know that SIS officers have made the Inquiry aware of the capabilities,
nature and operation of our file management systems.
4. The search terms used to conduct searches include those listed in Annex B of the letter
from Sir Jonathan Stephens, Permanent Secretary at the Northern Ireland Office, to
Whitehall colleagues, dated 18 November 2014. Further search terms identified from
open source research were also added. A full list of search terms used are:
Bawnmore
Bernados
Ravelstone Parade

Palmerstone
Rathgael
Raymond Semple
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"Boys Home" and abuse
Brian Gemmell
"Child abuse" and "Northern Ireland"
Colin Wallace
Hughes inquiry
Institutional abuse
James McGuigan
Joseph Mains
Richard Kerr
Kincora
Mike Taylor
Nazareth Lodge

Rubane
TARA
Valetta
William McGrath
Williamson House
William McGrath
Williamson House
Manor House, Lisburn
Roy Garland
James Miller
John McKeague

5. We are committed to ensuring that the Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry can
conduct a full and complete inquiry and have made potentially relevant sensitive
intelligence material available for review by the Inquiry.
6. Where the public disclosure of information would be prejudicial to national security
and/or the safety of individuals concerned, it has been redacted with the agreement of
the HIA Inquiry, but with the aim, as requested by the Inquiry, of making as much
information publicly available as possible. Where redactions have been made a gist of
the redacted material has been included in the witness statement. The Inquiry has
nevertheless been able to review the complete versions of those documents. Should any
further relevant material be identified, it will be made available to the Inquiry.

SIS Officer A
Signed

___________________________
SIS Officer A

Date

_______________
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INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995
WITNESS STATEMENT

I, SIS Officer A, will say as follows:
1. I have been employed by the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) since August 1989 in a range of
roles in the UK and overseas. I became a Deputy Director in 2012 and, since October 2015,
have been Deputy Director responsible for compliance and disclosure matters. It is the
longstanding policy of SIS that the identities of its officers, other than the Chief of the
Service, are not publicly disclosed, for operational reasons and in order to ensure the safety
of them and their families.
2. In my current role, I oversee the compliance of SIS operations with the law and other
relevant guidance and directives. This role includes overseeing the Service’s response to
legal cases and disclosure requests related to a range of issues, including legacy matters in
Northern Ireland. In this capacity, I provide assurance to C, the Service’s Accounting Officer,
that we are effectively meeting our legal obligations.
3. The Secret Intelligence Service, often referred to as MI6, was established in 1909 as the
Foreign Section of the Secret Service Bureau. Until 1994, SIS did not have a statutory basis
and its existence was not publicly confirmed. In 1992, SIS was formally avowed in 1992 and
was put on a statutory basis with the Intelligence Services Act 1994.
4. The role of SIS, as set out in the Intelligence Services Act 1994, is to provide Her Majesty's
Government with a global covert capability that facilitates the collection of secret
intelligence and mount operations overseas to promote and defend the national security
and economic wellbeing of the United Kingdom, and to prevent and detect serious crime.
5. Following the increase in the threat of Republican terrorism in early 1972, the Irish Joint
Section (IJS) was established in response to a request for more information from the
province by the Permanent Secretary in the newly established Northern Ireland Office (NIO),
Sir William Nield. The IJS was established by the Security Service (MI5) and SIS, with jointly
staffed offices in Belfast and London.
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SIS DISCLOSURE EXERCISE
6. On 18 November 2014, Sir Jonathan Stephens (Permanent Secretary, Northern Ireland
Office), in a letter copied to many Government departments, requested that the Secret
Intelligence Service (SIS) undertake disclosure searches for material that may be relevant to
the Inquiry Into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (HIA Inquiry) underway in
Northern Ireland under the chairmanship of Sir Anthony Hart. The Inquiry was set up to
‘examine if there were systemic failings by institutions or the state in their duties towards
those children in their care between the years of 1922-1995’.
7. SIS has received requests for disclosure from the Inquiry. SIS takes its disclosure obligations
seriously and I am satisfied that the searches carried out by officers in our compliance team
constitute a reasonable and proportionate search for relevant material on the SIS corporate
record. These officers, and SIS legal advisers, specialise in disclosure matters and regularly
conduct searches of this type; they also consulted the SIS records management team to
ensure a sufficiently broad search was conducted. I know that SIS officers have made the
Inquiry aware of the capabilities, nature and operation of our file management systems.
Given the passage of time, any SIS account of the period in question is reliant on our written
record.
8. All material identified by SIS as potentially relevant to the HIA Inquiry has been made
available in unredacted form for the purpose of undertaking its relevance review. SIS has
also provided answers to all questions asked by the HIA Inquiry to their full satisfaction in
relation to SIS activities in Northern Ireland and persons of interest to the Inquiry. This has
resulted in requests to SIS to disclose material relating to these events. That material is
disclosed in this witness statement. It primarily consists of open source material, as well as
correspondence between MI5 and SIS, and MoD material. SIS has consulted MI5 and MoD
prior to releasing material that originated from those departments.
9. Where the public disclosure of information would be prejudicial to national security and/or
the safety of individuals concerned, it has been redacted with the agreement of the HIA
Inquiry, but with the aim, as requested by the Inquiry, of making as much information
publicly available as possible. Where redactions have been made, a gist of the redacted
material has been included in the witness statement. The Inquiry has nevertheless been able
to review the complete versions of those documents.
10. Certain redactions or gists relate to the use of cyphers or similar devices. SIS uses cyphers,
codewords and nicknames for the protection of identities of people who are in some way
involved with or of interest to the Service. They are used to distinguish a person but conceal
the individual’s identity. These may include, but are not restricted to, SIS officers, agents and
contacts. These terms become part of SIS’s permanent record – their use is generally
classified as SECRET or above. We have sought to provide the individuals’ real names in
place of the original cyphers.
11. Where possible, full copies of the original documents have been made available to the HIA
Inquiry. These documents are referred to in the text of the SIS witness statement as "Exhibit
x" and can be found in the document Appendix. Where it has not been appropriate to
release original documents, relevant extracts have been included in the text of the SIS
witness statement with the full agreement of the HIA Inquiry. These documents are referred
to as "Article x". Should any further relevant material be identified, it will be made available
to the Inquiry.
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12. It is a longstanding principle of successive UK Governments that we ‘Neither Confirm Nor
Deny’ assertions, allegations or speculation in relation to the security and intelligence
agencies, or other parts of Government. This is known as the ‘NCND principle’. This means
that, as a general rule, the Government will adopt a position of NCND when responding to
questions about whether the agencies are carrying out, or have carried out, an operation or
investigation into a particular person or group; have a relationship with a particular person;
hold particular information on a person; or have shared information about that person with
any other agencies, whether within the UK or elsewhere. This principle exists for a variety of
reasons, including the protection of those who work for and with the agencies, and the
willingness to do so of those that may consider doing so in the future.
13. The current threat to the UK from international terrorism is severe, meaning that an attack
is highly likely. The threat to Great Britain from Northern Ireland-related terrorism was
raised on 11 May 2016 to substantial, meaning that an attack is a strong possibility; the
threat to Northern Ireland is assessed to be severe. These levels are set by the Joint
Terrorism Analysis Centre and the Security Service (MI5).
14. The protection of secret intelligence and operational intelligence activities is essential to
enable SIS to continue to carry out its statutory national security functions, including but not
limited to protecting the UK from the terrorist threat referred to above. There is a high
degree of risk that SIS's current and future capability to operate secretly around the world
would be impaired if information is publicly disclosed which is prejudicial to national security
and/or the safety of individuals.

WILLIAM McGRATH AND TARA
15. William McGrath was a prominent member of the protestant community in Northern Ireland
in the 1960-70s and founder of the Tara organisation. Along with Raymond Semple and
Joseph Mains, he was convicted in 1981 for offences relating to the systematic sexual abuse
of children at the Kincora Boys Home in Belfast. He died in 1992.
16. McGrath’s name appears in SIS documents primarily in relation to his prominence as a
leading figure in Tara. Tara was a Protestant organisation founded by William McGrath in the
1960s. In October 1976, the security and intelligence agencies were considering the
possibility of developing a source of reporting on the organisation. The SIS record on Tara
includes documents obtained by Brian Gemmell from his Army records, newspaper articles,
and correspondence between SIS and MI5.
17. In the course of the HIA Inquiry, SIS was made aware by MI5 of extracts from documents
marked with SIS file references that relate to McGrath. SIS has conducted searches to
identify the original documents and to make such material available to the HIA Inquiry for
review.
18. The extracts begin with a document dated 18 April 1973 from Intelligence staff in Northern
Ireland which describes McGrath as "Leader of the refurbished form of the TARA Brigade". A
subsequent document reference (again from Intelligence staff in NI) dated 13 November
1973 reads "Subject "gets them young and preaches religion to them" which means that he
preaches bigotry and anti-Catholic sermons". The final document reference on the MI5 list is
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dated 11 February 1977. There are no records to indicate that SIS was aware of McGrath's
involvement in child sex abuse at Kincora prior to his conviction in 1981.
19. On 19 October 1976, an SIS officer based in London wrote a letter to MI5 on the subject of
William McGrath attaching a copy of a letter originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade based in
Lurgan (Article 1). In his letter, the SIS officer does not state how the document was
acquired by SIS other than to say that it was obtained unofficially. MI5 was asked to ensure
that no action is taken without reference to SIS.

Article 1

20. The 4 page MoD letter that was enclosed is dated 28 January 1976 and also includes two
newspaper articles published in the Belfast Telegraph and the Hibernia in October 1975
(Exhibit 1). The title of the letter is "EXTREMIST PROTESTANTS SECRET ORGANISATION TARA" and contains sections on William McGrath, Tara, Ireland's Heritage LOL 1303 and Ian
Paisley.
21. On the same day (19 October 1976), a UK-based SIS officer initiated a Minute (Article 2) for
distribution within SIS Headquarters in London. The subject of the Minute is Tara and is a
cover document for attached papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell on 15 October 1976.
Gemmell is a former Captain in the Intelligence Corps who claims that he passed on
information relating to William McGrath's involvement in sexual abuse at Kincora to
Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s.
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Article 2

22. The SIS officer comments that the papers attached to his Minute were obtained by Gemmell
from his Army files and comprise a document entitled "Tara" – dated 14 October 1976
(Exhibit 2); notes on an interview with Roy Garland, made by Gemmell and an unnamed
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) following a "one off" meeting with Ian Cameron – undated
(Exhibit 3); a media article entitled "The Paradox that is Tara" (Exhibit 4); and a copy of the
Tara proclamation (Exhibit 5).
23. Three months later, on 31 January 1977, an officer from a UK-based SIS team initiated a
telegram addressed to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland and copied to SIS London and
MI5 (Article 3). The subject of the telegram was "William McGrath and Tara" and refers to
various papers handed to SIS by Brian Gemmell in October 1976; in particular to the letter
originating from HQ 3 Infantry Brigade, Lurgan dated 28 January 1976.
24. In his telegram the SIS officer confirms that a copy of the letter had been shared with MI5
who had asked if the source mentioned in the letter could be retasked for further
information. The letter continues with the SIS officer saying that they had spoken to
Gemmell who raised no objection to Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland discussing the
letter with the Army.
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Article 3 (Page 1)

Article 3 (Page 2)
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Article 3 (Page 3)

25. On 15 February 1977, an officer in SIS London initiated a telegram addressed to Intelligence
staff in Northern Ireland and to MI5 on the subject of Tara (Article 4). Referring to a message
initiated on the 11 February, the SIS officer begins by congratulating a member of the
Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland for "flushing out" a source on Tara. The message
continues with SIS London expressing interest in learning more about the organisation and
whether Tara's recruitment campaign could offer a potential opportunity for the Irish Joint
Section (IJS) to develop access into the organisation, if it was considered a worthwhile
target.

Article 4

26. MI5 responded on 16 February 1977 to confirm that they considered Tara to be a
worthwhile target and supported recruitment to penetrate the organisation (Article 5).
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Article 5

27. On 17 February 1977, Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland responded by telegram to SIS
London's question on whether the Tara recruitment campaign could be exploited by the IJS
(Article 6). Paragraph 1B of their telegram indicates that Intelligence staff in Northern
Ireland knew very little about Tara's recruiting campaign beyond knowing that one existed
and were therefore not yet in a position to identify any opportunities for the IJS to exploit.
However, they share MI5's view that Tara is a worthwhile target and that individuals had
briefed to "find traces on this elusive organisation".

Article 6

28. On 30 May 1977, an MI5 officer wrote to SIS in London to request information on the
subscriber of an international telephone number, who is believed to be a contact of William
McGrath (Article 7). A name provided by the source of the information produced no trace in
MI5 records. This is the final piece of material in the SIS record on Tara.
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Article 7

COLIN WALLACE
29. SIS records indicate that Colin Wallace was employed by the Ministry of Defence as a civilian
information officer at the British Military's Headquarters in Northern Ireland (HQNI) from
1968 to 1975. In August 1974, he was investigated by the MoD on suspicion of leaking
classified information to The Times correspondent Robert Fisk. This resulted in Wallace's
resignation with effect from 31 December 1975.
30. In 1981, Wallace was jailed for manslaughter, serving 6 years in prison before being released
in December 1986 after his conviction was quashed. Wallace has been the subject of a book
written by Paul Foot entitled "Who framed Colin Wallace" and up to present day, has spoken
publicly about his knowledge of events in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s, particularly
with regard to allegations relating to abuse at the Kincora Boys Home.
31. SIS records relating to Colin Wallace begin in 1975 with the article published by Robert Fisk
in The Times newspaper. The material comprises press cuttings, extracts from Hansard,
information relating to Paul Foot's book and correspondence between Whitehall
departments. The subjects covered relate to Wallace's resignation from the MOD, his appeal
hearing by the Civil Service Appeal Board, his trial for manslaughter and his fight to clear his
name.
32. On 30 September 1980, an SIS officer initiated a Minute to record his comments on papers
he had been asked to review, which were found during a search of Wallace's offices
following his arrest by police on manslaughter charges (Article 8). The papers were passed
to SIS to check for any information relating to the work of the Intelligence Services in
Northern Ireland and/or indication of any contact Wallace may have had with Intelligence
staff based at HQNI. This was to enable SIS to create an accurate assessment of the overall
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risk to Intelligence staff, agents and potential damage to operational work in Northern
Ireland through information Wallace may have been exposed to whilst working with the
Army at HQNI that he may then choose to disclose publicly.

Article 8 (Page 1)

33. The paragraph two the SIS officer begins by saying that there is no evidence in SIS records
that in his job as Information Officer at the Army Information Service (AIS), HQNI, Wallace
"had any access to or knowledge of IJS Operations in Northern Ireland." (The officer records
that, in one case, SIS/MI5 contributed a background brief for a military operation which was
later shown to Wallace by an Army officer based at HQNI. However, he believed that there
was no mention by the Army officer of agency involvement.)
34. The Minute continues with the SIS officer commenting that in the six years that have elapsed
since he left his job as Information Officer, Wallace had demonstrated "that he is mindful of
the provisions of the OSA [Official Secrets Act] and has not in fact publicised his knowledge of
the Army's intelligence activities in Northern Ireland in the way that we feared he might. This
state of affairs could obviously change under the pressures of a murder charge and the need
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he could feel to grasp at any straw which conceivably might mitigate the consequences of his
criminal act."

Article 8 (Page 2)

35. In paragraph 5 of the Minute the SIS officer refers to two note books that he was asked to
examine, found by police when they searched Wallace's office after his arrest in September
for murder. He writes "It was apparent that both note books dealt with events in Northern
Ireland up to 1976 but not, it appeared, beyond." It was assessed that that Wallace compiled
and used the note books as a reference during his time in Northern Ireland.
36. Continuing his description of the notebooks, the SIS officer wrote: "One note book contained
lists of IRA personalities, the other insecure but generally brief references to a wide range of
intelligence matters including, inter alia, the names of the (then) Head of Security Service,
and SIS." Further references include "notes on Arab terrorist organisations and the Japanese
Red Army; the names of two members of the SAS" and "the name of the Head of GCHQ
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(Leslie Hooper)." Wallace also made notes in both notebooks about the functions of GCHQ
and that it codes and decodes Government communications.
37. Drawing a conclusion to the relevance of the notebooks to SIS, the officer writes that "apart
from the one reference to Maurice OLDFIELD as Head of the Service, I could find no reference
to SIS or SIS personnel. We are therefore in the clear so far as these note books are
concerned". He adds that subject to the discovery of any further documents in Wallace's
possession "I do not think this case is likely to cause SIS much difficulty".
38. One month later, on 9 October 1980, an officer in the Ministry of Defence wrote to various
Government departments with a more detailed description of the notebooks recovered by
police during a search of Wallace's offices (Exhibit 6). The officer comments that much of the
information in the notebooks could have been gleaned from a careful reading of newspapers
and from conversations with journalists in Belfast in the early seventies.
39. Wallace's reasons for keeping notes are far from clear but the MoD officer surmises that he
(Wallace) "may either have wanted to pass it on to other pressmen - perhaps Fisk - or may
even have planned some sort of book on terrorism for which there are the rough notes".
Neither officer from SIS or MoD, tasked with reviewing the notebooks, has made any
reference to Wallace making notes relating to abuse at the Kincora Boys’ Home.
40. On Kincora, the first document in SIS records where Colin Wallace's name appears is an
article published in the News of the World on 21 March 1982. The title of the article is "I'll
expose top men's vice ring says killer" (Exhibit 7). In the article, Wallace, who at the time was
serving a ten year sentence for manslaughter, is described as holding "the key to a growing
sex scandal involving top members of the Establishment".
41. On 12 October 1989, an SIS officer drafted a Minute to record details of a meeting with an
MI5 officer to discuss MI5/SIS input into questions on Colin Wallace which Cabinet Office
had requested be answered (Article 9). The questions related to Wallace's duties in
Northern Ireland, his transfer to HQNW District in 1975, his resignation from the Civil Service
and proceedings at the Civil Service Appeals Service, his conviction for manslaughter in 1981
and Wallace's allegations on Kincora and that he was prevented from providing information
which he possessed to official investigations and inquiries into Kincora. When addressing
questions relating to Kincora, the SIS officer commented that this is one area in which SIS
needed to conduct further research. In paragraph 5 of the minute, the officer commented:
"We certainly ran at least one agent who was aware of sexual malpractice at the home and
who may have mentioned this to his SIS or Security Service Case officer. Such matters were of
no operational interest and were not pursued."
42. No material has been identified on the SIS record that provides any information relating to
the material reviewed by the SIS officer in October 1989 on which his comments in
paragraph 5 of his Minute are based. Extensive searches conducted by SIS for the HIA Inquiry
has failed to identify any material that enables SIS to identify the agent or the time period to
which the SIS officer is referring.
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Article 9

JAMES MILLER
43. On 6 August 2014, an article was published in the Belfast Telegraph reporting that Brian
Gemmell had received information about child sex abuse at Kincora from three people
(Exhibit 8). The names of the individuals were James Miller, Roy Garland and Jim
McCormick.
44. Searches conducted by SIS on the three names mentioned in the 2014 Belfast Telegraph
story identified a newspaper article dated 29 March 1987, in which Barry Penrose of The
Sunday Times stated that: “[James] Miller claims that the Intelligence services had known
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about the activities at Kincora for a number of years and believes the boy's home was used to
entrap men who would be blackmailed into providing information." (Exhibit 9).
45. Following publication by the Sunday Times, Miller was interviewed by two government
officials on 2 April 1987. During that interview, he explained that he had contacted Penrose
because of his concerns "about the degree of publicity Colin Wallace was receiving." Notes of
the interview, containing Miller's account of his dealings with Penrose and Liam Clarke of the
Sunday Times was found in SIS records (Article 10).

Article 10 (Page 1)

46. Miller was particularly "incensed" at a Penrose story in the Sunday Times which he felt
supported Wallace's allegations that the Security Service had "framed him". He had
subsequently contacted Penrose by telephone and they had a number of conversations in
February 1987 in which Miller thought he was refuting Wallace's statements.
47. During his interview with the government officials, Miller said "that although he admitted to
Penrose that he had had a brief acquaintance with McGrath from days in the TARA brigade
and, and had heard rumours that the man was homosexual, he had "no knowledge
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whatsoever of the Kincora home and the entrapment story, which he learnt about after his
departure from Ulster."

Article 10 (Page 2)

JOHN McKEAGUE
48. John McKeague was a prominent Ulster loyalist and one of the founding members of
paramilitary group, the Red Hand Commando. Information published on-line links
McKeague's name to William McGrath and Tara, and to his involvement in the Kincora Boys
Home scandal. McKeague died from gunshot wounds on 29 January 1982.
49. Searches carried out by SIS identified a report initiated by the Intelligence staff in Northern
Ireland to SIS London dated 13 February 1980 (Article 11). The report begins by referring to
individual named McGrath (first name unknown) as the leader of TARA and to his alleged
involvement in the scandal at a Belfast Boys Home. The report states that there are
demands for a public inquiry and that SIS London may be interested in details of information
held on William McGrath.
50. Information provided by Intelligence staff in Northern Ireland from their records confirms
that, in 1976, McGrath "was reported to be warden of the Kincora Boys Hostel" and "our
records suggest he is or may have been known to an agency based here or in London". The
document continues with McGrath's reported activities and individuals with whom he is
associated. One of the activities that McGrath is said to be responsible for is creating
"posters reading 'Nice Boy McKeague' which appeared all over Belfast". No date is given for
this incident.
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KIN 329

Article 11

51. Further searches identified correspondence originated by MI5 relating to a programme
broadcast by the BBC on 1 June 1990. The programme was an interview with Brian Gemmell
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in which he claimed that MI5 were planning the recruitment of an agent using threats of
exposure as a homosexuality. The correspondence includes a covering Minute, a note by the
MI5 officer and a verbatim transcript from the BBC programme.
52. On 16 October 1990, an officer in MI5 sent a letter to SIS London relating to Brian Gemmell
and claims he had made during a BBC Public Eye programme broadcast on 1 June 1990
(Article 12). Attached to the MI5 letter was a note containing comments made by the MI5
officer, entitled "Brian Smart Gemmell and MI5" and verbatim extracts from the Public Eye
programme.
53. In the opening paragraph of his covering Minute, the MI5 officer refers to assistance
provided by SIS to track down papers which "might corroborate Brian Gemmell's claim in a
television programme that MI5 were planning the recruitment of a Loyalist agent using
threats of exposure as a homosexual." The officer then provides a short background
summary on Gemmell, who was thought to be employed by British Rail at York at that time
(in 1990).

Article 12
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54. The note attached to the covering letter (Article 13) begins with the MI5 officer saying that
Gemmell was seen twice in London by UK based SIS officers, who introduced themselves as
members of the Security Service. Both meetings took place in 1976; the first in May and the
second in September.
55. The note continues with the MI5 officer commenting that "the television interview itself
highlights the dealings with Ian Cameron and then brings in the statement by GEMMELL that
MI5 was prepared to use homosexual blackmail to effect the recruitment of a named agent
in Loyalist circles". The officer indicates that it has not been possible to discover all the
papers hoped for before lists his understanding of the sequence and tenor of events, which
refer to John McKeague.

Article 13 (Page 1)
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56. When referring to the events dated 23 November 1976 and 9 December 1976, the MI5
officer comments that consideration was given to the suggested recruitment of McKeague,
using the threat of exposure of his homosexual activities in London. However, various
objections to the proposal were voiced and doubts expressed whether management would
accept it. The officer reinforces this in paragraph 4 by saying "There is no further mention of
this particular recruitment proposal, and doubtless it was dropped. GEMMELL is therefore
presumed correct in saying that MI5 was considering a homosexual compromise approach to
McKEAGUE, but of course he was not to know that it was not pursued."

Article 13 (Page 2)
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57. The MI5 officer observes that the probable occasion at which the recruitment proposal may
have been discussed with Gemmell was the meeting on the 7 September 1976. Searches
conducted by SIS to identify a write up of the meeting with Gemmell has reached the same
findings as the MI5 officer in October 1990: that no record of the meeting appears to exist.
58. The final document in this sequence of correspondence from MI5 is the verbatim transcript
of the interview with Brian Gemmell on the BBC Public Eye programme broadcast on 1 June
1990. For the purpose of the broadcast, Gemmell is referred to as "James" or "J" and the
interview begins with questions relating to Kincora (Exhibit 10).

SIR MAURICE OLDFIELD
59. Sir Maurice Oldfield, GCMG, CBE, served as Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service from
1973 until retirement on 31 January 1978. He was born in Derbyshire on 16 November 1915,
spending his formative years in Bakewell before attending Manchester University, where he
gained a First in History in 1937 and an MA in 1938 for research into the position of the
clergy in Parliament in the later Middle Ages. In the same year, he was elected to a
Fellowship at Manchester University. In 1940 he enlisted in the Army, serving as a Sergeant
in Field Security in Egypt, Palestine and Syria before being commissioned in 1943. He was
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in 1945 and continued to serve in the Military until March
1947. On leaving the Army, Oldfield embarked on a career in the Foreign Service, occupying
a succession of posts in London, the Far East and Washington. In 1973, Oldfield was
appointed Chief of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), a position he held until retirement on
31 January 1978.
60. On retiring from SIS, Oldfield accepted a Visiting Fellowship at All Souls College, Oxford,
where he continued his early work on the medieval clergy. The following year, he was
offered the role of Security Coordinator in Northern Ireland; an appointment announced by
the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland on 2 October 1979. Oldfield’s role was to assist
the Government by improving the coordination and effectiveness of the fight against
terrorism in Northern Ireland.
61. Shortly after his appointment as Security Coordinator, HMG received information to suggest
that Sir Maurice may be homosexual. Rules on Positive Vetting (PV) at that time meant that
homosexuality was considered a factor that would compromise someone's security status.
This led to a review by MI5 of Sir Maurice's vetting clearance in March 1980, at which he
admitted that he had engaged in homosexual activities throughout his career. As a result, his
security clearance was withdrawn and he was replaced as Security Coordinator in June 1980.
After a long illness, Sir Maurice Oldfield died in London on 11 March 1981.
62. SIS is aware that, after his PV was withdrawn, MI5 conducted an investigation into Oldfield’s
involvement in homosexual activities during his career in government service. This was in
order to assess whether Sir Maurice may have been compromised in his role in a way that
would be damaging to national security. SIS was not involved in the MI5 investigation and
holds no record on the work carried out by MI5 investigators. However, SIS is aware that
MI5 investigators concluded "that there was no evidence whatsoever to suggest that
national security had been compromised."
63. On 19 January 1982, the Sunday Telegraph published the first of two articles by columnist
Auberon Waugh including references linking inquiries into the alleged Belfast homosexual
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prostitution scandal with an "immensely distinguished public servant, now dead" (Articles 11
& 12). In the second article, published on 29 January 1982, WAUGH was more specific and
mentioned Sir Maurice Oldfield, a former Chief of SIS, by name. SIS has reviewed all the
material it holds on its former Chief and has identified no material to indicate that Sir
Maurice Oldfield had visited Northern Ireland during his SIS career or to associate him with
the Kincora Boys’ Home, other than articles published in the media. Both the Sunday
Telegraph articles have been made available to the HIA Inquiry.
64. On 23 April 1987, in a written statement to the House of Commons, the Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher said that the Security Service (MI5) had conducted a lengthy and
thorough investigation into Sir Maurice Oldfield's homosexual activity to examine whether
there was any reason to suppose that national security may have been compromised. The
conclusion was that, though Sir Maurice Oldfield’s conduct had been a potential risk to
security, there was no evidence or reason to suggest that security had ever been
compromised. I understand that MI5's statement to the HIA Inquiry provides details of the
security investigations into Sir Maurice Oldfield carried out by investigating officers from
that agency.
65. On 12 February 2016, whilst reviewing MI5 material, the HIA Inquiry made SIS aware of a
second hand account from 1983, which reported that a former member of SIS had told
another individual that Sir Maurice Oldfield's removal from Northern Ireland related to
events at Kincora. Searches conducted by SIS established that the former member of SIS
who made the allegation had retired in April 1970, 13 years before the comment was made.
Further searches conducted by SIS into the officer's allegation or the circumstances in which
it was made found no material on the SIS record. It is my understanding that MI5 concluded
that it was a senseless allegation. The officer concerned died in March 1985.

CONCLUSION
66. This statement is a full and accurate disclosure of the SIS material deemed relevant by the
HIA Inquiry. I have seen nothing to indicate any involvement on the part of SIS officers in
abuse at the Kincora Boys’ Home, or in any attempts to cover it up.
67. SIS does not exploit children or vulnerable adults for operational purposes, nor tolerate their
abuse either by their staff, or those that work on their behalf or in their support including SIS
agents. In dealing with cases of child abuse or exploitation, our guiding principle is, as is set
out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and in the Children Act, that the best
interests of the child should always prevail.

Signed

SIS Officer A

______________________

SIS Officer A

Date

_______________
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1.

I, Andrew Parker, am the Director General of the Security Service, otherwise
known as MI5.

2.

I confirm that I have no personal knowledge of matters relating to, or connected
with, Kincora Boys Hostel (Kincora).

3.

I confirm that I have appointed a nominated officer from within the Security
Service to assist the Inquiry into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1995 (the
HIA Inquiry) with its investigation into Kincora.

4.

I have also directed relevant staff within the Security Service to provide the HIA
Inquiry with the Security Service’s full co-operation.

5.

I confirm that I have directed that all relevant material that touches on Kincora
identified by the detailed searches conducted by the Security Service must be
shown to the HIA Inquiry. I understand from my staff this has been done.

6.

I confirm that I also directed that such of that material as the HIA Inquiry
considered necessary to be put in the public domain in order for the HIA Inquiry
to properly complete its work has been made available to the HIA Inquiry in a
form that will allow that to happen. I understand from my staff that the documents
so far requested by the HIA Inquiry have been made available for publication. I
further understand that the HIA may make further requests, the Security Service
will use its best endeavours to assist.

7.

I confirm that I have also directed my nominated officer to provide to the HIA
Inquiry with a detailed narrative statement setting out what the Security Service
can say about allegations involving it relating to Kincora. I understand from my
staff that this has been done.

8.

I have directed that my nominated officer will attend the HIA Inquiry to speak to
that statement as the HIA Inquiry considers necessary.

9.

For operational reasons it is not possible for me to publicly name the nominated
officer, however, I have provided the HIA Inquiry with a closed witness statement
signed by me which sets out the full identity of the individual. I confirm that the
individual is a senior manager within the Security Service with responsibility for
investigations in Northern Ireland, who will give evidence on behalf of the Security
Service in respect of matters relating to Kincora.

1 0 . 1 confirm on behalf of the Security Service that it will continue to assist the HIA
Inquiry

Signed....
Dated.............
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HIA REF: [

]

NAME: [ HSCB ]
DATE: [ 23th May 2016 ]

THE INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995

_______________________________________________________
Witness Statement of Health & Social Care Board
_______________________________________________________

I, Fionnuala McAndrew, Director of Social Care and Children’s Services, Health and
Social Care Board (“the Board”), will say as follows: -

1.

By correspondence of 5 February 2016, the Inquiry has requested the Board
to provide a Rule 9 Statement in relation to Kincora Boys Hostel. This
Home was opened and operated by Belfast Welfare Authority until
reorganisation when it transferred into the East Belfast & Castlereagh District
of the Eastern Health and Social Services Board.

2.

The Board has already filed a statement dated 29th April 2016 detailing a
chronology of complaints and issues arising in respect of Kincora.

This

statement has been prepared to address additional matters with reference
solely to the available documentation that identifies the facts and issues that
were relevant during the period of operation of the Home. I have no personal
knowledge and had no personal involvement at the relevant time.

3.

The Board has prepared this statement with reference to the questions posed
of the Statutory Homes considered in Module 5 and relies on the analysis
and conclusions of the Hughes Inquiry where relevant.
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The opening of the Hostel and the date it ceased operation

4.

Kincora Boys Hostel was opened by Belfast Welfare Authority on 6th May
1958. See Exhibit 1. The register of residents suggests that the first
admission to the Hostel was on 10th May 1958. KIN 11912.

5.

It was agreed by the Personal Social Services Committee on 10th July 1980
that the use of Kincora Boys’ Hostel should be phased out, see Exhibit 2. All
existing residents had been found alternative accommodation by 1st October
1980 which brought the use of the Hostel to an end, see Exhibit 3.

The remit of the Hostel

6.

An undated report by an unknown author offers a summary of events at the
hostel over its period of operation. It describes Kincora has having been
established “for working boys aged 15 – 18 years who were in care but could
be used to accommodate boys up to 21 years of age. Occasionally younger
boys were accommodated for short periods in the hostel if an older brother
was there or there were no vacancies in other Children’s Homes”. A copy of
that report, together with details of the expectations placed on residents of
Kincora upon its opening in 1958 are at Exhibit 4.

7.

A document has been located by the HSCB which suggests an analysis was
undertaken of the age of residents admitted to Kincora between February
1974 and October 1977. It is not known who prepared this, but it shows that
out of 43 admissions:
a. 2 boys admitted aged 18;
b. 4 boys admitted aged 17;
c. 12 boys admitted aged 16;
d. 7 boys admitted aged 15;
e. 7 boys admitted aged 14;
f. 2 boys admitted aged 13;
g. 1 boy admitted aged 12;
h. 2 boys admitted aged 11;
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i.

4 boys admitted aged 9;

j.

1 boy admitted aged 8;

k. 1 boy admitted aged 7.
See Exhibit 5.

8.

In respect of the 7 year old admitted, the HSCB notes this admission is
recorded at KIN 12022, which indicates that he was admitted with two
brothers, both aged 9. At KIN 12023 it is detailed that having been admitted
to Kincora on 16th December 1974, they were discharged on 25th December
1974 and therefore stayed for only 9 days.

9.

It is also noted that the Terry Report, at paragraph 3, describes Kincora as “a
hostel for working boys aged 15-18 years”. This was the stated remit of the
Hostel throughout its period of operation, however it is known that on
occasion younger boys were admitted.

The Board notes that the Terry

Report records that this was for “very short periods when space in more
appropriate children’s homes was unavailable”, see KIN 40002

The number of children cared for in the Hostel over its period of operation

10.

A report dated 29 August 1979 by Mr O’Kane, Social Work Advisory Group,
identified that the hostel at that time had a maximum capacity of “9 boys.
The Hostel formerly accommodated 11 residents, but with the discontinued
use of the attic accommodation the number was reduced to 9”, see Exhibit 6.

11.

The admission book for Kincora is at KIN 11909 to KIN 12044. That details
that there were a total of 580 young persons admitted to Kincora over its
period of operation from May 1958 to October 1980.

12.

The Inquiry will be aware that there were significant complaints and criminal
convictions in respect of the experiences of some residents of Kincora. The
HSCB condemns all acts of abuse. This was not, however, the experience of
every resident of Kincora.

In this respect the HSCB would highlight

paragraph 4.213 of the Hughes Report wherein they stated: “… we believe
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that only by establishing the facts of Kincora can the stigma which has come
to attach to every former resident, the great majority of whom passed through
the hostel unscathed, be removed”. [HIA 842]

The staff that were employed
The qualifications required of staff

13.

Recruitment procedures for staff under arrangements used by Belfast Welfare
Authority were considered by the Hughes Inquiry, wherein it was noted that
the “only statutory provision relating to the recruitment of residential child
care staff at the material times was Article 13 of the 1952 SR and O, under
which the Ministry of Home Affairs was required to approve the appointment,
salaries, qualifications and training of staff in a home”. [HIA 688, para 3.6]

14.

At paragraph 3.7 the Hughes Report details the procedures used by Belfast
Welfare Authority in the 1960’s thus:
a. “public advertisement of the post;
b. submission of a standard application form including details of qualifications
and experience, present and previous employment and references;
c. interview by the Belfast Welfare Committee and Chief Welfare Officer;
d. medical examination;
e. submission of application form and references of selected candidate to
Ministry of Home Affairs for approval of appointment”
It is then noted that the interviewing function was delegated to the Children’s
Officer, or Assistant Children’s Officer, during the late 1960’s.

Their

recommendation was then passed through the City Welfare Officer to the
Welfare Committee for approval before submission to the MOHA. [HIA 688689, paras.3.7 and 3.8]

15.

The HSCB notes that at paragraph 3.9 the Hughes Inquiry considered these
procedures “to be adequate given the standards prevailing at the time”. [HIA
689] They went on, however, to note that within England and Wales a
register of persons “deemed to be potentially unsuitable for employment in
the child care field” was maintained from 1952. [HIA 689, para 3.10] No such
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register was held in Northern Ireland at the material time. The Inquiry found:
“.. the Ministry of Home Affairs should have made similar arrangements for
Northern Ireland so as to provide even the limited protection which the
register afforded’. [HIA 689, para 3.12]

16.

Kincora was staffed by a Warden (later known as Officer-in-Charge), a Deputy
Warden (later Deputy Officer-in-Charge); houseparent and domestic staff
including a cook. By January 1980, the three caring staff employed in the
home were Mr Mains, Mr Semple and Mr McGrath. They were each placed
on precautionary suspension on 4 March 1980, see Exhibit 7. Thereafter Mr
McGrath left his post under a job release scheme in December 1980, while
Messrs Mains and Semple were dismissed following their conviction, in
December 1981, for offences against boys resident in the hostel.

17.

The appointment of each of these staff members was considered by the
Hughes Inquiry.

18.

In respect of Mr Mains, it was noted that he was appointed as Warden of
Kincora Boys’ Hostel in March 1958, having had previous experience as
Warden of another boys’ home operated by Belfast Welfare Authority until its
closure in February 1957. The report finds that “Candidates for the post were
required to have had “suitable working knowledge of the running of a
children’s home”. It also records that favourable references were received,
and “the Ministry of Home Affairs Inspector, who knew him from his earlier
child care work, was complimentary in recommending that his appointment to
Kincora be approved by the Ministry”. [HIA 690, paras 3.13 and 3.14]

19.

At Exhibit 8 contemporaneous documents in respect of Mr Mains’
appointment and employment include:
a. Confirmation that he was appointed as Warden to the Hostel on 26th
November 1957, taking up duty on 1st March 1958;
b. The written application by Mr Mains for employment as Warden in Kincora
Boys’ Hostel;
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c. Reference dated 4th November 1957 from a colleague in the St John’s
Ambulance Brigade;
d. Details of the shortlisted candidates for the position, and the conditions of
appointment;
e. Letter of 6th November 1957 seeking the approval of the Ministry of Home
Affairs to Mr Mains’ appointment;
f. Medical Certificate dated 10th December 1957 certifying Mr Mains
medically fit for employment as a salaried officer;
g. Letter of 24th December 1957 confirming the approval of Mr Mains’
appointment;
h. References provided for Mr Mains in 1962 and 1963 upon applications by
him for alternative employment in England;
i.

Letter dated 9th January 1964 to Mr Mains following his absence from the
home during the evening of Monday 6th January 1964;

j.

Further reference provided for Mr Mains in 1965;

k. Report dated 21st May 1968 detailing the work undertaken by Mr Mains in
the absence of an Assistant Warden recommending the payment of an
honorarium of £100 to him, and approval of the Ministry to such a payment
dated 26th July 1968 together with correspondence relating to the same
issue in 1969;
l.

Letter dated 4th March 1980 placing Mr Mains on precautionary
suspension;

m. Letter dated 14th December 1981 dismissing Mr Mains.

20.

When Mr Mains was appointed Warden, the position required him to be
resident in the Hostel. This was changed with effect from 1 July 1979, at
which time his contract was amended. See Exhibit 9.

21.

The creation of a post of Assistant Warden was approved by the Ministry of
Home Affairs by letter dated 15th December 1961. Mr W A Robinson was
approved as the first appointment to that post from 1st March 1962. See
Exhibit 10.
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22.

Mr Semple was employed as Assistant Warden from September 1964 until
February 1966 “when he resigned for domestic reasons”.

The Hughes

Report notes that the job specification gave “preference to applicants who
have a working knowledge of the running of a children’s home” before noting
that Mr Semple had no such experience, nor did he have a social work
qualification. He had however been working in Kincora on a voluntary basis
for three years.

One of his referees for the appointment was Mr Mains.

While the Ministry of Home Affairs Inspector noted that she did not know Mr
Semple, she “assumed that Belfast Welfare knew enough about him after
three years’ voluntary work”. [ HIA 690, para 3.15]

23.

After Mr Semple’s resignation the post remained vacant for significant
periods. Between 1st June 1964 and 26th April 1968 it was recorded that Mr
Mains had been “without the help of an Assistant Warden for a total of
approximately 20 months”, see Exhibit 11. Difficulties continued throughout
1968. The post was advertised on five occasions during 1968. While the fifth
process which commenced in November 1968, did identify a candidate
suitable for appointment, later failed to pass the medical examination in
December 1968 and failed to engage with the authority during January 1969
and February 1969, see Exhibit 12.

24.

The post was re-advertised in April 1969, at which time Mr Semple
successfully applied for reappointment as Assistant Warden.

He was

appointed from June 1969. At that time preference continued to be given to
candidates with relevant experience, with a salary supplement also offered to
those with a Certificate in Child Care or similar qualification. Mr Semple
satisfied the experience requirement, but remained unqualified. The Hughes
Inquiry noted that at this time his previous work was known to both Belfast
Welfare Authority and the Ministry of Home Affairs Inspector who “in
recommending approval, was complimentary about Mr Semple’s previous
spell at Kincora”. While, in December 1981, Mr Semple was convicted of
offences that predated 1969, the Hughes Inquiry accepted that there was no
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evidence of any complaint against him being brought to the attention of the
responsible authority at the time. [HIA 691-692, paras 3.17 and 3.18]

25.

At Exhibit 13 contemporaneous documents in respect of Mr Semple’s
appointment, re-appointment and employment include:
a. The written application by Mr Semple for employment as Assistant Warden
in Kincora Boys’ Hostel in 1964;
b. The conditions of appointment of Assistant Warden;
c. References dated 7th September 1964, one of which was provided by Mr
Mains;
d. Letter of 1st September 1964 seeking the approval of the Ministry of Home
Affairs to Mr Semple’s appointment;
e. Letter of 14th September 1964 confirming the approval of Mr Semple’s
appointment;
f. Medical Certificate dated 16th September 1964 certifying Mr Semple
medically fit for employment as Assistant Warden;
g. Letter of resignation dated 31st January 1966;
h. Second application for appointment as Assistant Warden in 1969;
i.

Conditions of appointment of Male Assistant Warden in 1969;

j.

References dated 8th June 1969 and 21st June 1969;

k. Letter dated 12th June 1969 seeking the approval of the Ministry to the
appointment of Mr Semple;
l.

Medical Certificate dated 16th June 1969 certifying Mr Semple medically fit
for employment as Assistant Warden

m. Letter of 25th June 1969 confirming the approval of Mr Semple’s
appointment;
n. Letter dated 4th March 1980 placing Mr Semple on precautionary
suspension;
o. Letter dated 14th December 1981 dismissing Mr Semple.

26.

Mr McGrath took up employment as Housefather at Kincora in August 1971.
“The job specification indicated that preference would be given to candidates
with a working knowledge of the running of a children’s home and a salary
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supplement was offered to those with a Certificate in Child Care or similar
qualification. Mr McGrath had neither….”. He was in receipt of favourable
references from two Ministers of religion, which the Hughes Inquiry
considered were “of limited value in determining his suitability for work in
residential child care”. [HIA 692, para 3.19]

27.

At Exhibit 14 contemporaneous documents in respect of Mr McGrath’s
appointment, re-appointment and employment include:
a. The written application for Mr McGrath as Housefather Grade II Kincora
dated 24th May 1971;
b. Conditions of appointment to Housefather Grade II;
c. References dated 12th and 17th June 1971;
d. Letter dated 22nd June 1971 seeking the approval of the Ministry to the
appointment of Mr McGrath;
e. Medical certificate dated 2nd July 1971 certifying him fit for appointment as
Housefather Grade II;
f. Letter dated 7th July 1971 confirming the Ministry’s approval to Mr
McGrath’s appointment;
g. Letter dated 8th February 1980 from Mr McGrath advising of his intention
to take advantage of the job release scheme from his 64th birthday, 11th
December 1980;
h. Letter dated 4th March 1980 placing Mr McGrath on precautionary
suspension;
i.

Letter dated 5th March 1980 from Mr McGrath advising that whatever the
outcome of investigations, he still wished to avail of the job release
scheme;

j.

Letter dated 2nd December 1980 confirming Mr McGrath’s application for
job release had been approved. His name was therefore removed from
payroll on 11th December 1980.

28.

The final conclusion of the Hughes Inquiry in relation to these appointments
included: “Their lack of social work training and qualification is to be
regretted, but was typical of the pattern which prevailed in residential child
care at the time and we make no criticism on that score. As to the statutory
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role of the Ministry of Home Affairs in the approval of their appointments, we
found that it was conscientiously discharged but that it consisted of little more
than a confirmation of the assessment of the Welfare Authority unreinforced
by a selection interview”. [HIA 693, para 3.22]

29.

Kincora also had female staff, Mrs McCullough and Mrs Smith, who undertook
the cooking, laundry and cleaning. Undated notes written by an unknown
author describe that Mrs McCullough commenced employment in the Hostel
on 13 July 1958 and Mrs Smyth on 15 November 1966. See Exhibit 15.

30.

It therefore appears that all staff in Kincora were appointed by Belfast Welfare
Authority, transferring to the Eastern Health and Social Services Board upon
re-organisation.

31.

It is also known that arrangements were made by Belfast Welfare Authority to
have other members of staff assist in the Hostel for periods when it was
particularly under strain due to the absence of an Assistant Warden after Mr
Semple’s resignation in 1966.

The Hughes Inquiry heard evidence from

James Michael Maybin in this respect. He started as a Welfare Assistant on
2 November 1964. He ultimately obtained social work qualification, rising to
Assistant Principal Social worker upon reorganisation in October 1973. From
May to September 1966 he assisted in Kincora by way of overtime at a level
of around 20 hours per week at evenings and weekends in addition to his
fieldwork duties because of chronic short-staffing. He described that at that
time there were only two other members of staff, “Joe Mains, who was the
warden, and a cook”. [KIN 71437 – 71439]

32.

Finally, upon the suspension of all three caring staff in Kincora on 4th March
1980, swift arrangements had to be made to appoint alternative staff to
Kincora. Relevant memos detailing this are at Exhibit 16.
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Training programmes provided for staff

33.

While Belfast Welfare Authority and the Eastern Board had arrangements for
staff to secure professional qualification, the opportunity to do so was not
taken by any of the three key staff members at Kincora. They remained
unqualified throughout their tenure in Kincora and until their precautionary
suspension in March 1980.

34.

Within

the

available documentation,

however,

the

following

training

opportunities are noted for staff in Kincora:
a. On 14th December 1976, a talk at Kincora Hostel was given by Mr R
Browne, DWO. The topic of his presentation is not known;
b. Mr Mains’ attendance at “Planning for Children”, a staff development
course in Scotland between 10th and 12th February 1977 was approved;
See Exhibit 17

Staffing ratios

35.

The HSCB does not currently have access to any documentation that
analyses the staff ratios in Kincora. It is however known that:
a. When the hostel first opened in 1958, Mr Mains described in his police
statement dated 1 April 1980, that it was only he and a cook staffing the
Hostel;
b. While the post of Assistant Warden was created, with Mr Semple being
appointed in 1964, following his resignation in February 1966 there were
significant problems in filling this post until June 1969 when Mr Semple
was re-appointed. This has been detailed above at paragraphs 25. The
steps taken to have other staff assist is outlined at paragraph 23.
c. By January 1980, Kincora was staffed by five people: the Officer-inCharge, the Deputy Officer-in-Charge, one housefather and two domestic
staff.

36.

During its period of operation Kincora offered accommodation for between 9
and 11 boys.
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Disciplinary Investigations in respect of staff
Complaints made against staff

37.

The HSCB has addressed, in chronological order, all complaints and
information that led to any investigation in respect of staff at Kincora in the
statement already filed and dated 29th April 2016. The HSCB respectfully
refers the Inquiry to that statement for detail of all contemporaneous
complaints and investigations undertaken in respect of Kincora, from the first
known complaint in 1967 through to 1980.

38.

It is also noted that the Chief Welfare Officer wrote to Mr Mains on 9th January
1964 in relation to his absence from the Hostel on the evening of the 6th of
the same month. The only documentation available to the HSCB in respect
of that issue is the letter contained in Exhibit 8.

39.

The Inquiry will already know that after the media attention in January 1980 a
full police investigation was commenced into activities at Kincora. Full cooperation was given to the police by the Eastern Board to assist with their
inquiries, with a list detailing that 104 staff provided police statements, see
Exhibit 18.

40.

This police inquiry resulted in a significant number of complaints against
Messrs Mains, Semple and McGrath.

All three men were convicted in

December 1981 of homosexual offences. Other complaints were made, but
did not result in prosecution, or prosecutions were not pursued.

41.

In December 1981 Mr Mains was convicted in respect of offences as follows:

Injured Party

R2

Period of Offences

Offences (Counts)

16 June 1961 – 3 December 1979

Buggery (1)
Gross Indecency (1)

R7

16 August 1964 – 17 December 1965

Buggery (1)

3 March 1966 – 17 September 1966

Gross Indecency (1)
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Hugh Quinn

R9

22 February 1960 – 8 September 1962 Indecent Assault (1)
29 April 1977 – 31 August 1979

Gross Indecency (1)

He was sentenced to a total of six years’ imprisonment. KIN 40010

42.

In December 1981 Mr Semple was convicted in respect of offences as
follows:

Injured Party

B3/R1

Period of Offences

Offences (Counts)

10 February 1965 – 14 May 1966

Buggery (2)
Gross Indecency (1)

R7

16 August 1964 – 17 December 1965

Gross Indecency (1)

3 March 1966 – 17 September 1966

He was sentenced to a total of five years’ imprisonment. KIN 40010

43.

In December 1981 Mr McGrath was convicted in respect of offences as
follows:

Injured Party

Period of Offences

Clinton Lee Massey

23 March 1973 – 24 October 1973

R 12
R 15

Offences (Counts)

4 May 1973 – 11 January 1974
3 November 1973 – 20 September Indecent Assault (1)
1974

R 17
R 10
Ronald Graham

6 October 1974 – 8 March 1976
21 October 1974 – 20 April 1977
2 December 1974 – 10 June 1975

Buggery (1)
Gross Indecency (1)
Indecent Assault (1)

R9
R 18
James Anthony Miller

R 21

29 April 1977 – 31 August 1979
12 May 1977 – 24 January 1980
19 October 1977 – 20 June 1978
6 April 1978 – 1 August 1979

Gross Indecency (1)
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R 22

20 April 1979 – 24 January 1980

While the individual offences are not known in full for Mr McGrath on analysis
of the information available, it is known that he was convicted in total of 8
counts of Indecent Assault, 5 counts of Gross Indecency and 2 counts of
Buggery, KIN 114017. He was sentenced to four years’ imprisonment. KIN
40010

44.

All of the above offences relate, at least in part, to periods then the boys were
resident in Kincora and under 18 years, save for:
a.

R2

was born on

.

While the period of

offences includes a period of residence in Kincora from 16 June 1961 – 16
September 1961, he was aged over 18 at that time. Offences for which Mr
Mains was convicted, continued thereafter during his adult life;
b.

R9

was resident in Kincora between 21 October 1974 and

29 April 1977. The offences against him in relation to Mr Mains and Mr
McGrath related to a period after his discharge from Kincora;
c. Mr Semple was convicted of 2 counts of buggery in respect of

B3/R1

B3/R1 , and 1 count of gross indecency. One count of buggery related to

an offence after his discharge from Kincora;

The layout of the Hostel

45.

Kincora was a detached house situated at 236 Upper Newtownards Road,
Belfast. The Board has not located any plans for the Hostel.

46.

The report dated 29th August 1979 by J L O’Kane, Social Work Advisory
Group at Exhibit 6 described the outside of the Hostel thus:

“The Hostel… is a pleasant, large detached home situate on the corner of the
junction between Upper Newtownards Road and North Road. Apart from a
small, inconspicuous sign at the front door indicating it is a Board property
there is no other indication that it is a young persons’ facility. An annexe
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containing a double bedroom, bathroom and toilet for the use of the Officer-inCharge was built in 1967.

There is a reasonable sized garden on three sides of the Hostel with mature
trees and flower beds. Maintenance and planting of the garden is undertaken
by the Parks and Cemeteries Department of the City Council”.

47. The SWAG report does not give a detailed description of the internal layout of
the home. It is however noted that the Terry Report, at paragraph 3,
describes the layout of the home thus
“The building was a detached house with on the ground floor an entrance hall,
television room, dining room, kitchen, wash room and an office, with a door
from the latter to a one bedroom flat with a separate bathroom and a private
hallway which gave access to a side entrance…. The first floor of the building
was consisted of three bedrooms, each large enough to accommodate three
single beds, and a fourth bedroom primarily reserved for a member of the
residential staff. Also on that floor were three bathrooms, a toilet and an
ironing room. Above that a two roomed attic was used occasionally as a
make-shift bedroom for one person but primarily was intended as a store
room and play room.” KIN 40002

48. As regards the layout of the accommodation, it is noted that SWAG
commented in August 1979, in the report at Exhibit 6 regarding the sleeping
accommodation: “this arrangement does not provide the extra privacy which
older children should have”. The report also noted that the Hostel formerly
accommodated 11 residents, but records that the use of the attic described in
the Terry report had been discontinued, with the number of residents reduced
to 9.

How the Hostel was funded
The average cost of accommodating a young person in Kincora

49.

Between 1958 and 1973 Kincora would have been funded through the Belfast
Welfare Authority.
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50

During this period the average cost per child per week is documented as:
a. 14th December 1959 - £5.0.6;
b. 1964 / 65 - £8:11:8;
See Exhibit 19.

51.

From 1 October 1973, it was funded through monies allocated to the Eastern
Health and Social Services Board by the Department of Health and Social
Services. At the time of filing this statement, the HSCB has not seen any
documentation which analyses the costs during this period.

The Board’s management arrangements for the Hostel

52.

Kincora Boys’ Hostel operated between 1958 and 1980. The management
structures therefore changed at the point of re-organisation.

53

From January 1958 to 30 September 1973 Kincora was operated by Belfast
Welfare Authority. Within that structure the arrangements for management of
the home were:

Town Clerk
(Mr Jameson)

↑
Chief Welfare Officer
(Mr Mason)

↑
Children’s Officer
(Miss Brown)
Mr Moore (December 1967 to June 1971);
Mr Bunting (October 1971 to October 1973))

↑
Assistant Children’s Officer (Homes Officer)
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(Mrs Wilson was Boarding Out and Homes Officer from 1960 - 1965,
then appointed Assistant Children’s Officer in 1968;

↑
Head of the Home
(Warden: Mr Mains)

54.

From 1 October 1973 to October 1980, when the home closed, it was
managed within the East Belfast & Castlereagh District of the Eastern Health
and Social Services Board under the following structure:

Director of Social Services
(Mr E Gilliland)

↑
District Social Services Officer
(Mr C Scoular)

↑
Principal Social Worker (Residential and Day Care)
(Mrs Wilson, October 1973 – Mid 1975)
(Ms McGrath, January 1976 – closure of Kincora)

↑
Assistant Principal Social Worker (Residential and Day Care)
[From creation of this post in July 1976]
(Mr Higham – July 1976 – December 1978)

↑
Head of the Home
(Officer-in Charge – Mr Joseph Mains)

55.

Job descriptions for the posts of Director of Social Services, Assistant Director
of Social Services and District Social Services Officer, which were likely
prepared to assist the Hughes Inquiry, are at Exhibit 20.
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The Board’s quality assurance arrangements for the Hostel

56.

Between 1952 and 30 September 1973, visiting was undertaken to the Home
as required by members of the Welfare Committee and by the Children’s
Officer to comply with the 1952 Regulations. It is noted that these activities
were considered by the Hughes Inquiry.

57.

In respect of visits by the Welfare Committee, the Hughes Inquiry found,
through scrutiny of the Welfare Committee minutes:

“… the visiting requirement was largely met in the years 1960 – 1965, with
some omissions. The frequency of visits tended to decline thereafter and
during 1967 and 1968 there were three month periods when no statutory visits
were minuted. A significant further decline in visits began in 1971 and only
two statutory visits were minuted for the period January 1972 to September
1973” [HIA 698, para 3.33]

58.

The Hughes Inquiry noted that some caution must however be exercised.
They had interpreted minutes that recorded visits taking place.

It was

recognised that there may have been visits that were not reported and
recorded in the minutes “if the visiting member did not attend the next Welfare
committee meeting following his visit”. The Hughes Inquiry noted that there
was some evidence of this, with a global entry in the minutes for May 1970
that simply referred to 15 members having visited the various homes.

A

second reason for caution was noted as resulting from the fact that as verbal
reports were given they could have been omitted from minutes. Finally the
Hughes Inquiry noted that there was evidence that Welfare Committee
members had visited Kincora and signed the record book, but no
corresponding report was minuted. [ibid]

59.

Available examples of contemporaneous reports of visits by Welfare
Committee members to Kincora are at Exhibit 21. These detail visits in June
1958, November 1958, February 1959, June 1959 and January 1960. No
issues or problems with the Hostel were identified in any of these reports.
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60.

The Hughes Inquiry also considered the records available in relation to visits
to Kincora by the Children’s Officer.

They “revealed that the monthly

inspection and reporting requirements do not appear to have been strictly
observed in the years 1960-1962, when the late Mrs Brown was Children’s
Officer, during which period only about 50% of the required inspection reports
were minuted. In February 1963 Mrs Wilson, the Homes Officer, was formally
nominated to undertake the inspection function on a delegated basis due to
an increase in the duties of the Children’s Officer. Mrs Wilson discharged this
function fully except for minor omissions, which may have been attributable to
illness or holidays, until her departure on training in September 1965 when
Miss Brown once again took on this duty. The statutory requirements from
September 1965 to the end of 1967 were met by either Miss Brown or Mr
Moore, again with occasional omissions…. Mrs Wilson resumed the
inspection function from January 1968 on her appointment as Assistant
Children’s Officer, serving under Mr Moore who by then had become
Children’s Officer. Mrs Wilson’s record from early 1968 to September 1973,
when the Belfast Welfare Authority ceased to exist, demonstrated almost full
compliance with the statutory requirement save for very occasional gaps in
the summer holiday periods…” [HIA 694, para 3.26]

61.

Contemporaneous records of these visits from September 1967 are contained
in Exhibit 22 (which also continues the visits in early 1974).

62.

The Board notes that the 1950 Regulations required these visits to be
undertaken by the Children’s Officer, but within Belfast Welfare Authority this
function was delegated, initially to the Homes Officer, and later to the
Assistant Children’s Officer. This was considered by the Hughes Inquiry, who
concluded: “We are satisfied… that the delegated arrangement was motivated
by a desire to improve the management of homes, rather than a sign that this
function was being downgraded in importance.” [HIA 696, para 3.30]

63

The Hughes Inquiry considered that “a 50% compliance with a specific
statutory requirement in the 1960-1962 period was not satisfactory” although
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no direct causal relationship between this and the abuse that took place in the
Hostel was suggested. [HIA 696, para 3.29] It also concluded “that these
inspections were unlikely to detect cases of homosexual misconduct unless
some sign of distress is a resident became apparent or a complaint was
made. They could and doubtless did, however, contribute to the well-being of
the boys in terms of the physical conditions and amenities of the hostel. In
these circumstances, we find no basis for serious criticism of the statutory
inspections by officials insofar as they relate to the period 1963 to 1973. The
occasional gaps in the inspection record for that period constitute a nonobservance of a specific statutory requirement, but we do not believe that
these marginal omissions had any material effect on the non-detection of
homosexual offences.” [HIA 679, para 3.31]

64.

It was also noted that in addition to the above statutory requirements, Belfast
Welfare Authority required the Officer-in-Charge of each home to submit a
weekly report to the Assistant Children’s Officer and Children’s Officer. These
reports were not available in sufficient number to allow any assessment by the
Hughes Inquiry as to the general value of them. [HIA 697, para 3.32]

65.

Following re-organisation on 1 October 1973, the following visits were
required to be undertaken to the Home:
c. By a member of the Personal Social Services Committee (Direction 3(2) of
The Conduct of Children’s Homes Direction (Northern Ireland) 1975);
d. By a designated Social Worker (Direction 3(3) of The Conduct of
Children’s Homes Direction (Northern Ireland) 1975).

66

The Hughes Inquiry considered that, prior to the 1975 Direction, the PSSC
“inherited the monthly visiting and reporting duties placed on the Belfast
Welfare Committee by the 1952 SR&O”. They considered minutes of the
PSSC from October 1973 to December 1975 and found that visits were not
recorded as beginning until mid 1974. “The minutes revealed that there was a
considerable time lag following re-organisation before PSSC members
received detailed guidance on the extent and nature of their statutory duties
under the 1952 S&RO”. It was noted that from May 1974 visiting was regular,
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save that no visit was reported for the period October – December 1975.
[HIA 756, para 4.13]

67

Following the 1975 Direction, which required quarterly visits to the home by a
PSSC member, the Hughes Inquiry found that: “The PSSC’s record on its
quarterly visiting duty from 1 January 1976, as reported in the minutes, was of
full compliance until the third quarter of 1977 for which no visit was minuted”.
It was noted that the PSSC was being reconstituted at this time. They also
reported that only one visit was recorded in 1978, and two in 1979. While the
same notes of caution were noted as detailed in respect of the Welfare
Committee, namely visits may not have been minuted, the Inquiry concluded:
“.. the pattern is of less than full compliance with the statutory requirements”.
[HIA 756, para 4.13]

68.

As regards the value of these reports, it was noted that some reports were
quite detailed.

From the minutes they noted that “there were references

which demonstrated the points arising from the reports were followed up and
this, allied to the quality of some of the reports, suggests that visiting was
regarded as more than a purely formal exercise”.

[HIA 757, para 4.14]

Examples of these reports from December 1974, June 1976 and August 1976
are at Exhibit 23.

69

To address the issues arising, although the development post-dated the
closure of Kincora, the Eastern Board introduced Paper No PSSC/ 1/ 85 in
1985 which provided “Guidelines for members of the Health & Personal Social
Services Committee visiting children’s residential child care facilities in
accordance with the Conduct of Children’s Homes Direction (Northern Ireland)
1975”. These guidelines included arrangements for the same member to visit
the same home(s) for at least one year “to ensure continuity and the
development of relationships between the Committee member and the staff
and children”. The opportunity was also given for the Committee member to
be accompanied by the Principal Social Worker, or Assistant Principal Social
Worker, should they choose to do so. Matters to which attention should be
specifically directed were detailed which included: “Talk to the children and
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obtain their views on the care they are receiving”. The guidelines also set
forth the matters that should be addressed in the report of the visit, and
provided a form to assist members. See Exhibit 24.

70.

The second statutory inspection that had previously been undertaken by the
Children’s Officer was noted by the Hughes Inquiry to have been “allocated to
R&DC management from October 1973”.

Residential and Day Care

management continued to exercise the function of visiting social worker
following the 1975 Direction, paragraph 3(3) of which “merely brought the
statutory provisions into conformity with the new structure”. [HIA 753, para
4.5]

71.

Scrutiny of records demonstrated that this statutory requirement was carried
out in full by the responsible staff, with the inspections being carried out by:
e. Mrs Wilson, Principal Social Worker (Residential and Day Care) from
October 1973 until mid 1975, when she retired;
f. Mr Scoular, District Social Services Officer, from Mrs Wilson’s retirement
until the appointment of her successor;
g. Mrs McGrath, Principal Social Worker (Residential and Day Care) from
January 1976 until July 1976;
h. Mr Higham, Assistant Principal Social Worker (Residential and Day Care)
from August 1976, after his appointment, to December 1978;
i.

Mr Kenneth Robertson from December 1978.

It was noted that from Mr Higham’s appointment “the frequency of visits to
Kincora… increased and it was not unusual for three or four visits to be
recorded for a single month”.

[HIA 753, para 4.6] A table compiled of the

number of visits to Kincora from 1 October 1973 to October 1979 is at Exhibit
25. It is not known by whom or when this was compiled, but it is likely to have
been in connection with the Hughes Inquiry. The analysis undertaken by the
Hughes Inquiry team that led to the findings detailed above is at Exhibit 26

72

While the frequency of visits therefore was not subject of criticism, it was
noted that the quality of the reports “varied from short and stereotyped to
reasonably detailed. We noted that there was a tendency to report late and
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en bloc”. [HIA 754, para 4.7] As already detailed by the Board in paragraph
120 of the statement dated 29th April 2016, it is clear that these reports did not
alert the Area Board to the full situation as regards the Hostel in late 1977.
Examples of these reports located by the HSCB from 1973, 1974, 1976 and
1977 are at Exhibit 27.

73.

In addition to the statutory monitoring, the Hughes Inquiry noted that the
arrangement for weekly reports to be submitted by the Officer-in-Charge
remained in place after re-organisation, with them now to be submitted to
District Management. In respect of Kincora, this was increased to a daily
report (submitted weekly) from January 1978. [HIA 755, para 4.11]

74.

The Hughes Inquiry finally drew attention to the monitoring function of the
Assistant Director (Family and Child Care) at the Area Board. In the Eastern
Board this post was held by Mr Bunting throughout the period relevant to
Kincora. While he was not in executive line management nor did he have
executive authority to monitor residential care, it was noted by the Hughes
Report that the Assistant Director had a monitoring function.

The job

description contained at Exhibit 20 indicates one of the major responsibilities
of this post was “Assists in evaluating and monitoring the effectiveness of
programmes of care”. The Hughes Report detailed: “He gave evidence that
he had not been able to undertake this monitoring role on a regular and
systematic basis. Mr Bunting’s monitoring role was non-statutory and was not
defined in measurable terms. We accept his frank admission that this aspect
of the Board’s monitoring activities was not highly developed. More active
monitoring by the Assistant Director might have highlighted some of the
deficiencies in monitoring and supervision by other sections of the Board… it
could not have been expected to uncover homosexual offences”. [HIA 756,
para 4.12]

75.

Other non-statutory visiting was undertaken to Kincora which does not receive
analysis in the Hughes Report. The first of these was visiting by the District
Social Services Officer, which is also evidenced on the documentation
available to the HSCB. A list of dates on which Mr Scoular visited Kincora is
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at Exhibit 28. Further information is also detailed as to the particular purpose
of visits during 1976 and 1977. If there had been observable problems or
difficulties in Kincora, these should have been evident during these visits.

76.

The second is visits by the District Committee. It is known, for example, that
the District Committee were to visit Kincora on 16th March 1977. It is known
that following their visit the committee members raised queries around the
care and follow-up of residents. See Exhibit 29.

Problems identified by the Board and how they were dealt with

77.

The most significant problem identified by the Board related to the actions of
Messrs Mains, Semple and McGrath.

The details of the complaints and

information that came to the Board’s attention, together with the action taken
and the HSCB’s view in respect of same is detailed in the statement dated
29th April 2016.

78.

Documentation reviewed to date has not highlighted any other problems
particularly encountered in respect of the staff in Kincora, save the inability to
appoint a suitable Deputy to assist Mr Mains which is addressed in the section
relating to staffing herein above.

79.

Visits by Board staff did however identify a need to have the kitchen
refurbished, difficulties with laundry and a suggestion that the boys should
have the use of nearby playing fields. Exhibit 30 contains memos from 1976
detailing that action was being taken in respect of each of these.

Arrangements for regular independent visits to be made to the Hostel

80.

At Exhibit 31 are two reports, from 1974 and 1979, that record visits to
Kincora by the Fire Authority for Northern Ireland to inspect the premises.
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Inspections of the Hostel by the Department, recommendations made and how
they were implemented

81.

Between 1958 and 1 October 1973 Inspections of Kincora were undertaken
by the Ministry of Home Affairs. It is known from the Hughes Report that
records available revealed only two reports on inspections of Kincora between
1960 and 1973. They were dated October 1965 and April 1972, and are at
Exhibit 32. Each of these reports was written by Miss Mabel Hill and were
described by the Hughes Inquiry as being “generally favourable” [HIA 699,
para 3.38].

82.

The Hughes Report also saw evidence in the Kincora record book that the
Ministry’s inspectors visited Kincora on twelve occasions other than those
which resulted in the reports referred to above. They found “This is consistent
with other evidence which we heard relating to less formal contacts between
the Ministry’s Inspectors and Belfast Welfare Authority”. [ibid]

83.

After reorganisation on 1 October 1973, the Department of Health and Social
Services was established from 1 January 1974. The Hughes Inquiry found
only one inspection report from the Social Work Advisory Group of DHSS,
made on 29 August 1979 by Mr John O’Kane. [HIA 757, para 4.16] A copy
of that report is at Exhibit 6. While this report is now available to the HSCB, it
is not believed that it was available to the Eastern Board upon conclusion of
the inspection, which took place on 20 June 1979. It is known that as regards
the period 1973 – 1980 the Hughes Report found:

“During the 1973 – 1980 period reports on SWAG inspections were
confidential to the Department, that is to say their contents were known only
to SWAG itself and the Child Care Branch of the Department to which the
reports were copied. The reports were not made available to the Boards or to
Management Committees of voluntary homes, although aspects of them were
discussed and taken up with these authorities where it was considered
appropriate.” [HIA 758, para 4.18]
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It is however noted the report itself discloses an intention on the part of Mr
O’Kane to meet with the District Social Services Officer, Mr Scoular, following
completion of his visits to all three facilities in the District that provided
residential care for adolescents.

To date the HSCB has not found any

records relating to such a meeting.

84.

The report identified issues in relation to: the lack of privacy provided by the
sleeping accommodation which required three boys to share; the absence of
personal possessions / “pin-ups” in the bedrooms; doubts of Mr O’Kane in
relation to an systematic instruction of the residents in relation to
independence skills. Within 5 months of this report being written the serious
issues relating to Kincora were publicised through the media. The HSCB has
not seen contemporaneous evidence to understand what steps had been
taken in the interim to address the points arising.

Other Information:

85

Holidays: Within the documentation held by the HSCB, it is clear that as a
Hostel for older children, there were still efforts made to provide holiday
opportunities for the boys.

In 1962 the boys attended a YMCA Summer

Camp in Newcastle; in 1977 an 8-berth caravan was rented in Portrush; in
1979 there was a proposal to consider Butlins in Ayr, although it appears that
a Northern Ireland location was recommended instead. See Exhibit 33.

86.

Civil Claims: The Board is aware of claims for compensation by the following
individuals in respect of care provided at Kincora:
j.

R2

– this claim was settled in the amount of £10,000 plus

costs in March 1989, see Exhibit 34;
k.

R7

– this claim was settled in the amount of £6,000 plus costs in

September 1989. The Board has also located a Notice for Further and
Better Particulars dated 20 March 1986, see Exhibit 35;
l. HIA 532/B1/R13 ;
m. HIA 534/R4 – Notice for Further and Better Particulars dated 20 March
1986 at Exhibit 36;
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n.
o.
p.
q.

;
R 24
;
R 17
R 25
B3/R1

;
– this claim was settled in the amount of £5,000 plus

costs in March 1988, see Exhibit 37;
r.

R8

s.

;
;

t. Clinton Massey – on 6 November 1991, £8,759 was paid in damages, see
Exhibit 38;
u. Ronald Hugh Graham;
v. Hugh Quinn – this claim was settled in the amount of £7,500 plus costs in
August 1989, see Exhibit 39;
The litigation files held by the Board’s solicitor in respect of each of these civil
claims were destroyed in January 2009.

The only source documents, or

details of outcomes that can be provided to the Inquiry at this time are as
noted as detailed and exhibited above.

Further the Board has also received letters of claim from the Individuals listed
below, no proceedings have yet been served:i. James Miller
ii. KIN 279

KIN 133
iv.
KIN 1
iii.

v. Clinton Massey
Details of these will be provided under separate cover

87

Reports/Consultations after the closure of Kincora:

a.

In June 1982, the Department of Health obtained “the Sheridan
Report”, a report on Homes and Hostels for Children and Young
People, whose terms of reference were: “To consider the ways in
which the Department carries out its role in relation to the supervision
and management of homes and hostels for children and young people
and to offer advice”. This was based on discussions held with the
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Department in Belfast from 24 – 26 February 1982. An advance copy
was provided to the Board under cover of letter dated 17 November
1982, with the report to be issued on 22 November 1982. A Circular
HSS (CC) 5/82 was also issued in November 1982. This was
discussed at the Personal Social Services Committee on the 13
January 1983. On 27th January 1983, Paper No PSSC 10/83 was
discussed at the Board, and was subsequently forwarded to the
Department under cover of letter dated 9th February 1983. Relevant
documents are in Exhibit 40; however it is unclear whether this
version of the PSSC paper is the “revised” paper that was submitted to
the Department or the original version;

b.

On 21 October 1983, the Department issued a “Consultative Paper on
a Complaints Procedure for Children in Residential Care and Their
Parents”. On 31st January 1984, being the closing date for responses,
the Eastern Board submitted a full response. These documents are in
Exhibit 41. It is also believed that the other Boards responded to this
consultation;

c.

The Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children’s Homes and
Hostels was published on 4th February 1986. On 4th April 1986 the
Department of Health wrote to the Board, dividing the
recommendations into two categories: those it endorsed, and those
upon which it was yet to form a view. The Board responded on the 1st
October 1986 with a paper setting out the views of the Board, and on
the extent to which action had been taken. Copies of the
correspondence, together with a report which appears to the HSCB to
be the paper referred to in the correspondence of October 1986 are at
Exhibit 42. Further, in September 1986, meetings considered action in
relation to Recommendation 47 of the Hughes Report, which resulted
in an agreed joint statement between the Directors of Social Services
and the RUC, see Exhibit 43.
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BM 1

88

confirm that

: The Board has not seen any documentation that would

BM 1

was a member of staff at Kincora.

BM 1 ,

and information in respect of him, has been addressed in the HSCB’s
statement dated 6th May 2016 and a supplemental statement, each
addressing Bawnmore Children’s Home.

In reviewing documentation,

BM 1
stamped “Kincora” dated 1978. It is known that BM 1

however, the Board has noted reference to a

on a Duty Rota
was, at that time,

employed at Palmerston Reception and Assessment Centre, which was
situated in the same District as Kincora. The HSCB suggests that this is likely
to reflect an arrangement whereby staff within the residential field would assist
with other units from time to time where the need arose. See Exhibit 44.

Systems Failures

89

Having reviewed the available evidence as detailed in this statement and the
statement dated 29th April 2016, the HSCB accepts the following failings:

90

At times record keeping was not good enough. The following occasions are
noted:
a.

There was a failure by the Chief Welfare Officer to record the outcome
of the investigation of complaints in 1971 and the reason for that
decision.

b

In early 1976 there was a failure to make any written record regarding
information reported to the Holywood Road sub-office, and passed to
Residential and Daycare Management at District Headquarters. The
absence of such a record likely influenced the subsequent failure to
investigate the information in any way, see paragraphs 86 and 88 of
the statement dated 29th April 2016;

c

There ought to have been a formal record of the Board’s engagement
with police after March 1976, see paragraph 102 of the statement
dated 29th April 2016;
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d.

Monthly reports completed by the visiting Social Worker pursuant to the
1975 Direction were completed en bloc and on occasions were
submitted late, see paragraph 72 of this statement above. They also
did not contain relevant information to allow the Eastern Board to be
fully appraised of developments occurring with the hostel in late 1977,
see paragraph 120 of the statement dated 29th April 2016;

91.

At times there was no communication to ensure the relevant personnel had
access to full and proper information regarding the Hostel and issues arising
in relation thereto. The following occasions are noted:

a.

Upon taking up post as Children’s Officer in 1971, with a statutory
responsibility to visit Kincora, Mr Bunting was not provided with “the
Mason File” and was not, therefore, fully appraised of the two
complaints that had been investigated in 1967 and 1971. The retention
of the file by Mr Mason resulted in a breakdown in the dissemination of
information about complaints against Mr Mains to staff with a direct role
in management and monitoring the Hostel. It was ‘regrettable that [Mr
Mason] does not appear to have made Mr Bunting [Children’s Officer]
and Mrs Wilson [Assistant Children’s Officer] fully acquainted with the
complaints known to him by referring the “Mason file” formally to them
in writing in view of their management responsibility for the hostel”.
See paragraph 45 of the statement dated 29th April 2016;

b

The information received by way of anonymous telephone call on 23
January 1974 ought to have been shared as follows:
i.

with the police, see paragraphs 57 and 59 of the statement
dated 29th April 2016;

ii.

with the Board, see paragraph 58 of the statement dated 29th
April 2016;

c.

In March 1974, there was a failure by police to share relevant
information about allegations against a member of staff with the
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Eastern Board. This was however outwith the control of the HSCB’s
predecessor;

d.

In May and September 1974 there was a failure to share information
about a complaint by fieldwork staff in the North and West Belfast
District with Residential and Daycare Management in the East Belfast
and Castlereagh District, who had line management responsibility
for Kincora, see paragraphs 69 and 71 of the statement dated 29th
April 2016;

e

In 1975 there was a failure to report rumours heard about staff at the
hostel to Residential and Daycare Management in the East Belfast and
Castlereagh District, who had line management responsibility for
Kincora. This in itself would have been unlikely to prevent or detect
abuse, but knowledge of it might have influenced their response to
future information. See paragraphs 83 and 84 of the statement dated
29th April 2016;

f.

In early 1976 Ms McGrath failed to pass information that she had
received from the Holywood Road sub-office to the District Social
Services Officer, see paragraph 88 of the statement dated 29th April
2016;

g.

Between October 1973 and 1976 there was a lack of information
shared from the District to the Eastern Board as to serious allegations
made against a member of residential staff. This was particularly the
case in March 1976 when despite information being received by the
District from the Board, there was not a flow of information from the
District to allow the Board to be fully informed, see paragraphs 97,
99 and 100 of the statement dated 29th April 2016;

h.

The information provided to the Director of Social Services by police in
March 1976 ought to have been communicated confidentially to the
Chairman of the Personal Social Services Committee and the Board.
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Given the seriousness of the matter the information ought also to have
been shared with the Department of Health. See paragraph 103 of the
statement dated 29th April 2016;

i.

The manner of recording of the monthly social work visitor reports in
late 1977 hindered communication of matters arising with the Hostel
from the District to the Board. Further no other form of communication
was undertaken to advise the Eastern Board of the issues arising at
that time in relation to R18 and R20. See paragraphs 120 and 132 of
the statement dated 29th April 2016;

92. Systems

to

implement

statutory

monitoring

of

the

Hostel

were

underdeveloped, specifically:

a.

The role of the visiting Social Worker under the 1975 Direction and the
information that ought to be contained within reports provided, see
paragraph 120 of the statement dated 29th April 2016;

b

There was a “considerable time-lag” between October 1973 and mid
1974 before the members of the Personal Social Services Committee
were given guidance on their statutory duties under the 1952 SR&O,
see paragraph 66 of this statement above;

In identifying the specific failings detailed above, the HSCB considers that in and of
themselves many would not have have been capable of preventing or detecting the
homosexual abuse that occurred in Kincora Hostel. Detailed analysis of this issue
was undertaken during the Hughes Inquiry, whose findings are detailed in the
HSCB’s statement dated 29th April 2016. The exceptions

to

this are

the

two

occasions, in 1967 and 1974, where a referral to police ought to have been made.
However even in this respect, and as found by the Hughes Inquiry, whether that
would have resulted in a full investigation, or an uncovering of the abuse that was
occurring in Kincora, would be a matter of conjecture. See HIA 729, para 3.119
(1967), HIA 769, para 4.47 (1974).
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Statement of Truth
I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed

Dated

23 May 2016
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